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Law and Order in Contemporary
American Politics

rime and punishment sit center stage in the theater of American
political discourse. For much of the past three decades, politi-

cians have made crime-related problems central campaign issues and
struggled to identify themselves as tougher than their competitors on
crime, delinquency, and drug use. Popular concern about these social
problems has reached record levels during this period1 and public
opinion polls indicate that members of the public have become more
likely to support punitive policies such as the death penalty and "three-
strike" sentencing laws.2 Not surprisingly, these ideological shifts have
been accompanied by a dramatic expansion of the criminal justice
system. Between 1965 and 1993, crime control expenditures jumped
from $4.6 billion to $100 billion (and from .6 to 1.57% of the gross do-
mestic product) and the rate of incarceration in the United States is
now the highest in the industrialized world.3 Minorities have been
especially affected by these developments: blacks now comprise over
half of all prison inmates in the United States, up from one-third just
twenty years ago.4

How did we get here? Why have crime-related problems assumed
such prominence in recent decades, and what accounts for the insis-
tence that harsher punishments and tougher law enforcement are the
best response to these complex social problems? Despite its impor-
tance, this question has not been addressed as systematically as one
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4 MAKING CRIME PAY

might expect. To the extent that it has been, most analysts have offered
a fairly simple explanation: concern about crime and punitive attitudes
are widespread because the crime and drug problems have gotten
worse. According to this "democracy-at-work" thesis,5 the increased
incidence of criminal behavior has led Americans to demand that their
political representatives crack down on criminals; the more frequent
use of the death penalty and the adoption of tough three strikes sen-
tencing laws are politicians' responses to this popular sentiment. In
sum, this thesis suggests that the current approach to crime control
reflects the worsening of the crime problem and the public sentiment
to which this trend naturally gives rise.

Although intuitively appealing, this explanation does not withstand
closer examination. Proponents of the democracy-at-work thesis typi-
cally point to official crime statistics which indicate that the rate of
crime increased throughout the 1960s and 1970s. But as we will see in
the following chapter, levels of public concern about crime and drug
use are not consistently associated with the reported incidence of these
social problems. Furthermore, the assumption that anxiety about crime
drives support for punitive anticrime policies is problematic. In fact,
those who are less afraid of crime typically express the highest levels
of support for the "get-tough" approach while those who are more
fearful are often less punitive. Rural white men, for example, feel rela-
tively safe but are quite staunch supporters of law and order policies.
Conversely, women and blacks are, in general, more concerned about
their potential victimization but less supportive of tough crime control
measures.6 The relationship between perceptions of the crime prob-
lem and attitudes toward punishment is thus more complicated than
the democracy-at-work thesis implies.

Public support for punitive anticrime policies is also more fluid and
ambivalent than is commonly supposed. Enthusiasm for the death
penalty, for example, is historically variable, weakens considerably in
the presence of alternatives, and coexists with widespread support for
rehabilitative ideals. When given a choice, most Americans still believe
that spending money on educational and job training programs is a
more effective crime-fighting measure than building prisons.7 While
the punitive tone of the law and order discourse clearly resonates with
salient sentiments in American political culture, popular beliefs about
crime and punishment are complex, equivocal, and contradictory, even
after decades of political initiative on these subjects.8 The notion that
the desire for punishment is ubiquitous and unequivocal ignores the
complexity of cultural attitudes and the situational and political fac-
tors that shape their expression.9
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In sum, support for punitive anticrime measures has waxed and
waned throughout American history, coexists with support for less
punitive policies, and is only loosely related to the reported incidence
of crime-related problems. By positing a direct connection between the
incidence of these problems and public punitiveness, the democracy-
at-work thesis assumes what requires explanation: the rise of the con-
ception of crime as the consequence of insufficient punishment and
control. This book takes this ideological accomplishment as its object
of inquiry and tells a very different story about the ascendance of the
get-tough approach to crime.

Culture, Politics, and the Construction of Social Problems

Sociologist Max Weber used the term "vielseitigkeit" to refer to the
multiplicity of meanings inherent in the social world, a phenomenon
he called the "many-sidedness of reality."10 Others make a similar
point when they stress the promiscuous nature of the "ideological
sign": because social objects and issues are "multi-accentual" they can
acquire a number of different meanings, each of which may have quite
distinct political implications.11 The "crime problem," for example,
may be depicted in a variety of ways: as evidence of the breakdown of
law and order, the demise of the family, or socioeconomic inequality
and the need for policies that reduce it. While the harm victims of
crime suffer is very real, our understanding of the meaning and causes
of this harm depends upon the way in which the crime issue is appre-
hended in political discourse.12 As David Garland concludes, "[lit is
clear enough that criminal conduct does not determine the kind of
penal action that a society adopts. . . . [I]t is not 'crime' or even crimi-
nological knowledge about crime which most affects policy decisions,
but rather the ways in which 'the crime problem' is officially perceived
and the political positions to which these perceptions give rise."13

Crime-related issues, then, are socially and politically constructed;
they acquire their meaning through interpretive, representational, and
political processes. Social actors—sometimes called "claimsmakers"14

—struggle to gain acceptance for preferred ways of framing these
issues and vie for limited access to public venues in order to promote
them.15 In these battles over the signification of crime-related prob-
lems, claimsmakers "deploy mediated symbols and mobilize power-
ful cultural references."16 The Bush campaign's manipulation of the
"Willie Horton" incident, for example, can be understood as an at-
tempt to invoke the image of "the black rapist" (with all its historical
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and cultural significance) in order to generate support for law and
order policies—and for the candidate who was, presumably, more
capable of implementing them.

Such efforts to signify social problems are typically components of
larger political battles. Participants in these broader struggles use a
variety of rhetorical devices and cultural images to link ostensibly
unrelated social issues in ideologically useful ways. Southern politi-
cians and law enforcement officials who called civil rights protestors
"thugs" and decried "crime in the streets," for example, were attempt-
ing to define protest activities as "criminal" rather than political in
nature. Claimsmakers may also define social problems in ways that
direct attention away from inconvenient social conditions. Emphasiz-
ing the pathology of criminals and the utility of punishment, for exam-
ple, obscures the role of social inequality in the generation of crime.17

Political outcomes such as three strikes legislation are thus best under-
stood as a product of symbolic struggles in which actors disseminate
favored ways of framing social problems and compete to have these
versions of reality accepted as truth.

These competing "issue frames" are created, mobilized, and insti-
tutionalized (or not) under particular historical and political circum-
stances, and as the Willie Horton incident suggests, officials often play
an important role in these campaigns. Elite claimsmaking activities
do not merely express popular sentiment but also seek to shape and
transform it in accordance with particular visions of state and soci-
ety.18 The involvement of officials in these campaigns may be quite
consequential: elites often enjoy greater access to public venues, and
their proclamations are typically accorded a great deal of authority.
President George Bush's (nationally televised) contention that drug
abuse constituted "our nation's most serious domestic problem," for
example, certainly carried more weight and had greater consequences
than would the same statement made by a community activist seek-
ing increased treatment funds. An account of why some representa-
tions become institutionalized while others do not thus requires that
the analyst move into the realm of power.

Claimsmakers' ability to gain access to the mass media is a par-
ticularly important dimension of these power relations because it is
through the mass media that issue frames are reproduced and dissemi-
nated. While nonelite Claimsmakers are sometimes able to influence
media coverage,19 the mutual interdependence of the state and the
mass media means that officials are uniquely privileged in the con-
test to signify social problems. This interdependence is expressed in
and reinforced by media practices that lead journalists to rely on po-
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litical elites for much of their information. The state, in turn, has de-
veloped and deployed an elaborate set of institutions aimed at "news
management." Officials thus enter contests over social issues with a
relatively high degree of access to the mass media and endeavor to
maintain and enlarge this advantage vis-a-vis others (some of whom
may also be advantaged in this respect).

But access to the mass media does not guarantee the success of
claimsmaking enterprises. The capacity of elites to mobilize public
opinion depends upon their ability to select symbols and rhetoric that
will resonate with deep-seated "myths"20 and make sense of lived ex-
perience. While popular sentiment is somewhat malleable, members
of the public are not receptive to every claim and elites are therefore
somewhat constrained in their efforts to mobilize opinion. On the other
hand, these constraints are far from determinant: "culture" is com-
posed of a variety of often contradictory themes, experiences, and sen-
timents, and a number of different issue frames may enjoy some cul-
tural resonance at a given historical moment. It is clear, for example,
that the discourses of retribution and rehabilitation both enjoy a high
degree of support in contemporary American political culture.

The likelihood that competing issue frames will resonate with popu-
lar sentiment does not depend upon "expert" opinion, much to the
chagrin of some criminologists. Although research may tell us some-
thing about the validity of the relationships posited in different crime
"frames," this more technical discourse rarely influences the highly
symbolic sphere of political rhetoric. Instead, the viability of alterna-
tive issue frames rests primarily on the extent to which they help to
make sense of people's experience in ways that are compatible with
popular wisdom and salient cultural themes.21 Crime discourse that
attributes the criminal behavior of the "underclass" to the expansion
of welfare programs is one way of acknowledging the "common-
sense" connection between poverty and street crime and simulta-
neously provides working persons with an explanation for their in-
creasing tax burden. The ability of this discourse to make sense of these
"realities" and to identify a target for the anger they induce—rather
than the robustness of the regression coefficients designed to measure
the strength of the relationships posited—is crucial to the success of
this discursive construction.

In sum, sociohistorical context, public discourse, and popular senti-
ment are related in complex ways. The fact that members of the pub-
lic tend to express concern about crime-related issues when officials
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accord them greater attention does not mean that political elites have
an unlimited capacity to shape public opinion. Furthermore, it is clear
that punitive anticrime rhetoric does resonate with important themes
and sentiments in American political culture and provides some with
a compelling explanation for pressing social and personal ills. It re-
mains true, however, that political elites have played a leading role in
calling attention to crime-related problems, in defining these problems
as the consequence of insufficient punishment and control, and in
generating popular support for punitive anticrime policies. This book
analyzes the origins and nature of this discursive campaign and its
consequences for state policy.

The Changing Nature of Public Discourse on Crime

Official perceptions of "the crime problem" have changed dramati-
cally in recent years. For much of the twentieth century, a philosophy
and style of reasoning called "penological modernism" served as the
foundation of both criminal justice and social welfare practices. Ac-
cording to this philosophy, deviant behavior is at least partially caused
(rather than freely chosen). Progressive reformers therefore identified
rehabilitation—operationally defined as the use of "individualized,
corrective measures adapted to the specific case or the particular prob-
lem"—as the appropriate response to deviant behavior.22 While the
goal of rehabilitating offenders often conflicted with competing ob-
jectives (especially the hope that punishment would deter individu-
als from breaking the law), it nonetheless served as the primary ratio-
nale for Western crime control policy for much of the twentieth
century.23 Since the 1930's, the modernist, rehabilitative project em-
phasized environmental theories of crime and therefore provided an
alternative to both biological and classical ("free will") explanations
of criminal behavior.24

The goals and suppositions of this approach are now seen as sus-
pect by many. Where the disappointing results of rehabilitative pro-
grams were once regarded as a challenge, the sense that "nothing
works" has become widespread and the presumption that criminal
behavior has causes that may be identified and remedied by experts
has been called into question.25 Despite the complexity of political dis-
course on crime, it appears that two main alternative discourses have
filled the vacuum created by the demise of the rehabilitative ideology.
Among politicians and other officials, policies that promise to enhance
deterrence, retribution, and public safety (mainly through incapaci-
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tation) are a top priority. These tough responses to the crime problem
are predicated upon various (and sometimes contradictory) explana-
tions of criminal behavior: the neoclassical vision of criminals as ra-
tional and freely choosing agents, currently undeterred as a result of
"undue lenience"; cultural theories that highlight the moral deprav-
ity of those who commit crimes (and sometimes the role of "permis-
sive" welfare programs in generating it); and, increasingly, the notion
that most criminals are intrinsically—perhaps biologically—"prone to
evil" and are therefore beyond redemption. Despite their differences,
these explanations of crime similarly imply that expanding the scope
of criminal law and increasing the severity of its penalties are the most
appropriate responses to the crime problem.

A second crime discourse permeates the writings of criminal jus-
tice administrators, penologists, and other practitioners. These experts
are largely uninterested in the symbolic dimensions of punishment and
focus instead on the need to devise more efficient means of control-
ling potentially troublesome individuals. Increasingly absent from
these discussions is the idea that the crime problem can be "solved"
or that the causes of criminal behavior may be identified and rem-
edied.26 This "administrative" or "managerial" criminology—some-
times called the "new penology"27—is technocratic, behaviorist, and
"realistic" in tone and is primarily oriented toward devising new and
better techniques for managing the crime problem.

In both the politicians' get-tough rhetoric and administrators'
managerial criminology, then, the emphasis has shifted from a con-
cern with rehabilitating and reintegrating offenders to the capacity of
the law and the social control system to structure the choices and con-
duct of individuals. This diminution of rehabilitative zeal—what Gar-
land calls "therapeutic nihilism"28—is indicative of the more pessimis-
tic mood that characterizes contemporary penology. Accounts of this
shift often highlight the role of progressives in unintentionally precipi-
tating the adoption of more retributive and punitive anticrime poli-
cies.29 While liberal and radical critiques of the rehabilitative project
developed in the 1970s were undoubtedly influential, the conservative
campaign for "law and order" has been more relevant to the ideologi-
cal and policy shift to the right on crime-related issues. For as Garland
suggests, the questioning of the rehabilitative ideal within criminology
coincided with "a powerful shift in the political orientation of several
Western governments, with the result that penal organizations have
been more vulnerable to external political pressures than they might
otherwise have been. Indeed, if one were writing a history of penality's
present, it is probably here that one would begin."30
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Crime, Drugs, and the Reconstruction of the State

Since the 1960s, conservatives have paid an unprecedented amount
of attention to the problem of "street crime," ridiculed the notion that
criminal behavior has socioeconomic causes, and promoted the alter-
native view that crime is the consequence of "insufficient curbs on the
appetites or impulses that naturally impel individuals towards crimi-
nal activities."31 This attempt to reconstruct popular conceptions of
the crime problem was, in turn, a component of a much larger politi-
cal contest: the effort to replace social welfare with social control as
the principle of state policy.32 As the civil rights, welfare rights, and
student movements pressured the state to assume greater responsibil-
ity for the reduction of social inequalities, conservative politicians
attempted to popularize an alternative vision of government—one that
diminishes its duty to provide for the social welfare but enlarges its
capacity and obligation to maintain social control.33 In what follows,
I show that the crime issue has been a crucial resource for those advo-
cating this reconstruction of social policy.34 The conservative view that
the causes of crime lie in the human "propensity to evil," rests on a
pessimistic vision of human nature, one that clearly calls for the ex-
pansion of the social control apparatus. Similarly, the notion that the
"culture of welfare" causes crime and other behavioral "pathologies"
such as addiction, illegitimacy, and delinquency implies the need to
scale back the welfare state. Crime-related problems—with all their
racial connotations and emotional qualities—have thus been central
to the construction of a threatening and undeserving underclass, the
emergence of which has done much to legitimate this reconstruction
of the state's role and responsibilities.35

The Organization of the Book

My emphasis on the political origins and role of the crime issue is
clearly at odds with the idea that crime-related attitudes and policies
are primarily driven by the incidence of criminal behavior and the
public concern that it engenders. The following chapter therefore in-
vestigates the relationship between the reported incidence of crime-
related problems, levels of concern about and fear of crime, and sup-
port for punitive anticrime policies. The results of this analysis suggest
that the links between these variables are quite tenuous but that pub-
lic concern about crime and drugs is strongly associated with prior
political initiative on the crime and drug issues. Together, these find-
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ings suggest that support for tough anticrime policies is not merely a
reaction to the increased incidence of crime and drug use (as indicated
by official data) and call attention to the political and ideological pro-
cesses by which punishment and control have been defined as the pri-
mary solutions to crime-related problems.

Chapters 3 and 4 analyze the discursive and political processes
through which this was accomplished. The rhetoric of law and order
was first mobilized in the late 1950s as southern governors and law
enforcement officials attempted to generate and mobilize while op-
position to the civil rights movement. As civil rights became a national
rather than a regional issue, and as welfare rights activists pressured
the state to assume greater responsibility for social welfare, the battle
over state policy intensified. At stake was the question of whether the
federal government is obligated to assume responsibility for creating
a more egalitarian society. Without being explicitly identified as such,
competing images of the poor as "deserving" or "undeserving" became
central components of this debate. In drawing attention to the prob-
lems of street crime, drug addiction, and delinquency, and by depict-
ing these problems as examples of the immorality of the impoverished,
conservatives promoted the latter image. The crimes of the poor were
thus used as evocative symbols of their undeserving and dangerous
nature. The racialized nature of this imagery has been a crucial re-
source for those attempting to promote this conception and policies
that reflect it.

Indeed, race, crime, violence, delinquency, and drug addiction have
become defining features of those now referred to as "the under-
class."36 Chapter 4 analyzes the way in which this discourse and the
organizational dilemmas associated with the federal government's
"war on crime" facilitated the emergence of the antidrug campaign
of the 1980s, and pays particular attention to the increased involve-
ment of Democratic party officials in the wars on crime and drugs. This
chapter also analyzes the resurgence of anticrime rhetoric in the 1990s
and shows that while the identity of the key players in this campaign
has changed somewhat, the nature of this rhetoric and the political
implications of its ascendance have not.

Chapters 5 and 6 analyze popular support for the wars against crime
and drugs and argues that this support (to the extent that it exists)
reflects officials' ability to disseminate the discourse of law and order
through the mass media as well as its resonance with important cul-
tural themes and sentiments. Chapter 5 uses frame analysis techniques
to show that political elites—especially politicians and law enforce-
ment personnel—frequently served as sources in news stories that
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focused on crime and drugs and that the presence of these sources was
strongly associated with the depiction of "issue packages" that iden-
tify "liberal permissiveness" and the loss of "respect for authority" as
the main causes of crime. While their capacity to shape media repre-
sentations is not infinite and must be recognized as an achievement
(of sorts), officials were quite effective in using the mass media to dis-
seminate images of the crime and drug problems that imply the need
for greater punishment and control.

Chapter 6 analyzes popular receptivity to this imagery and suggests
that the get-tough discourse does resonate with important sentiments
and myths that characterize American political culture. For example,
the neoclassical depiction of crime as an individual choice is consonant
with the individualism that is so pronounced in American life. Similarly,
the argument that welfare programs encourage family breakdown and
other "pathologies" resonates with the cultural propensity to attribute
social problems to inadequate family life and faulty socialization.
Finally, the emotional qualities of the crime issue appear to have en-
hanced popular support for the law and order campaign.

However, although it is true that the campaign for law and order
has been bolstered by these cultural resonances, support for punitive
policies is neither unambiguous nor evenly distributed. Survey re-
search indicates that the law and order approach to the crime prob-
lem is particularly popular among those who hold racially and socially
conservative views. In-depth interviews with such voters reveal that
racially charged hostility toward those who "seek something for noth-
ing" is widespread and that this hostility informs support for puni-
tive anticrime policies. Thus, it appears that the "coded" racial subtext
of the conservative rhetoric on crime and punishment has not gone
unnoticed but has been crucial to its acceptance among these swing
voters. The strength of these sentiments has had quite significant po-
litical implications: both the Republican and Democratic parties have
had their eye on these "Reagan Democrats," among whom punitive
crime rhetoric enjoys especially strong support.

Chapter 7 examines the consequences of the federal campaign for
law and order and shows how the politicization of the crime issue trig-
gered the expansion and reorientation of the crime control system. In
waging the wars on crime and drugs, the federal government has de-
veloped a variety of mechanisms that enable it to influence state and
local criminal justice policy. The ascendance of the get-tough approach
at the national level thus led to the expansion of the entire penal ap-
paratus, which in turn triggered the growth of a politically powerful
"penal-industrial complex"37 that endeavors to perpetuate this expan-
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sion. The emergence of the managerial criminology described earlier
is also related to the rapid growth of the criminal justice system: this
approach is aimed at reducing the fiscal and organizational costs as-
sociated with the get-tough approach and promises to do so through
the application of cost-effective observational and incapacitative tech-
nologies, carefully calibrated according to assessments of risk.38 Or-
ganizational, political, and ideological developments precipitated by
the campaign to get-tough on crime and drugs have thus served largely
to perpetuate and facilitate that effort. The final chapter reiterates the
main outlines of the argument, considers the implications of a state
that prioritizes social control over social welfare, and highlights the
need for the creation of a more inclusive and pluralistic dialogue re-
garding crime-related problems.
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rime and drug use are not naturally or inherently "social control"
issues but are constructed as such by social actors; the institution-

alization of the get tough approach reflects the ascendance of this in-
terpretation of their causes and solutions. Recognizing the importance
of the symbolic dimensions of the crime issue does not imply that crime
is not a "real" problem; particularly for the poor and nonwhite, the
threat of criminal victimization and the harm associated with drug
abuse are all too real. At the same time, the extent to which members
of the public express concern about these social problems and, more
importantly, become more supportive of punitive anticrime policies
is clearly linked to the pervasiveness of imagery and rhetoric that de-
pict these problems as the consequence of excessive lenience.

What came to be known as "the crime issue" emerged on the na-
tional political scene during the 1964 presidential campaign and con-
tinued to play an important role in national politics through 1972. The
reported rate of crime also increased throughout the 1960s; for many,
this trend provided more than ample support for the democracy-at-
work thesis. By contrast, the war on drugs of the 1980s was waged at
a time when the reported incidence of drug use was declining. This
chapter investigates this puzzle and summarizes two main bodies of
evidence that cast doubt on the conventional interpretation of these
events.

14
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The first of these shows that levels of public concern are largely
unrelated to the reported incidence of crime and drug use but are
strongly associated with the extent to which elites highlight these
issues in political discourse. In the next section of the chapter, I sum-
marize a wide body of survey research which suggests that anxiety
about crime does not necessarily give rise to punitiveness. Thus, even
if concern about or fear of crime were consistently associated with its
reported incidence, there is no reason to assume that this would nec-
essarily lead members of the public to clamor for the death penalty and
stiffer sentencing laws. While the increased incidence of crime-related
problems may facilitate their politicization and contribute to grow-
ing support for getting-tough, complex cultural processes—in which
political elites play a crucial role—clearly shape the formation and ex-
pression of popular sentiments regarding crime and punishment.

Evaluating the Democracy-at-Work Thesis

As we have seen, the democracy-at-work thesis holds that the in-
creasing threat of criminal victimization and the anxiety that it en-
genders explain the adoption of law and order policies. Raymond
Michelowski summarizes this argument as follows: "This steady rise
in the crime rates .. . generated a growing public fear of crime, a
politicization of the crime problem, and eventually political mobili-
zation of this fear of crime turned into demands for more and harsher
punishments for lawbreakers. This, in turn, led to a dramatic rise in
the absolute numbers of people incarcerated. .. .'n Interestingly, this
interpretation has been promoted by researchers from across the
ideological spectrum. For example, one prominent Marxist criminolo-
gist suggested that "[A]s for moral panics about crime in the streets,
they were not created by the government. . . . The crime issue was
forced on a reluctant Johnson administration by voters exposed to
and concerned with crime in their neighborhoods."2 The well-known
conservative James Q. Wilson similarly argued that "public opinion
was well ahead of political opinion in calling attention to the rising
problem of crime."3 While these arguments were put forward in an
attempt to explain the politicization of crime in the 1960s and 1970s,
a similar type of reasoning has been used to explain the war on drugs
of the 1980s.4

It should be noted that the democracy-at-work thesis is generally
presented rather cursorily, as if obvious and not in need of elabora-
tion. To the extent that evidence is cited to support it, proponents of
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the democracy-at-work thesis generally point to official data sources—
especially the Uniform Crime Reports (UCR)—which indicate that the
rate of crime increased throughout the 1960s and 1970s.5 The implicit
argument seems to be that these crime data reflect a real increase in
the incidence of crime and that as people became aware of this trend
(as a result of their own victimization or the victimization of others
known to them), they became more concerned about crime and hence
more punitive.

Its apparent popularity notwithstanding, the democracy-at-work
thesis is in tension with a growing body of literature that stresses the
socially constructed nature of social problems such as crime and drug
use.6 Constructionists emphasize that reality is not known directly, but
must be comprehended through frames that select, order, and inter-
pret it. These researchers also point out that media personnel and po-
litical elites often play an important role in these symbolic processes.
A constructionist account of the crime and drug issues therefore an-
ticipates that the public's assessment of the causes and seriousness of
social problems will be shaped by public discourse around them.
In sum, while the democracy-at-work thesis holds that increases in
the incidence of crime and drug use lead members of the public to
identify crime or drugs as the nation's most important problems, a
constructionist approach emphasizes the impact of political and
media discourse on popular attitudes. These alternative hypotheses are
evaluated below.

Crime, Drugs, and Public Concern

The following analysis of public concern about crime-related problems
is divided into two periods. The first examines public concern about
crime during the war on crime (from 1964 to 1974); the second focuses
on concern about drug use during the most recent war on drugs
(1985-1992)7 Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression techniques8 are
used to estimate the degree of association between the reported inci-
dence of crime9 and drug use,10 on the one hand, and levels of public
concern about these social problems11 on the other. Political initiative12

on and media coverage13 of these topics were also analyzed as possible
sources of influence on public attitudes. The trend lines for each of
these variables are depicted in figures 2.1-2.8.

These figures show that while the reported rates of crime and drug
use shifted slowly and gradually, public concern about these problems
fluctuated quickly and dramatically.14 Indeed, in both the crime and



FIGURE 2.1 Public Concern About Crime

FIGURE 2.2 Crime Rate
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FIGURE 2.3 Media Coverage of the Crime Issue

FIGURE 2.4 State Anti-Crime Initiative
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FIGURE 2.5 Public Concern About Drugs

FIGURE 2.6 Incidence of Drug Use
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FIGURE 2.7 Media Coverage of the Drug Issue

FIGURE 2.8 State Anti-Drug Initiative
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drug cases, striking shifts in levels of public concern took place in very
short periods of time. For example, the percentage of poll respondents
reporting that drugs were the nation's most important problem in-
creased from 15% to 64% between July and September 1989 and
dropped to 10% within the following year (see figure 2.5). This sort of
fluctuation does not appear to correspond to the reported incidence
of crime or drug use, but does seem to be closely related to levels of
prior political initiative on the crime and drug issues.

The analysis presented here is aimed at confirming or disconfirming
these impressions.15 The explanatory variables were measured in terms
of their average rate in the three- to five-month period preceding each
public opinion poll; the (nonlagged) regression results thus indicate
the level of association between these variables and immediately sub-
sequent levels of public concern. These regressions were also estimated
with a lag of 1 (6-10 months) and 2 (9-12 months) in order to assess
their association with delayed shifts in levels of public concern about
crime and drugs.

The results of this analysis are presented in tables 2.1 and 2.2.16 The
unstandardized coefficient for each variable is shown, and the stan-
dard error (SE) appears beneath it in parentheses. The results in the
crime case indicate that both political initiative and media coverage
were associated with subsequent levels of public concern about crime
(see table 2.1). These relationships are consistent over time: both po-
litical initiative and media coverage continue to be significantly and

TABLE 2.1. Correlation of the Crime Rate, Media Cover-
age, and Political Initiative with Public Concern about
Crime, 1964-1974

Explanatory
variables

Crime
rate

Media
initiative

Political
initiative

Adjusted!?2

*p <. 05

**p <. 01

***p <. 001

Column 1
Lag = 0

3-5 months

-.0077
(.011)

1.2504*
(.5547)

1.3711**
(.3509)

.5649

Column 2
Lag = l

6-10 months

-.0067
(.013)

1.3103**
(.497)

/
1.3511**
(.3364)

.5866

Column 3
Lag = 2
9-15

-.005
(.022)

1.2107*
(.5372)

1.2721**
(.3409)

.5712
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TABLE 2.2. Correlation of Rates of Drug Use, Media
Coverage, and Political Initiative with Public Concern
about Drugs, 1985-1992

Explanatory
variables

Drug
use

Media
initiative

Political
initiative

Adjusted R2

*p <. 05

**p <. 01

*"p <. 001

Column 1
Lag = 0

3-5 months

.0096
(.2178)

.0594
(.7459)

1.8393***
(.4551)

.6337

Column 2
Lag = l

6-10 months

.0082
(.1917)

.0781
(.699)

1.762***
(.446)

.6291

Column 3
Lag = 2
9-15

.014
(.2077)

.0999
(.6781)

1.1221**
(.4997)

.6009

positively associated with public concern when an extended time pe-
riod is analyzed. In contrast, the reported incidence of crime is not
associated with the propensity of members of the public to identify
crime as the nation's most important problem.17

The results presented in table 2.2 indicate that political initiative
on the drug issue is positively and significantly associated with sub-
sequent shifts in public concern about drugs.18 In this case, neither the
reported incidence of drug use nor media coverage of the drug issue is
associated with levels of public concern about drugs.

One possible explanation for the absence of an association between
drug use and public concern about drugs is that it is the severity of drug
abuse rather than the rate of drug use that is important. If this is cor-
rect, the number of drug-related emergency room visits (arguably the
best indicator of the incidence of drug abuse) should correspond to
levels of public concern about drugs. In fact, DAWN (Drug Abuse
Warning Network) data do indicate that the number of cocaine-related
emergency room visits increased between 1986 and 1989, as did pub-
lic concern (although the increase in public concern was much more
uneven). After a brief drop in 1990, however, the number of cocaine-
and heroin-related emergency room visits continued to increase. By
1992, the number of all drug emergency room visits—including those
involving cocaine and heroin—had reached record levels.19 By con-
trast, the percentage of poll respondents identifying drugs as the
nation's most important problem in 1992 had dropped from 64% to
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less than 10%. Neither the reported incidence of drug use nor this
measure of drug abuse is consistently related to levels of public con-
cern about drugs.

In sum, from 1964 to 1974, levels of political initiative on and
media coverage of crime were significantly associated with subsequent
levels of public concern, but the reported incidence of crime was not.
From 1985 to 1992, political initiative on the drug issue—but not the
reported incidence of drug use or abuse—was strongly associated with
subsequent public concern about drugs. These results indicate that the
extent to which political elites highlight the crime and drug problems
is closely linked to subsequent levels of public concern about them and
thus suggest that political initiative played a crucial role in generat-
ing public concern about crime and drugs. While it is possible that the
measure of public concern used in this analysis fails to capture the
extent to which crime and drugs remain of concern even when not seen
as the nation's most important problems, this analysis clearly shows
that such latent concern is likely to be mobilized and given expression
in response to political initiative. In the case of the war on crime, in-
dependent media stories also appear to have had an important influ-
ence on public perceptions of the crime problem.

The lack of an association between the reported rate of crime and
drug use and public concern around those issues is not unique to the
two time periods analyzed here. During the middle and late 1970s, for
example, reported rates of both crime and drug use increased dramati-
cally: official statistics indicate that the incidence of crime peaked in
1981, while general drug use reached its zenith in 1979 and declined
consistently thereafter.20 Despite this, the percentage of poll respon-
dents identifying crime or drugs as the nation's most important prob-
lem remained quite low throughout this period.

The Importance of Political Initiative

The results of the regression analysis presented here cast doubt on the
democracy-at-work thesis and document instead a close connection
between political initiative and subsequent levels of public concern
about crime and drugs. However, there is reason to believe that pub-
lic concern and political initiative move in similar directions and are
mutually reinforcing.21 Indeed, it is unlikely that political elites—par-
ticularly those seeking reelection—would persist in their efforts to
mobilize concern about crime and drug use if the public did not ap-
pear to be receptive to them.
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Public receptivity, however, is not the same as public initiative, and
it may be possible to determine whether shifts in levels of political
activity precede or follow corresponding shifts in levels of public con-
cern. In order to determine the relationship between these variables
over time, those instances in which public opinion shifted most dra-
matically are presented in diagram form in table 2.3.22 In each case,
the percentage of poll respondents identifying crime (including delin-
quency and lawlessness/unrest) or drugs as the nation's most impor-
tant problem appears beneath the poll date; the average number of
political initiatives per day in the period between polls appears on the
line above those dates.

In each of these cases, public concern and political initiative move
largely in parallel directions. In each one, however, a drop in the level
of political initiative that is not preceded by a corresponding drop in
public concern occurs toward the end of the cycle. For example, in Case
1, public concern about crime, delinquency, and unrest reached its
zenith (15%) in October 1968, near the end of an election campaign in
which street crime was a central issue. Political initiative was at an
all-time high of 1.03 initiatives per day in the period preceding this
poll. Nonetheless, the postelection period saw declining levels of po-
litical initiative on the crime issue, which were in turn followed by
drops in public concern.

Similarly, in Case 3, the percentage of poll respondents reporting
that drugs were the nation's most important problem reached its peak
at the end of a period of unprecedented political antidrug activity. In

TABLE 2.3. Political Initiative and Public Concern About Crime and Drugs

Political initiative (above date line)
and public concern (below date line)

Casel, .25 .52 1.03 .31
Crime (January 1968- 1/68 >4/68 >7/68 >10/68 >1 /69
January 1969) 8% 10% 13% 15% 12%

Case 2, .37 .50 .77 .50
Crime (May 1969- 5/69 >1 /70 >5/70 >10/70- >2/71
January 1971) 8% 12% 12% 22% 9%

Case 3, .38 .53 1.4 .83
Drugs (September 1988- 9/88 >l/89 >5/89 > 9/89- >1/90
Decemberl989) 15% 11% 27% 64% 33%

Case 4, .24 .42 1.01 .19
Drugs (January 1986- 1/86 >4/86 >7/86 >10/86 ->l/87
January 1987) 1% 3% 8% 11% 5%
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late August and early September of his first year in office, President
George Bush made several speeches on "the drug crisis" and called a
great deal of attention to his program for fighting drugs. The average
number of political initiatives increased from .53 to 1.4 during this
period; a public opinion poll administered in late September indicated
that 64% of the American public—the highest percentage ever re-
corded—thought that drugs were the most important problem facing
the nation. As in the previous case, subsequent drops in the level of
political initiative were followed by declining levels of public concern
about drugs. The same pattern is also evident in the other two cases:
sudden drops in political attention to the crime and drug issues are
not explicable in terms of prior shifts in levels of public concern but
are followed by declining levels of public concern.

Similarly, there is no evidence that political elites' initial involve-
ment in the wars on crime and drugs was a response to popular sen-
timents. Public concern about crime was quite low when candidate
Barry Goldwater decided to run on a law and order platform in the
1964 presidential election.23 Similarly, when President Ronald Reagan
first declared a "national war on drugs" in 1982 and when he called
for a renewal of this campaign in 1986, fewer than 2% of those polled
identified drugs as the nation's most important problem. Nor is the
most recent reincarnation of the crime issue a response to popular
concern, although the public's attention has certainly shifted in that
direction. Only 7% of those polled identified crime as the nation's most
important problem in June 1993, just before the legislative debate over
anticrime legislation began. Six months later, in response to the high
levels of publicity these legislative activities received, that percentage
had increased to 30% ,24 By August 1994, a record high of 52% of those
polled were most concerned about crime. Gallup Poll analysts con-
cluded that this result was "no doubt a reflection of the emphasis given
to that issue by President Clinton since he announced his crime bill in
last January's State-of-the-Union Address, and of the extensive me-
dia coverage now that the crime bill is being considered by Congress."25

Ironically, both the UCRs and victimization surveys indicate that the
prevalence of most types of crime decreased during this period.

The public's propensity to identify crime and drugs as the nation's
most important problems, then, is not primarily shaped by the reported
incidence of those phenomena but does appear to be consistently
related to prior political initiative on them. But even if the reported
incidence of these problems and levels of concern about them were cor-
related, there is no reason to believe that this anxiety about crime would
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necessarily lead Americans to identify enhanced punishment as the
best response to this problem.

Risk, Concern, Fear, and Support for Punitive Policies

The democracy-at-work thesis rests on the assumption that the risk of
criminal victimization increases, anxiety about crime and support for
punitive policies will also grow. A wide body of survey research, how-
ever, suggests that this set of assumptions is problematic. First, it is not
at all clear that one's risk of criminal victimization is consistently re-
lated to support for punitive anticrime measures. Despite the fact that
rates of criminal victimization are much higher among blacks, for
example, it is whites who have historically been more supportive of
punitive anticrime measures.26 Furthermore, while there is some evi-
dence that blacks' experience and fear of victimization in recent years
are associated with increasing levels of support for punitive policies,
whites' risk and experience of victimization remain unrelated to sup-
port for such policies.27 Individual level data confirm that whites who
are at greater risk of victimization are not necessarily more punitive;
some studies even report that victims of crime are less punitive than
those who have not been victimized.28 In sum, neither the risk nor ac-
tual experience of criminal victimization is consistently correlated
with support for punitive policies. White punitiveness in particular
seems to be largely inexplicable in terms of one's "risk profile."

Concern about crime and fear of criminal victimization (independent
of one's actual risk) also appear to be unrelated to support for tough
anticrime measures.29 It is true that recent increases in concern about
crime do correspond to increased punitiveness, but this has not always
been the case. During the 1950s, for example, the percentage of people
reporting high levels of concern about crime was small but support for
punitive anticrime measures was high. Similarly, fear of crime is low
but support for tough policies strong among rural and southern white
men.30 Conversely, those most fearful of criminal victimization—blacks
and women in particular—are less rather than more supportive of
punitive policies. Thus, while those who are at greater risk of victim-
ization (blacks) or are more vulnerable (women and the elderly) do tend
to be more anxious about the prospect of being victimized, those who
are more fearful are not necessarily more punitive.31 It is clear that one's
risk of or anxiety about criminal victimization cannot explain support
for tough anticrime policies.
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Crime, Drugs, and the Politics of Representation

To argue that anxiety about crime is not primarily determined by its
reported incidence does not imply that the nature and incidence of
crime-related problems are entirely irrelevant to public perceptions
of them. Indeed, anticrime and drug crusades often rest on a kernel of
truth that helps to explain their perpetuation.32 For example, while
the incidence of drug use generally declined in the 1980s, heavy use of
cocaine and its derivative, crack, did increase in the mid and late
1980s.33 The spread of crack—combined with its association with
young, nonwhite males, violent crime, and urban blight—undoubtedly
facilitated the construction of drug use as the nation's most pressing
problem. As noted earlier, however, the continued increase in drug-
related emergency room visits after 1990 did not generate high levels
of public concern about drugs. Similarly, the politicization of crime in
the 1960s was clearly fueled by fears of urban riots and reported in-
creases in the crime rate. But the most recent anticrime campaign
(1993-1994) occurred as the reported crime rate plummeted and in the
absence of widespread unrest.

Although the relationship between the incidence of crime-related
problems and the sociopolitical response to them is complicated, it is
clear that popular attitudes about crime and drugs have been shaped
to an important extent by the definitional activities of political elites.
These actors have drawn attention to crime and drug use and framed
them as the consequence of insufficient punishment and control. It is
to this sociocultural and quite political process that we may now turn
our attention.



Creating the Crime Issue

hile it is clear that attitudes about crime and punishment are
linked to public discourse on those topics, the question remains:

how and why were crime-related issues constructed as problems of in-
sufficient punishment and control? Drawing on an analysis of politi-
cal rhetoric on crime,1 this chapter traces the emergence and applica-
tion of this ideological framework and suggests that the discourse of
law and order was initially mobilized by southern officials in their
effort to discredit the civil rights movement. As the decade progressed,
opponents of the welfare state also used this rhetoric to attack Presi-
dent Lyndon Johnson's Great Society programs and the structural ex-
planations of poverty with which they were associated. Discussions
of crime were a particularly effective vehicle for promoting the view
that poverty and crime are freely chosen by dangerous and undeserv-
ing individuals "looking for the easy way out." Somewhat contradic-
torily, conservatives also identified the "culture of welfare" as an im-
portant cause of "social pathologies"—especially crime, delinquency,
and drug addiction. Despite their differences, these neoclassical and
cultural theories similarly identify "permissiveness" as the cause of
crime-related problems and imply the need to adopt policies that
would enhance social control rather than social welfare. In short, the
creation and construction of the crime issue in the 1950s and 1960s
reflect its political utility to conservative opponents of social and ra-
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cial reform. The following discussion of the allocation of crime con-
trol responsibilities in the United States brings into sharp relief the
political nature of this appropriation of the crime issue.

Crime Control in American History

The U.S. Constitution allocates most crime control duties to local and
state law enforcement. After the Revolutionary War, federal respon-
sibilities were limited to acts that injured or interfered with the fed-
eral government. As a result of the growth of interstate commerce and
transportation, federal criminal jurisdiction expanded somewhat in
the nineteenth century. In the 1920s, bureaucratic efforts to augment
the authority of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the pro-
hibition of alcohol further increased the federal government's crime
control responsibilities.2 Despite these modifications, the control of
crime remained primarily a state and local responsibility.3

The FBI campaign and Prohibition were components of the nation's
first war on crime which took place in the context of a crackdown
on immigration and political dissent. While there may or may not
have been an actual increase in crime during this period,4 the crime
issue became a favorite among politicians. In 1925, President Calvin
Coolidge announced the appointment of the first National Crime
Commission. This commission accomplished little, but did symbol-
ize the federal government's increased involvement in anticrime
efforts. The politicization of crime also had more concrete conse-
quences: between 1917 and 1927 judges delivered significantly longer
prison sentences and used the death penalty more frequently.5 In
1928, Herbert Hoover successfully campaigned on a law and order
platform; later that year, the majority of those polled in a national
survey felt that crime and disrespect for the law were the nation's
most important problems.6

In addition to its obvious bureaucratic origins, historians have sug-
gested that this anticrime effort was part of a larger effort to strengthen
the position of middle and upper class Americans vis-a-vis the grow-
ing immigrant population.7 Progressive reformers sought to profes-
sionalize law enforcement, minimize the power of ethnic ward bosses,
alter the ethnic composition of the urban police force, and increase the
role of the federal government in anticrime efforts. In addition, immi-
gration and heredity were identified as chief causes of crime during
this period; these theories were an important means by which policies
limiting immigration to the United States were justified.
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Shortly after this controversial appearance on the political scene,
the crime issue largely disappeared from national politics. Its disap-
pearance was not complete: in the 1950s, the Kefauver Commission
called attention to the dangers of organized crime, Congress passed
legislation calling for the use of mandatory sentences for drug offend-
ers, and public concern about juvenile delinquency—prodded by Presi-
dent Harry Truman's attorney general and FBI Director J. Edgar
Hoover—increased. But these anticrime initiatives do not compare
with the publicity or intensity of the first war on crime. It was not until
the 1960s that crime would reemerge as a major issue in national poli-
tics. The origins of this development lie in the South and, in particu-
lar, in southern officials' attempts to define civil rights protest activi-
ties as criminal rather than political in nature.

The Politics of Protest

In the years following the Supreme Court's 1954 Brown v. Board of
Education decision, civil rights activists across the South used "direct
action" tactics in an attempt to force reluctant southern states to de-
segregate public facilities. Initially, the civil rights movement enjoyed
a relatively high degree of public support outside the South. By con-
trast, southern governors and law enforcement officials character-
ized its tactics as criminal and suggested that the rise of the civil
rights movement was indicative of the breakdown of law and order.8

Crime rhetoric thus reemerged in political discourse as southern of-
ficials called for a crackdown on the "hoodlums," "agitators," "street
mobs," and "lawbreakers" who challenged segregation and black
disenfranchisement.

As civil rights became a national issue, characterizations of civil
rights protests as criminal also became common in national political
discourse. For example, after a. hesitant President John F. Kennedy
finally expressed his willingness to press for the passage of civil rights
legislation in 1963, Republicans and southern Democrats criticized
Kennedy for "rewarding lawbreakers."9 Later, a retired Supreme
Court justice made the link between crime and protest more explicit
when he attributed the spread of lawlessness and violence to

[t]he fact that some self-appointed Negro leaders who, while professing
a philosophy of nonviolence, actually tell large groups of poor and un-
educated Negroes... whom they have harangued, aroused and inflamed
to a high pitch of tensions, that they should go forth and force the whites
to grant them their rights.10
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Justice Charles Whittaker further argued that the current rash of law-
lessness and crime was

fostered and inflamed by the preachments of self-appointed leaders of
minority groups ... [who told their followers]... to obey the good laws
but to violate the bad ones.... This simply advocates the violation of the
laws they do not like... and the taking of the law into their own hands.11

Former Vice President Richard Nixon concurred with this analysis,
arguing that "the deterioration [of respect for the rule of law] can be
traced directly to the spread of the corrosive doctrine that every citi-
zen possesses an inherent right to decide for himself which laws to obey
and when to disobey them."12

The Crime Issue in National Politics

Rhetoric regarding the breakdown of law and order appeared more
prominently on the national political scene in 1964 when Republican
candidate Barry Goldwater announced that "[t]he abuse of law and
order in this country is going to be an issue [in this election]—at least
I'm going to make it one because I think the responsibility has to start
some place."13 Despite the fact that crime did not even appear on the
list of issues considered to be the nation's most important, Goldwater
campaigned largely on a law and order platform:

Tonight there is violence in our streets, corruption in our highest offices,
aimlessness among our youth, anxiety among our elderly. . . . Security
from domestic violence, no less than from foreign aggression, is the most
elementary form and fundamental purpose of any government, and a
government that cannot fulfill this purpose is one that cannot command
the loyalty of its citizens. History shows us that nothing prepares the way
for tyranny more than the failure of public officials to keep the streets
safe from bullies and marauders. We Republicans seek a government that
attends to its fiscal climate, encouraging a free and a competitive economy
and enforcing law and order.14

Goldwater promised that, unlike Johnson, he "would not support or
invite any American to seek redress ... through lawlessness, violence,
and hurt of his fellow man or damage of his property."15 Goldwater
was not alone in linking opposition to civil rights legislation to calls
for law and order: indeed, the most ardent opponents of civil rights
and desegregation were also most active on the emerging crime issue.
George Wallace, for example, argued that "the same Supreme Court
that ordered integration and encouraged civil rights legislation" was
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now "bending over backwards to help criminals."16 Three other well-
known southern segregationists—Senators James McClellan, Sam
Erwin, and Strom Thurmond—led the legislative battle to curb the
Supreme Court's efforts to protect the rights of criminal defendants.

Initially, the Republican call for federal leadership in the effort to
control crime was controversial among both liberals and conserva-
tives. The proposed federal anticrime effort would not only compete
with the Great Society programs for funds, but was inconsistent with
the federalist allocation of crime-fighting responsibilities discussed
earlier. The idea that the federal government should increase its in-
volvement in the fight against crime therefore contradicted the con-
servative emphasis on "states' rights" and local responsibility for law
enforcement.17 Because Goldwater and his ilk focused primarily on
street crime, this concern was especially relevant.

At the same time that civil rights activists were being identified as
enemies of law and order, the FBI was reporting steady increases in
the crime rate. Despite significant controversy over their accuracy18

these reports received a great deal of publicity and were represented
as further evidence of the breakdown of morality and lawfulness. The
fact that the reported rate of white victimization remained constant
during this period was not well publicized, and concern about crime
and support for punitive policies increased dramatically among whites.

In sum, the introduction and construction of the crime issue in na-
tional political discourse in the 1960s was shaped by the definitional
activities of southern officials, presidential candidate Goldwater, and
the other conservative politicians who followed his cue. Categories
such as street crime and law and order conflated conventional crime
and political dissent and were used in an attempt to heighten opposi-
tion to the civil rights movement. Conservatives also identified the civil
rights movement—and in particular, the philosophy of civil disobe-
dience—as a leading cause of crime. These forms of protest were de-
picted as criminal rather than political in nature, and the excessive
"lenience" of the courts was also identified as a main cause of crime.
Countering the trend toward lawlessness, they argued, would require
holding criminals—including protesters—accountable for their ac-
tions through swift, certain, and severe punishment.

As we will see in chapter 6, the racial subtext of these arguments
was not lost on the public: those most opposed to social and racial re-
form were also most receptive to calls for law and order. Ironically, it
was the success of the civil rights movement in discrediting more ex-
plicit expressions of racist sentiment that led politicians to attempt to
appeal to the public with such "subliminally" racist messages.19 In
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subsequent years, conservative politicians also found the crime issue—
with its racial subtext now in place—useful in their attempt to discredit
welfare programs and their recipients.

Crime, Poverty, and Welfare

Intellectuals and politicians "discovered" poverty in the early 1960s.
This "discovery" began with President Kennedy's tour of rural Appa-
lachia in 1961 and the publication of Michael Harrington's best-selling
book The Other America in 1962. In order to account for the existence
of 40 to 50 million poor people, many intellectuals and politicians drew
upon Oscar Lewis's formulation of the "culture of poverty," which
conceived of poverty as "a way of life . . . passed down from genera-
tion to generation along family lines." Insofar as this explanation
emphasized the behaviors and values of individuals as a cause of pov-
erty, this theory was "easily appropriated by conservatives in search
of a modern academic label for the undeserving poor."20

Those who attributed poverty to the lifestyle choices and behaviors
of the impoverished often used crime and delinquency to illustrate
their argument. For example, Moynihan's now infamous report on the
black family attributed black poverty to the "subculture . . . of the
American Negro" and the "tangle of pathology" that characterized
it. At the heart of this "pathological tangle" was the black family:

a community that allows large numbers of young men to grow up in
broken families, dominated by women, never acquiring any stable rela-
tionships to male authority, never acquiring any set of rational expecta-
tions about the future—that community asks for and gets chaos. Crime,
violence, unrest, disorder, are not only to be expected, but they are very
near to inevitable. And they are richly deserved.21

The existence of female-headed households, Moynihan argued, re-
sulted in "welfare dependence" and the "failure of youth"—as evi-
denced by high rates of delinquency, crime, and drug addiction. Al-
though Moynihan (sometimes) identified unemployment as the cause
of family "disorganization," subsequent newspaper accounts and con-
servative reinterpretations of the report did not. Both conservative and
liberal culture of poverty formulations thus attributed poverty at least
in part to the characteristics and lifestyle choices of the poor. Crime,
delinquency, drug abuse, and violence served as highly charged sig-
nifiers of this dysfunctionality.

These discussions of the behavioral characteristics of the impover-
ished were consistent with American officials' long-standing preoc-
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cupation with distinguishing the worthy from the unworthy poor and
were particularly useful to the conservative effort to emphasize and
enlarge the latter category.22 In the conservative discourse on poverty,
the (alleged) misbehaviors of the poor were transformed from adap-
tations to poverty that had the unfortunate effect of reproducing it into
character failings that accounted for their poverty in the first place.
The effort to promote cultural explanations of poverty thus led con-
servatives to highlight the behavioral pathologies and especially the
criminality of the poor. Crime-related behaviors—with all their racial
connotations and emotional properties—were particularly effective
signifiers of the alleged immorality of the poor. The ascendance of this
set of images had significant consequences for poverty policy; as
Michael Katz suggests, "when the poor seemed menacing they became
the underclass."23

Those who argued that poverty is a product of personal immoral-
ity also insisted that crime and unrest originate in individual choices
(shaped by "excessive lenience") rather than social conditions. "How
long are we going to abdicate law and order—the backbone of any civi-
lization—in favor of a soft social theory that the man who heaves a
brick through your window is simply the misunderstood and under-
privileged product of a broken home?" demanded House Leader
Gerald Ford.24 Later, presidential candidate George Wallace also ridi-
culed "soft social theories" that stress the social causes of crime:

If a criminal knocks you over the head on your way home from work, he
will be out of jail before you're out of the hospital and the policeman who
arrested him will be on trial. But some psychologist will say, well, he's
not to blame, society is to blame. His father didn't take him to see the
Pittsburgh Pirates when he was a little boy.25

Rhetoric about crime-related problems was thus used to illustrate the
dysfunctional nature of the poor and to promote individualistic ex-
planations of a variety of social problems. With the mobilization of the
welfare rights movement, conservatives found crime, delinquency,
and drug addiction useful once again—this time as symbols of the
moral and familial disintegration caused by the expansion of the wel-
fare state.

Welfare as a Cause of Crime

After the passage of the Civil Rights Act in 1964, civil rights activists
and others turned their attention to economic issues and argued that
socioeconomic inequality and racism were the main causes of poverty
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and related social problems. The emergence of the welfare rights move-
ment also led many to agitate for the expansion and transformation
of Great Society programs. As a result, the "welfare rolls" grew dra-
matically: while in 1960 fewer than 600,000 families applied for Aid
to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) benefits, more than
three million Americans received such benefits by 1972.26 Continued
migration from southern and rural areas meant that increasing num-
bers of those who received AFDC were African-Americans.

Theories that attributed poverty to the rejection of the work ethic
were easily adapted to this situation, and conservatives soon began to
argue that programs such as AFDC encouraged nonwork-oriented
lifestyles, thereby reproducing poverty. According to this interpre-
tation, human nature is such that people will avoid work when pos-
sible; welfare programs reward this tendency. Public assistance pro-
grams also "breed" dependence and stifle initiative in the children of
"welfare families": those who are raised by "welfare mothers" fail to
learn the values and skills that make productive work likely. The con-
servative discourse on poverty was (and is) thus gendered in impor-
tant ways: while the disreputability of welfare mothers centers on
charges of sexual promiscuity, male members of the underclass were
seen as "lazy or unable to learn the cultural requirements of work and
its requirements."27

Conservatives began to use the crime issue in their critique of the
welfare state as early as 1964. For example, Goldwater argued in the
1964 election campaign that welfare programs are an important cause
of increased lawlessness and crime:

If it is entirely proper for the government to take away from some to give
to others, then won't some be led to believe that they can rightfully take
from anyone who has more than they? No wonder law and order has
broken down, mob violence has engulfed great American cities, and our
wives feel unsafe in the streets.28

In this twist on the culture of poverty thesis, conservatives argued
that the "culture of welfare" undermined self-discipline and promoted
"parasitism"—legal (welfare dependency) and illegal (crime). "The
chain of reasoning was that crime, civil disorder and other social
pathologies exhibited by the poor had their roots in worklessness and
family instability, which in turn, had their roots in welfare permissive-
ness."29 Moynihan frequently gave expression to this view:

Among a large and growing lower class, self-reliance, self-discipline and
industry are waning;... families are more and more matrifocal and at-
omized; crime and disorder are sharply on the rise.... Growing parasit-
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ism, both legal and illegal, is the result; so, also, is violence. (It is a stir-
ring, if generally unrecognized, demonstration of the power of the wel-
fare machine).30

The "social pathologies" of the poor (including street crime, drug
use, and delinquency) were thus redefined as having their cause in
overly generous relief arrangements. By the late 1960s and early 1970s,
images of (nonwhite) "welfare cheats" and their dangerous offspring
were staples of American political discourse. This imagery is a central
component of the New Right's political project, for as Hall argues, the
popularization of free-market economics depends upon "the image of
the welfare scavenger as folk devil."31

The Liberal Response

During and after the 1964 presidential campaign, Lyndon Johnson
countered the conservative initiative by stressing that crime control
is primarily a local responsibility:

A visitor coming to America for the first time might have been forgiven
for assuming that the President of the United States commanded all the
city police departments and that control of the courts was his personal
responsibility. The first point that must be made again and again . . . is
that crime is a local problem. Its control is a local responsibility.... [T]he
federal government has little or no power to deal with the problem. .. .
Nor should it have.32

Members of the Johnson administration also attempted to diminish
the impact of conservatives' efforts to heighten concern about crime
by suggesting that the escalating crime rate was largely a result of the
public's increased willingness to report crimes and officials' ability to
keep accurate records of these reports.33

Finally, Johnson and other liberals argued that antipoverty pro-
grams were, in effect, anticrime programs: "There is something mighty
wrong when a candidate for the highest office bemoans violence in the
streets but votes against the war on poverty, votes against the Civil
Rights Act, and votes against major educational bills that come before
him as a legislator."34 Johnson maintained this position upon ascen-
sion to office, insisting that social reforms such as the war on poverty
and civil rights legislation would get at the "root causes" of criminal
behavior. Initially, then, the Johnson administration stressed the so-
cial conditions that generate crime and downplayed the significance
of the reported increase in the official crime rate. This emphasis on the
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root causes of crime was a staple of the postwar liberal discourse on
crime and was given expression in a variety of liberal media outlets.35

By 1965, apparently in response to reports that the conservative
approach to crime was more popular among the electorate,36 liberals
began to change course. Only four months after the election, President
Johnson announced the creation of the Commission on Law Enforce-
ment and Administration of Justice and declared in an unprecedented
"special message" to Congress on crime that "the present wave of vio-
lence and the staggering property losses inflicted upon the nation by
crime must be arrested.... I hope that 1965 will be regarded as the year
when this country began in earnest a thorough and effective war
against crime."37 Johnson presented his newly moderated analysis of
the crime problem:

The problem runs deep and will not yield easy and quick answers. We
must identify and eliminate the causes of criminal activity whether they
lie in the environment around us or in the nature of individual men... .
[C]rime will not wait until we pull it up by the roots. We must arrest and
reverse the trend toward lawlessness.38

Toward that end, Johnson initiated the Law Enforcement Assistance
Act of 1965 and the "Safe Streets Bill" in 1967. This legislation entailed
greater federal support for local law enforcement and represented a
shift away from the view that the most important crime-fighting weap-
ons were civil rights legislation, war on poverty programs, and other
policies aimed at promoting inclusion and social reform. While John-
son sometimes reiterated his earlier argument that such policies would
help reduce crime, administration officials and other liberal politicians
now tempered this argument with the claim that these "long-term"
solutions must be balanced by the "short-term" need for increased law
enforcement efforts.

This shift parallels growing criticism of social scientific explanations
of crime and the rehabilitative ideal in liberal and progressive dis-
course.39 While Democratic politicians began to emphasize the need
for enhanced law enforcement, progressives launched a fairly thor-
ough critique of rehabilitation that centered on the potential it created
for the intrusive, discriminatory, and arbitrary exercise of power. As
one analyst of liberal thought on crime and punishment put it, "Pre-
viously, the rehabilitative ideology had served as the reference point
for criticisms of the prison system; now the ideology was itself the
subject of criticism."40 Across the political spectrum, the rehabilitative
project and the discourse of root causes was called into question. These
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developments undoubtedly made it more difficult for liberals to de-
velop a clear alternative to the conservative approach to crime and
may therefore have facilitated the Democratic leap upon the law and
order bandwagon.

The Politics of "Law and Order" and the Elections of 1968

In the 1968 presidential campaign, Republican candidate Richard Nixon
adopted what criminologists would characterize as a neoclassical ap-
proach to crime. Insisting that the real cause of crime is not poverty or
unemployment but "insufficient curbs on the appetites or implulses that
naturally impel individuals towards criminal activities,"41 Nixon con-
cluded that the "solution to the crime problem is not the quadrupling
of funds for any governmental war on poverty but more convictions."42

The 1968 Republican party platform concurred with Nixon's critique
of liberal "permissiveness": "We must re-establish the principle that
men are accountable for what they do, that criminals are responsible
for their crime."43 Independent candidate George Wallace similarly
campaigned on his law and order credentials. Only presidential hope-
ful Hubert Humphrey (quietly) offered a more moderate position on the
issue: "We must commit ourselves to make life worth living for every
American. Equal protection for all against crime must be a policy not of
repression but of liberation; a policy not in reaction to fear but in affir-
mation of hope."44

As a result of its prominence in the election campaign, the crime
issue received an unprecedented level of political and media attention
in 1968.45 And the conservative initiative bore fruit: by 1969, 81% of
those polled believed that law and order had broken down, and the
majority blamed "Negroes who start riots" and "communists" for this
state of affairs.46 Most of the federal anticrime dollars allocated in the
late 1960s and early 1970s were spent on police hardware and train-
ing programs aimed at containing riots and urban protests.47 Crime,
political dissent, and race were thus merged in both the rhetoric and
practice of law and order.

The Federalist Dilemma

Upon ascension to office, the Nixon administration was forced to con-
tend with the fact that the federal government has little authority to
deal directly with street crime outside of Washington, D.C. A dismayed
Attorney General John Mitchell pointed out that "even if the federal
government found an indirect way of intervening in the problem, the
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local government would get the credit for diminishing those classes
of crime."48 White House aide Egil Krogh agreed:

The President had campaigned on his desire to reduce crime, to reduce
crime nationwide. Crime had to be stopped. I don't think as a matter of
intelligent politics he could have been in office for one year and then said,
"I've discovered that the federal government has little jurisdiction over
street crime . . . and therefore it is a matter for the states to handle. Good
luck!"49

Insiders concluded that "the only thing we could do was to exercise
vigorous symbolic leadership" and therefore waged war on crime by
adopting "tough sounding rhetoric" and pressing for largely ineffec-
tual but highly symbolic legislation.50 As one White House aide admit-
ted, "[W]hile these bills would suggest a tough law and order demeanor
by the Administration, the legislation itself did not provide an en-
hanced ability to the police departments or to the courts to reduce
crime."51 Journalists began to report that despite Nixon's tough talk,
the crime rate was still rising.

Administration officials attempted to resolve this dilemma in sev-
eral ways. First, as we will see in chapter 7, federal aid to local and state
law enforcement increased dramatically during this period. The admin-
istration's High Impact Anti-Crime Program, for example, targeted
mid-sized cities with Law Enforcement Assistance and Administra-
tion (LEAA) discretionary funds. In addition, new statistical artifacts
were created in the hope that these would permit a more flattering
assessment of Nixon's capacities as a crime fighter. One of the more
notorious of these was created to show that the rate of increase in the
crime index was decreasing.52 Most important, however, was the ad-
ministration's identification of narcotics control—for which the fed-
eral government has significant responsibility53—as a crucial anticrime
weapon.54 The resulting war against drug abuse thus emerged as a last-
ditch attempt to reduce the crime rates to which the administration
itself had drawn so much attention.55

In order to explain and legitimate this new strategy, administration
officials argued that drug addicts commit the majority of street crimes
in order to pay for their drugs. The adoption of this line of reasoning
helps to account for the Nixon administration's somewhat incongru-
ous support for methadone maintenance programs, designed to reduce
the likelihood that addicts would steal to finance their habit. The Nixon
administration continued its wars on crime and drugs until the out-
break of the Watergate scandal in 1974, an event that diverted the
nation's attention from "crime in the streets" to "crime in the suites."
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The Discourse of Law and Order in Historical Context

While the conservative discourse on crime created some dilemmas for
the national politicians who promoted it, the issue was, for the most
part, politically and ideologically useful. Crime-related problems
served as an especially effective vehicle for reconstructing popular
conceptions of the poor. As we will see in chapter 6, receptivity to this
discourse depended to a significant extent on its racial connotations.
A more complete understanding of the larger political and electoral
context helps to explain how racialized imagery and language came
to serve as such an important resource for national politicians.

Partisan Dealignment and the Southern Strategy

The New Deal coalition—an alliance of urban ethnic groups and the
white South—dominated electoral politics from 1932 to the early
1960s. As a result of black migration to the North, this alliance included
more and more blacks—a trend that marked a dramatic break from
the post-Civil War partisan configuration and created quite a dilemma
for those interested in maintaining white southern allegiance to the
Democratic party. In 1948, President Harry Truman responded to the
increasing number of black voters by pressing for a relatively strong
civil rights platform and the first serious signs of strain in the Demo-
cratic partnership appeared. White southerners organized a "states'
rights" party, and in the subsequent election, four deep-South states
(Louisiana, South Carolina, Alabama, and Mississippi) delivered their
electoral votes to this insurgent political force. In the 1952 and 1956
elections, Democrats attempted to placate the "Dixiecrat" delegates
and pull in disaffected southerners. But the appeasement of southern
racism was not without political costs, as many northern blacks de-
fected from the Democratic party and the Republican share of the
black vote increased from 21% in 1952 to 39% in 1956.56 The continu-
ing migration of many southern blacks to northern cities meant that
blacks constituted an increasing portion of the total vote.

In 1957 and 1960, partisan competition for the black vote led the
Democratic Congress to pass the first civil rights measures of the twen-
tieth century. Convinced he could not resurrect southern loyalty to the
Democratic party, Kennedy campaigned on a civil rights platform in
1960. Once in office, however, he sought to minimize southern resis-
tance within the Democratic coalition; this ambivalence about the loss
of the white South appears to account for his weak and delayed sup-
port for civil rights legislation. Indeed, it was only under the extreme
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pressure generated by civil rights activists that Kennedy declared his
allegiance to the civil rights cause.

It was thus the civil rights movement that finally cut the South from
the Democrats and enabled the GOP to make a bid for that region. As
conservative political analyst Kevin Phillips wrote in 1969, "The
Negro problem, having become a national rather than a local one, is
the principal cause of the break-up of the New Deal Coalition."57 By
drawing significant public attention to the plight of blacks in the South,
civil rights activists forced the national Democratic party to choose
between its southern white and northern black constituencies. The high
degree of support among nonsouthern whites for the civil rights cause
prior to 1965 and the increasing numbers of northern black voters
eventually led the Democratic party to cast its lot with blacks and their
sympathizers.

This decision, however, alienated many of those traditionally loyal
to the Democratic party, particularly southerners. "Millions of voters,
pried loose from their habitual loyalty to the Democratic party, were
now a volatile force, surging through the electoral system without the
channeling restraints of party attachment."58 These voters were "avail-
able for courting," and courted they were. As early as 1961, Goldwater
argued that "we [the Republicans] are not going to get the Negroes as
a block in the '64 or '68 elections, so we might as well go hunting where
the ducks are."59 Initially, the GOP targeted white southerners—vot-
ers who had formerly made up the "solid South." This strategy was
quite successful: analyses of the 1964 elections indicate that the socio-
economic class structure of the New Deal alliance could be fractured
by the issue of race. In the poorest white neighborhoods of Birming-
ham, for example, the Republican vote increased from 49% to 76%, and
a similar trend could be discerned in other southern cities.60 This ap-
proach became known as the "southern strategy" and was quite suc-
cessful in attracting white southerners to the ranks of the GOP.

Republican analysts suggested that they might also find a respon-
sive audience among white suburbanites, ethnic Catholics in the North-
east and mid-West, blue-collar workers, and union members. Patrick
Buchanan declared that "a New Majority," including the traditional
Republican political base, the solid South, the farm vote, and half the
Catholic, blue-collar vote of the big cities, could dominate electoral
politics.61 Some conservative political strategists frankly admitted that
appealing to racial fears and antagonisms was central to this strategy.
For example, Phillips argued that a Republican victory and long-term
realignment was possible primarily on the basis of racial issues and
therefore suggested the use of coded antiblack campaign rhetoric (e.g.,
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law and order rhetoric).62 Similarly, John Ehrlichmann, special coun-
sel to the president, described the Nixon administration's campaign
strategy of 1968: "We'll go after the racists. That subliminal appeal to
the anti-black voter was always present in Nixon's statements and
speeches. .. ,"63 As the traditional working-class coalition that but-
tressed the Democratic party was ruptured along racial lines, race
eclipsed class as the organizing principle of American politics. By 1972,
attitudes on racial issues rather than socioeconomic status were the
primary determinant of voters' political self-identification.64

The New Right

The movements for racial and social reform not only precipitated this
dealignment and "racialization" of the American party system, but
also engendered a powerful backlash on the right. The most success-
ful current within this backlash is known as the New Right, so named
in order to be distinguished from the traditional, East Coast leader-
ship of the Republican party. The New Right differentiated itself from
the Old Right in two important ways. First, the New Right adopted a
more populist stance and "rejected the view that unrestrained expres-
sions of popular will militate against the orderly processes of govern-
ment on which stable societies depend."65 Second, the New Right wed
traditional conservative economic policies and anticommunism to a
conservative stance on contemporary "social issues," especially those
with racial implications. New sets of constituencies were mobilized
through the use of racially charged "code words"—phrases and sym-
bols that "refer indirectly to racial themes but do not directly challenge
popular democratic or egalitarian ideals."66 The law and order dis-
course is an excellent example of such coded language, and allowed
for the indirect expression of racially charged fears and antagonisms.

The emphasis on social issues such as crime were thus part of the
New Right's attempt to secure consensus around a conservative set
of political interpretations and policies. To a certain extent this effort
has been guided by electoral considerations: the New Right, based
primarily in the Republican party, has rearticulated racial meanings
in such a way as to encourage defections from the Democratic party.
This strategy enabled the Republican party to replace the New Deal
cleavage between the "haves" and the "have-nots" with a new divi-
sion between some (mostly white) working and middle class voters
and the traditional Republican elite, on the one hand, and "liberal
elites" and the poor on the other.67 But the New Right's "authoritar-
ian-populist"68 project is aimed, more broadly, at discrediting state
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policies and programs aimed at minimizing racial, class, and gender
inequality and strengthening those that promise to enhance the states'
control of the troublesome. Law and order rhetoric has been a particu-
larly important means by which conservative elites attempted to jus-
tify this reconstruction of the state's role and responsibilities, and the
racialization of American politics created fertile soil for the creation
and mobilization of the crime issue.69 The following chapter documents
the continuation of this ideological campaign and liberals' increasing
acceptance of its main assumptions.



4

From Crime to Drugs—and Back Again

The salience of the crime and drug issues declined dramatically fol-
lowing President Richard Nixon's departure from office. Neither

President Gerald Ford nor President Jimmy Carter mentioned crime-
related issues in their State of the Union addresses or took much legis-
lative action on those issues. During and after the 1980 election cam-
paign, however, the crime issue once again assumed a central place
on the national political agenda. Like conservatives before him, can-
didate and President Ronald Reagan paid particular attention to the
problem of street crime and promised to enhance the federal govern-
ment's role in combating it. Once in office, however, the institutional
difficulties associated with this project led the Reagan administration
to shift its attention from street crime to street drugs. Political and pub-
lic concern about the drug problem increased throughout the 1980s;
by August 1989 President George Bush characterized drug use as "the
most pressing problem facing the nation." Shortly thereafter, a New
York Times/CBS News Poll reported that 64% of those polled—the
highest percentage ever recorded—thought that drugs were the most
significant problem in the United States.1

Like crime, drug use was defined in political discourse as a social
control rather than a public health or socioeconomic problem. And as
the decade progressed, the public became more likely to support en-
hanced law enforcement efforts, harsher sentences, and the contrac-
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tion of civil rights as appropriate solutions to the problem of drugs.2

This shift was part of a more general trend toward toughness that
began in the 1960s (although, as we will see in subsequent chapters,
there is reason to suspect that this shift is more superficial than is
commonly supposed). This time, however, not only conservatives
played a leading role in the campaign to get tough: many Democratic
policymakers attempted to wrest control of the crime and drug issues
from the Republicans by advocating stricter anticrime and antidrug
laws.

Interest in the drug issue faded following the outbreak of the Per-
sian Gulf War in 1991. In 1993, however, the crime issue was resusci-
tated yet again by both conservative and ostensibly liberal policy-
makers. The result has been an unprecedented bipartisan consensus
regarding the need to expand the size, scope, and resources of the crime
control apparatus and—not coincidentally—to "end welfare as we
know it."

This chapter analyzes the development of the war on drugs in the
1980s and the reappearance of the crime issue in the early 1990s, and
shows that national political discourse on these issues continues to be
profoundly shaped by the original conservative framework described
in the previous chapter. Although the framing of the crime and drug
issues has not changed, the extent of the involvement—even initia-
tive—of leading Democratic officials in the campaign to get tough is
new. In exercising this initiative, liberals and conservatives alike draw
on a rich cultural legacy in which discussions of crime and drugs often
serve as vehicles for the construction of the poor as an undeserving
and "dangerous class."

Creating the Dangerous Classes

The notion that crime and poverty have their roots in the lifestyles and
preferences of the poor has a long history in American political culture;
racial and ethnic stereotypes have often informed this conception of
poverty-related problems. Popular discourse on drug use has also de-
veloped in such a way as to reinforce the image of the poor as morally
depraved. During what Reinarman and Levine call "drug scares," moral
entrepreneurs blame a variety of social problems on chemical substances
and those who imbibe them.3 Temperance advocates, for example, attrib-
uted many of the social ills associated with modern industrial society—
crime, vice, poverty, disease, and the breakdown of the family—to the
consumption of alcohol. In this and other antidrug crusades, racist im-
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agery and the association of drug use with crime generated widespread
fear, even panic, about chemical substances.4

The first law restricting the use of opium, for example, was adopted
in California in the 1870s in the context of an economic depression for
which Chinese immigrants were blamed. As the economic situation
worsened, the practice of smoking opium (but not taking it in pill form,
as most Anglo-Americans did) was prohibited. Similarly, the first
cocaine scare occurred in the post-Reconstruction South, where the
image of a coke-crazed black man led some police departments to
switch from 32- to 38-caliber guns (despite the absence of evidence in-
dicating that the consumption of cocaine was at all common among
southern blacks). The first major campaign against marijuana occurred
in the Southwest during the Depression, as unemployment rates sky-
rocketed and Mexicans—associated with the use of marijuana—were
blamed for increasing unemployment rates and declining standards
of living. In this context, marijuana was described as the "killer weed,"
likely to make people—and particularly Mexicans—more violent. The
association between drugs, crime, and racialized images of dangerous
classes, then, has characterized antidrug crusades throughout Ameri-
can history.5

The relationship between drug use and crime has been the subject
of a tremendous amount of social scientific research, the results of
which are somewhat ambiguous. Drug abuse and criminality coexist
in some social groups but not in others. Among those populations
where such a relationship does exist, criminality tends to precede drug
use rather than vice versa.6 More recently, researchers have found that
much of the association between violence and drugs is a product of
the illegal nature of the drug market and the socioeconomic context
in which battles over market share are fought.7 Despite this empirical
complexity, the political and ideological connection between drugs,
crime, and dangerous classes has remained intact. The historical de-
velopment of the Reagan/Bush war on drugs was informed by and
reinforced this connection.

Poverty, Welfare, and the Revival of the Crime Issue

As governor of California and presidential candidate, Ronald Reagan
consistently emphasized the problem of street crime and the need for
a more punitive approach to it. Shortly after his election, Reagan an-
nounced his proposed anticrime package and reasserted the funda-
mentals of the conservative position on crime:
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We can begin by acknowledging some absolute truths.... Two of those
truths are: men are basically good but prone to evil; some men are very
prone to evil—and society has the right to be protected from them. . . .
[T]he war on crime will only be won when an attitude of mind and a
change of heart takes place in America—when certain truths take hold
again . . . truths like: right and wrong matters; individuals are respon-
sible for their actions; retribution should be swift and sure for those who
prey on the innocent.8

Reagan's portrait of the criminal ("a stark, staring face—a face that be-
longs to a frightening reality of our time: the face of the human preda-
tor . . . . Nothing in nature is more cruel or more dangerous ")9 was
certainly intended to bolster support for such retributive endeavors.

Once Reagan was in office, his attorney general, William French
Smith, appointed the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime
to recommend "ways in which the federal government can do more
to combat violent crime."10 Because state and local governments are
largely responsible for identifying and prosecuting conventional street
crime, however, the administration's desire to involve the federal gov-
ernment in combating violent crime was problematic. The Reagan
administration nonetheless began to pressure federal law enforcement
agencies to set aside their focus on white-collar offenses and shift their
attention to street crime instead. As Evelle Younger, chairman of
Reagan's Advisory Group on the Administration of Justice, said, "most
of us want to focus on violent crime, crime in the streets. .. ."n Simi-
larly, Donald Santorelli, advisor to the Reagan transition team, criti-
cized the Carter administration's "preoccupation with white-collar
crime." By October 1981, the Justice Department released a report
announcing its intention to cut in half the number of specialists
assigned to identify and prosecute white-collar criminals. But not just
white-collar crime was excluded from the Reagan administration's
crackdown on crime: according to David Davis, former staff member
of the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime, many subjects
that could have been considered components of the "violent crime"
problem—including corporate violence—were never mentioned in the
task force's discussions of that issue. Similarly, domestic violence was
explicitly rejected as "not the kind of street violence about which the
Task Force was organized."12

As discussed in the previous chapter, this focus on street crime—
with all its racial connotations—is partially explicable in terms of the
Republican party's electoral strategy. Richard Wirthlin, director of the
Reagan/Bush planning committee, described the Reagan campaign
strategy this way: "Right from the beginning, it was recognized that
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we had to solidify the Republican base and broaden it. As our key swing
targets we selected ethnic Catholics, labor, blue-collar workers, and
we felt that we could make a major run at the Carter coalition in the
South."13 The conventional wisdom among the Republicans was that
the way to attract working-class men and their families was on the
basis of what Reagan called the social issues—especially law and
order. Consistent with this analysis, the Republican party platform of
1980 advocated "firm and speedy application of criminal penalties,"
increased use of the death penalty, and the "firm punishment of drug
pushers and drug smugglers with mandatory sentences."14

The Reagan and Bush administrations' emphasis on street crime was
also part of the ongoing effort to generate support for conservative
economic and social policies. The get-tough discourse continued to
provide an ideal opportunity to espouse the view that human vice and
greed were the cause of social problems, to criticize the "liberals" who
wrongly blamed "society" for them, and, somewhat contradictorily,
to attribute crime, delinquency, and drug abuse to the welfare pro-
grams and "lenient" crime policies of these well-intentioned but
misguided liberals. Each of these applications of crime discourse is
described in the following sections.

Crime and Human Nature

Like conservatives before them, the Reagan and Bush administrations
went to great lengths to reject the notion that street crime and other
social problems have socioeconomic causes. Reagan's first major ad-
dress on crime, for example, consisted of a sweeping philosophical
attack on "the social thinkers of the fifties and sixties who discussed
crime only in the context of disadvantaged childhoods and poverty-
stricken neighborhoods."15 This theme appeared again and again in
Reagan's speeches on crime:

Here in the richest nation in the world, where more crime is committed
than in any other nation, we are told that the answer to this problem is
to reduce our poverty. This isn't the answer.... Government's function is
to protect society from the criminal, not the other way around*6 (my emphasis).

As both vice president and president, George Bush also criticized the
notion that crime is related to its social context:

We must raise our voices to correct an insidious tendency—the tendency
to blame crime on society rather than the criminal.... I, like most Ameri-
cans, believe that we can start building a safer society by first agreeing
that society itself doesn't cause the crime—criminals cause the crime.17
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Conservatives also argued that the erroneous belief that crime is the
product of social arrangements simply allows criminals to avoid re-
sponsibility for their actions:

. .. [I]t is abundantly clear that much of our crime problem was provoked
by a social philosophy that saw man as primarily a creature of his mate-
rial environment. The same liberal philosophy that saw an era of pros-
perity and virtue ushered in by changing man's environment through
massive Federal spending programs also viewed criminals as the unfor-
tunate products of poor socio-economic conditions or an underprivileged
upbringing. Society, not the individual, they said, was at fault for crimi-
nal wrongdoing. We were to blame. Well, today, a new political consen-
sus utterly rejects this point of view... ,18

According to Reagan, then, "the American people have lost patience
with liberal leniency and pseudointellectual apologies for crime."19

This new "political consensus" emphasized choice:

Choosing a career in crime is not the result of poverty or of an unhappy
childhood or of a misunderstood adolescence; it is the result of a con-
scious, willful choice made by some who consider themselves above the
law, who seek to exploit the hard work and, sometimes, the very lives of
their fellow citizens.20

Furthermore, the reality of human nature is such that only the threat
of punishment will deter criminal behavior.

The crime epidemic threat has spread throughout our country, and it's
no uncontrollable disease, much less an irreversible tide. Nor is it some
inevitable sociological phenomenon. . . . It is, instead, and in large mea-
sure, a cumulative result of too much emphasis on the protection of the
rights of the accused and too little concern for our government's respon-
sibility to protect the lives, homes, and rights of our law-abiding citizens.
. . . [T]he criminal element now calculates that crime really does pay.21

In accordance with this neoclassical philosophy, Reagan eliminated
TASC (Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime) and stressed instead
the need for enhanced law enforcement and punishment, aimed at rais-
ing the costs of "choosing" evil.

Crime and the Welfare State

According to the interpretation outlined above, the naive view that
social inequality is criminogenic led liberals to believe that the war on
poverty would help reduce crime. Conservatives complained that
these "social thinkers, with their Utopian presumptions about human
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nature, [have] hindered the swift administration of justice [and] also
helped fuel the expansion of government."22 In criticizing these "Uto-
pian ideas," these critics depicted programs that provide public assis-
tance to the poor as examples of "excessive lenience." By contrast,
conservatives suggested that

Americans object to government intrusion into areas where government
is neither competent nor needed, but.. . they [are also] critical of govern-
ment's failure to perform its legitimate and constitutional duties like pro-
viding for the common defense and preserving domestic tranquility.23

Lest they be perceived as mean-spirited, these critics of the welfare
state depicted public assistance programs as detrimental to the poor
themselves and conservatives as the true allies of the impoverished:

By nearly every measure, the position of poor Americans worsened un-
der the leadership of our opponents. Teenage drug use, out-of-wedlock
births, and crime increased dramatically. Urban neighborhoods and
schools deteriorated. Those whom the government intended to help dis-
covered a cycle of dependency that could not be broken. Government
became a drug, providing temporary relief, but addiction as well.24

Crime is one of the main consequences of the assistance programs
foisted upon the poor by liberals:

In the welfare culture, the breakdown of the family, the most basic sup-
port system, has reached crisis proportions—in female and child poverty,
child abandonment, horrible crimes. .. ,25

Conservatives thus argued that welfare programs such as AFDC not
only "keep the poor poor," but also accounted, along with lenient crime
policies, for the rising crime rate. In this discourse, "generous welfare
provisions and soft criminal justice policies are entwined in their det-
rimental effect upon morality and responsibility for the increasing
crime problem."26 This argument was an attempt to legitimate reduc-
tions in welfare spending as well as the implementation of increasingly
punitive crime and drug policies:

Our current welfare program, originally designed to raise people out of
poverty, has become a crippling poverty trap, destroying families and
condemning generations to a dependency.... Of course, one of the best
things we can do for families is obliterate drug use in America.... [We
must therefore make] society intolerant to drug use with stiff penalties
and sure and swift punishment for offenders.27

In sum, the conservatives suggested that government's functions
had been distorted: the state would be on more legitimate constitutional
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grounds and would more effectively "help the poor" by scaling back
public assistance programs and expanding the criminal justice system
and law enforcement:

[T]his is precisely what we're trying to do to the bloated Federal Govern-
ment today: remove it from interfering in areas where it doesn't belong,
but at the same time strengthen its ability to perform its constitutional
and legitimate functions In the area of public order and law enforce-
ment, for example, we're reversing a dangerous trend of the last decade.
While crime was steadily increasing, the Federal commitment in terms
of personnel was steadily shrinking... ,28

Reagan thus articulated the central premise of the conservative project
of state reconstruction: public assistance is an "illegitimate" state func-
tion, whereas policing and social control constitute its real "constitu-
tional" obligation. The conservative mobilization of crime-related
issues was thus a component of the effort to reconstruct popular
images of the poor and thereby legitimate the contraction of public
assistance programs and the expansion of the social control apparatus.

Because motives are notoriously difficult to ascertain, it is not pos-
sible to determine whether the use of crime-related issues toward this
end was consciously strategic. Some statements by Republican party
strategists, however, do suggest such intent. Lee Atwater, for example,
explained the GOP strategy in the following manner:

There are always newspaper stories about some millionaire that has five
Cadillacs and hasn't paid taxes since 1974. . . . And then they'll have
another set of stories about some guy sitting around in a big den saying
so-and-so uses food stamps to fill his den with booze and drugs. So it's
which one of these that the public sees as the bad guy that determines
who wins. .. ,29

While some of the more astute political players may have consciously
wielded the crime-drug-welfare issue in an effort to shape percep-
tions of "the bad guy," it is also quite likely that this set of inter-
pretations is experienced as "truth" by many of its proponents.
Given the experiences, vantage point, and goals of its advocates,
the crime discourse just described undoubtedly appears natural or
common-sensical.30

Political rhetoric notwithstanding, the view that crime had its origins in
humankind's propensity to evil or in welfare "dependence" was not sup-
ported by a new political consensus. Throughout the late 1970s and early
1980s, most Americans continued to attribute crime to socioeconomic
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conditions. In 1981, for example, a national poll found that unemploy-
ment was most likely to be identified as the main cause of crime, Simi-
larly, an ABC News Poll taken in 1982 found that 58% of those polled
named unemployment and poverty as the most important causes of crime;
only 12% identified "lenient courts" as the main source of this problem.31

Over time, however, the public did become more likely to reject these struc-
tural explanations. By 1989,60% would report that cutting the drug sup-
ply was the most effective anticrime measure, while only 10% would iden-
tify reducing unemployment as the most important means of fighting
crime.

From Crime to Drugs

Realizing the commitment to reducing street crime through a tough law
enforcement approach was complicated by the fact that fighting street
crime is primarily the responsibility of local law enforcement. As a result,
FBI Director William Webster initially resisted suggestions that his
agency shift its resources to fighting this type of crime, arguing that fight-
ing street crime "is not our role, it's not our responsibility."32 To bolster
his case, Webster cited a study which found that "[P]eople consider bank
embezzlements more serious than many thefts and burglaries, a bribe
of $10,000 to a legislator more serious than a $100,000 bank burglary,
and a retail price-fixing scheme more serious than a robbery where an
armed subject intimidated a victim and took $1,000."33

One month later, however, Webster announced that "the drug prob-
lem has become so widespread that the FBI must assume a larger role
in attacking the problem." In explaining this shift, Webster argued that
"when we attack the drug problem head on, it seems to me that we
are going to make a major dent in attacking violent street crime... ,"34

It seems that Webster had accepted the proposal that the FBI shift its
focus to street crime; narcotics control—which falls partly under the
jurisdiction of federal law enforcement—provided the mechanism by
which federal law enforcement could become more involved in the
war on street crime.

As a result—and in stark contrast to agencies with drug education,
prevention, and treatment responsibilities—federal law enforcement
was able to stave off the General Accounting Office's (GAO) proposed
"across-the-board" budget cuts. For example, FBI antidrug monies
increased from $8 million in 1980 to $95 million, and the budget of the
Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) increased from $215 to $321 million
between 1980 and 1984. Antidrug funds allocated to the Department
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of Defense more than doubled (from $33 to $79 million) during this
period, while the Customs Department's allocation grew from $81 to
$278 million.35 The budgets of these law enforcement agencies in-
creased at even more rapid rates in the years ahead: total federal
expenditures for law enforcement activities increased from $2.2 bil-
lion in 1980 to $5.6 billion in 1991.36 In contrast, funding for agencies
with responsibility for drug treatment, prevention, and education was
sharply curtailed. The budget of the National Institute on Drug Abuse,
for example, was reduced from $274 million to $57 million between
1981 and 1984, and antidrug funds allocated to the Department of
Education were cut from $14 million to $3 million. By 1985, 78% of the
funds allocated to the drug problem went to law enforcement, while
only 22% went to drug treatment and prevention.37

It is clear, then, that the Reagan administration's early emphasis on
street crime and the need for a punitive approach to it gave a distinct
advantage to law enforcement agencies in the bureaucratic scramble
for antidrug funds. White House Counselor Edwin Meese, for example,
played an important role in "encouraging" Webster to shift the focus
of the FBI to street crime and drug trafficking. Similarly, over half of
the recommendations of the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent
Crime (appointed by the Reagan administration) pertained to the con-
trol of narcotics. Thus, while federal bureaucracies attempted to en-
hance their resources by emphasizing their antidrug capacities, federal
law enforcement agencies were encouraged to do so by administra-
tion officials themselves.

Not all members of the Reagan administration were equally enthu-
siastic about increasing the responsibility (and budgets) of federal law
enforcement, however. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB),
for example, had a very different agenda. When OMB Director David
Stockman advocated cutting the federal law enforcement budget in
March 1981, he was met with fierce opposition from Attorney Gen-
eral Smith. As Stockman laments:

Attorney General William French Smith did not think his department was
a place to start economizing. "The Justice Department is not a domestic
agency" he said. "It is the internal arm of the nation's defense. . . . " . . .
If anything, he said, the Reagan administration would have to spend
more on law enforcement, rather than less.... [O]nce the Attorney Gen-
eral had christened his agency an "Internal Defense Department" we
would have lots of law enforcement at the federal level, even if we
couldn't afford it. Justice's budget would grow and grow as the Attor-
ney General came up with more and more schemes to show that the
administration was "committed" to aggressive "internal defense."38
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As Stockman indicates, Reagan sided with law enforcement in this
dispute, reiterating the notion that social control (as opposed to social
welfare) is a true governmental responsibility: "Bill is right. Law en-
forcement is something we have always said was a legitimate func-
tion of government."39 As a result, most federal law enforcement agen-
cies were excepted from the Reagan administration's proposed cuts
for federal agencies.

In September 1982, Attorney General Smith, seeking to further ex-
pand the budget of the Justice Department, began to argue that it was
imperative that an official war on drugs be declared. The OMB argued
that this new assault should be delayed for budgetary reasons. Presi-
dent Reagan once again sided with the Justice Department, and in
October 1982 President Reagan officially announced his administra-
tion's "war on drugs." In pressing for greater resources, heads of law
enforcement agencies appealed to Congress, claiming that their efforts
to join the battle against crime and drugs were being thwarted by the
administration (and the OMB in particular). Legislators concerned
about being perceived as "soft on crime" and members of subcommit-
tees whose authority is linked to the fate of particular federal law en-
forcement agencies were especially anxious that the Reagan adminis-
tration fulfill its commitment to the battle against crime and drugs.

For example, in 1981, Customs Commissioner William von Raab
began to lobby for technologically advanced equipment to increase
Customs' ability to halt drug smuggling. When White House budget
cutters refused, von Raab appealed to Congress. By 1988, Congress had
allocated an additional $700 million dollars for this purpose, and Cus-
toms' arsenal had increased from two intercept aircraft to 88 planes
and helicopters (despite the fact that the agency itself estimated that
only 20% of the cocaine entering the country enters on airplanes).
Representative Glenn English of Oklahoma, chair of a key subcommit-
tee, was crucial in rallying support for von Raab's campaign, and
Customs soon began construction of a new center for the coordination
of its air efforts in land-locked Oklahoma City, English's home district.40

The Democratic tendency to argue that the war on drugs was under-
funded (rather than ill-conceived) thus emerged early in the 1980s.

In sum, the administration's emphasis on the need for a tough ap-
proach to crime facilitated the emergence of the war on drugs and
shaped the nature of that campaign.41 While the Reagan administra-
tion always placed great emphasis on the importance of law enforce-
ment and punishing drug offenders, most of this rhetoric was aimed
at the "drug pushers" and "narco-traffickers" who "preyed on our
young people" prior to 1986. After this time, however, the antidrug
campaign was enlarged to also include casual drug users: "A new
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understanding is evident: Drug abuse is not a private matter. Using
illegal drugs is unacceptable behavior. And the costs are paid by all of
society."42 Furthermore,

If this problem is to be solved, drug users can no longer excuse themselves
by blaming society. As individuals, they're responsible. The rest of us must
be clear that . . . we will no longer tolerate the illegal use of drugs by
anyone.43

This banner was valiantly carried forward under President George
Bush:

What's the difference, then, between the wonderful young kids behind
me, this great-looking group back there, and the kids who huddle a few
blocks from where we stand, using and dealing drugs? Same schools.
Same Houston—but a different choice.44

Public Opinion and the War on Drugs

While the impetus for the war on drugs in the 1980s came from within
the federal government, public opinion has not been irrelevant to the
development of federal drug policy. In fact, public support for the war
on drugs has played an important role in legitimating the expansion
and intensification of the antidrug campaign. But the argument that
the Reagan administration "harnessed a preexisting momentum for a
crackdown on drugs"45 is not supported by the available evidence:
public opinion polls indicate that public concern about drugs did not
increase prior to the Reagan administration's declaration of war in
1982. For example, as of 1981, only 3% of the American public believed
that cutting the drug supply was the most important thing that could
be done to reduce crime, while 22% felt that reducing unemployment
would be more effective. Furthermore, the percentage of poll respon-
dents identifying drug abuse as the nation's most important problem
had dropped from 20% in 1973 to 2% in 1974 and hovered between
0% and 2% until 1982. In sum, there is no evidence of an upsurge in
concern about drugs prior to Reagan's declaration of war.46 The erro-
neous identification of public opinion as the primary impetus for the
government's campaigns against crime and drugs obscures the politi-
cal nature of those efforts.

The Escalation of the War on Drugs

Political and media concern about the drug issue intensified in the
summer of 1986. While much of this publicity centered on the cocaine-
related deaths of athletes Len Bias and Don Rogers, a variety of other
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factors also contributed to the escalation of antidrug rhetoric and
efforts.47

In October 1985, the DEA sent Robert Stutman to serve as director
of its New York City office. Stutman made a concerted effort to im-
prove relations with the news media and sought to draw journalists'
attention to the spread of crack cocaine. "The agents would hear me
give hundreds of presentations to the media as I attempted to call at-
tention to the drug scourge ...," Stutman wrote later. "I wasted no
time in pointing out its [the DEA's] new accomplishments against the
drug traffickers and using those cases to illustrate the full scope of the
drug abuse problem."48 Stutman explains his strategy as follows:

In order to convince Washington, I needed to make it [drugs] a national
issue and quickly. I began a lobbying effort and I used the media. The
media were only too willing to cooperate, because as far as the New York
media was concerned, crack was the hottest combat reporting story to
come along since the end of the Vietnam war.49

This media campaign appears to have been quite effective: the num-
ber of drug-related stories appearing in the New York Times increased
from 43 in the latter half of 1985 to 92 and 220 in the first and second
halves of 1986, and the number of drug-related stories published in
the Times in these years was far greater than the number published in
other newspapers.50 The success of Stutman's campaign is not surpris-
ing: as Fishman and others have pointed out, news workers' primary
source of information about crime is law enforcement.51

The administration's previous antidrug efforts also contributed to
the media's identification of drug use as a major news story. While
waging its war against drugs, the administration and other govern-
ment agencies had disseminated a great deal of antidrug "informa-
tion." These claimsmaking activities facilitated the identification of
drug (and especially crack) use as a news "theme." The availability of
such themes has important implications for media coverage: "crime
incidents are rarely reported unless news workers see them as related
to past or emerging trends in criminality or law enforcement."52

Increased coverage in the New York Times had quite significant con-
sequences as other media outlets soon followed suit. In June 1986, for
example, Newsweek declared crack to be the biggest story since Viet-
nam/Watergate, and in August of that year Time Magazine termed
crack "the issue of the year." The number of television network news
stories focusing on drugs increased from 73 in the second half of 1985
to 103 and 283 in the first and second halves of 1986. This evidence of
"intermedia influence" is consistent with a wide body of research that
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demonstrates the tendency of media to look to other media outlets—
especially the New York Times—for confirmation of their news judg-
ment.53 Much of the drug-related news coverage during this period
emphasized the spread of crack-related violence to white communi-
ties, the threat of random (drug-induced) violence to which this "epi-
demic" gave rise, and the need for enhanced surveillance and polic-
ing in order to establish control over the burgeoning crack trade and
the violence it spawned.54 Because these stories highlighted the threat
of random violence, they appear to have contributed to growing sup-
port for a quick and dramatic response to the drug problem.55

In an attempt to ensure that their party received credit for taking
action on the emerging drug issue, Democrats in the House of Repre-
sentatives began putting together legislation calling for increased anti-
drug spending. This activity on Capitol Hill triggered an even higher
degree of media interest in the drug issue: while less than 1 % of all news
coverage focused on drugs in the early 1980s, that percentage increased
to 3.2% in July 1986 and to 6% in the two-week period ending August
10.56 During August and September, the television networks contin-
ued to allocate a tremendous amount of news time to the drug issue
and offered specials such as "48 Hours on Crack Street." It was in this
context that President Reagan made several nationally televised
speeches on the drug problem. The first of these speeches, made on
August 4, 1986, was typical in tone and content: Reagan emphasized
that drug users must be held accountable for their use of drugs: "drug
users can no longer excuse themselves by blaming society. As individu-
als, they are responsible. The rest of us must be clear that we will no
longer tolerate drug use by anyone."57

Many politicians claimed that their initiative on the drug issue was
a response to growing public concern about drugs. President Reagan,
for example, asserted that "the polls show that this [drugs] is, in most
people's minds, the number one problem in the country."58 A reporter
attempted to identify the source of this claim at a White House Press
briefing with President Reagan's spokesman, Larry Speakes:

QUESTION: The President recently cited a poll in which he said that 71%,
I believe, of the American public cited drugs as the number one issue. Do
you know what poll that was ... ?

SPEAKES: I don't know—sure don't. Bill?

QUESTION: Larry, if I could continue—you said that there has been a tre-
mendous outpouring of public feeling since the Len Bias death. Do you
have any research or evidence of what kind of public feeling there is on
this issue?
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SPEAKES: No. I just think it's an obvious feeling about the amount of pub-
licity that was given to the most recent sports drug deaths that have re-
ally peaked [sic] public interest... ,59

Media interest in the drug issue (which was itself related to official
antidrug activity) was thus interpreted as a sign of growing public
concern about drugs. Indeed, congressional Republicans warned Reagan
that unless he came up with more specific antidrug proposals quickly
they would be compelled to endorse the $2 to $3 billion "alternative"
promoted by the Democratic leadership. And so they were: on Septem-
ber 12, the House passed legislation that allocated $2 billion to the
antidrug crusade for 1987, required the participation of the military
in narcotics control efforts, allowed the death penalty for some drug-
related crimes, and allowed for the admission of some illegally obtained
evidence in drug trials. Later that month the Senate proposed even
tougher antidrug legislation, and on October 28, the president signed
the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 into law.

In fact, national polls administered prior to this spate of legislative
activity do not indicate that public concern about drug use had grown
significantly. According to a New York Times /CBS News Poll taken in
April 1986, only 3% of those polled were most concerned about drugs.
By late August, however, after the publicity surrounding Reagan's
antidrug speeches and legislative activity on the issue, a New York
Times/CBS poll reported that the percentage of Americans who felt
that drugs were the most important national problem had increased
to 13%.m Thus, by the time legislation was created, debated, and signed
into law, the polls did show that more Americans were more concerned
about drugs (although concern about economic issues was far greater).

In the period from 1986 to 1990, drug use was frequently one of the
nation's most publicized issues. Public concern about drugs reached
its zenith immediately following President Bush's national address in
1989 in which he focused exclusively on the drug crisis. Under Bush,
federal funds allocated to the battle against drugs were greater than
under all presidents since Richard Nixon combined, and a record 3.5
million drug arrests were made during this period. The crime issue also
enjoyed a high profile in the late 1980s, as exemplified by Bush's suc-
cessful manipulation of what came to be known as the "Willie Horton
incident" in the 1988 elections61 and conservatives' continued con-
demnation of those who have "become lost in the thickets of liberal
sociology."62 The neoclassical and cultural theories discussed earlier
characterized discussions of the crime and drug issues throughout this
period. In fact, it was after 1985 that the alleged behavioral attributes
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(including crime, drug use, and violence) of the "underclass" received
the most publicity.63

Crime and drugs retained their prominence on the national politi-
cal agenda through 1990, but the outbreak of the Persian Gulf War
precipitated their decline and President Bush largely ignored these top-
ics during the campaign season of 1992. This shift probably reflects the
failure of the war on drugs (as indicated by the continued increase in
drug-related emergency room visits, only marginal declines in over-
all drug use, and an increasing supply of cocaine and heroin within
the United States), as well as candidate Bill Clinton's relative invul-
nerability on these issues. Like many "new" Democrats, Governor
Clinton was quite determined not to suffer the fate of Democratic presi-
dential candidate Michael Dukakis, who was portrayed by the Bush
administration as hopelessly "soft on crime." As governor and presi-
dential candidate, Clinton expressed strong support for expanded
police efforts, more aggressive border interdiction programs, and
tougher penalities for drug offenders. As a result, "[T]here was little
about Clinton's crime control record in Arkansas that Bush could taunt
him about the way he mocked Dukakis as a patsy for every dark-
skinned murderer in Massachusetts."64 The 1992 Democratic platform
also embraced the idea that levels of crime and drug use are a direct
function of crime control efforts: 'The simplest and most direct way
to restore order in our cities is to put more police on the streets."65 It
was in the context of such bipartisan consensus that the crime issue
made its most recent comeback.

Return of the Crime Issue

Despite his record as governor and his relatively tough talk during the
election campaign, there was some speculation that the election of Bill
Clinton would faciliate a diminution of the get-tough approach to the
crime and drug problems. His record and campaign rhetoric were
somewhat ambiguous in this regard: on the one hand, Clinton empha-
sized the need for greater law enforcement efforts as well as boot camps
for juvenile offenders and touted his record on capital punishment. On
the other hand, both before and after the election, Clinton occasion-
ally evinced hints of an alternative analysis of the crime problem. For
example, in a speech to the Democratic Leadership Council shortly
after the Los Angeles uprising, Clinton characterized looters as people
whose "lives and bond to the larger community had been shredded by
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the hard knife of experience." Clinton also criticized the Reagan-Bush
administrations for blaming crime problems on "them"—poor, non-
white Americans. And Clinton had spoken eloquently of the need to
reverse the trend toward racial isolation and the government's respon-
sibility to redress existing inequalities. A year after the election, Clinton
still, at least occasionally, gave expression to these views:

We have to rebuild families and communities in this country. We've got
to take more responsibility for these little kids before they grow up and
start shooting each other. I know the budget is tight, but I'm telling you,
we have to deal with family, community and education, and find jobs
for members of society's underclass to bring structure to their lives.66

In short, Clinton sometimes espoused the notion that crime is related
to social conditions and some hoped that his election might therefore
create a space for developing and implementing an alternative ap-
proach to crime.

This potential was not realized. In August 1993, Republicans an-
nounced an anticrime legislative package calling for more police, en-
hanced federal support for prison construction, and limits on habeas
corpus appeals. One week later, Clinton and several key congressional
Democrats proposed their own anticrime legislation calling for more
police, enhanced federal support for prison construction, and limits on
habeas corpus appeals. The only significant difference between the two
parties' approaches to crime control was the issue of gun control,67 and
this was the subject of much debate throughout 1993. This pattern was
reinforced in November when the results of several key elections were
interpreted as expressions of the public's desire to get tough with crimi-
nals.68 In December, the Senate passed legislation authorizing federal
funds to help state governments hire more police officers and build pris-
ons and expanded the death penalty for dozens of new federal crimes.
The publicity associated with this legislation appears to have had an
impact on public opinion: the percentage of those polled who felt that
crime was the nation's most important problem increased from 9% in
June 1993 to 22% in October and again to 32% by January 1994.69

The publicity surrounding the crime issue intensified when Presi-
dent Clinton used his 1994 State of the Union address to urge further
congressional action, including adoption of a federal equivalent of
California's "three-strikes" law. Most Democrats—pleased with new
poll results indicating that Republicans no longer enjoyed an advan-
tage on the crime issue70—continued to support the expansion of law
enforcement and the criminal justice system while offering only tepid
criticism of some mandatory sentencing provisions and mild support
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for some preventive measures.71 The $30 billion crime bill sent to Presi-
dent Clinton in August 1994 was hailed as a victory for the Democrats
who "were able to wrest the crime issue from the Republicans and make
it their own."72 The final legislation authorized $8.8 billion for hiring
more police and $7.9 billion in state prison grants, created dozens of
new federal capital crimes, and mandated life sentences for some three-
time offenders.

Less than one-fourth of the funds appropriated by this legislation were
earmarked for preventive measures. Even so, Republicans in Congress
attacked the inclusion of this "pork spending" and opposed the Demo-
cratic crime legislation on this basis. Some time later, these and other newly
elected lawmakers pledged in their Contract With America to replace the
rather meager funding for social programs with more flexible block grants
to state and local officials. This and other goals—especially the hope of
easing the restrictions on gun ownership that had been adopted—were
embodied in a series of bills passed by the House in February 1995. This
legislation also increased federal grants for state prison construction by
another $2.6 billion, restricted the scope of court-ordered settlements in
prison conditions lawsuits, limited inmates' rights to sue over these issues,
expanded federal prosecutors' capacity to use evidence obtained illegally,
further restricted prisoners' ability to file habeas corpus petitions, and
strengthened measures to provide for the swift deportation of illegal immi-
grants.73 Asked to explain President Clinton's failure to provide any real
alternative to these proposals, one administration official said, "[Y]ou
can't appear soft on crime when crime hysteria is sweeping the country.
Maybe the national temper will change, and maybe, if it does, we'll do
it right later."74

What this official failed to grasp was the role that Clinton and other
political elites played in the generation of the public concern to which
they were subsequently compelled to respond. Throughout the 1980s,
Democratic party officials had increasingly made the conservative
rhetoric on crime and drugs their own. As one analyst concluded,
"[T]his "purging of 'root causes' and rehabilitation from the crime
debate can be traced to the 'law and order' policies of the late 1960's.
. . . [I]t was ultimately the Reagan-Bush 'war on drugs' and crack co-
caine in the 1980's that kept crime and violence a major public issue,
with the crimes and drugs of minorities and the economic underclass
at the center of the crime agenda."75 The liberal about-face on crime-
related problems reflected, among other things, conservatives' ability
to disseminate law and order rhetoric through the mass media, as well
as its apparent resonance with electorally important segments of the
American public. These, then, are the subjects of the following chapters.



Crime and Drugs in the News

or people living in modern society, the media are a crucial source
of information about the social and political world. This is particu-

larly true with respect to crime: over 90% of those polled report that
the media is their most important source of information about this
social problem.1 Research investigating the effects of this reliance in-
dicates that the media play an important "agenda-setting" function:
"the press may not be successful in telling people what to think, but
they are stunningly successful in telling people what to think about."2

Specifically, these studies report that those social issues and problems
that receive a high degree of attention in the news are more likely to
be identified as the nation's most important by the viewing public.3

More recent research indicates that the content of media products
also has an important impact on the formation of political opinions.
For example, lyengar found that stories characterized by "episodic"
news frames (in which public issues are discussed in terms of specific
instances) are much more likely to elicit individualistic attributions
of responsibility than are "thematic" stories that place public issues
in a more general and historical context.4 Surveys show that heavy
consumers of violent television crime shows are more likely to see the
world as a violent and frightening place and to adopt a "retributive
justice perspective."5 Similarly, experimental studies indicate that
those who are exposed to media discussions of serious (i.e., violent)
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crimes are more likely to subsequently perceive other crimes as more
serious and to support punitive anticrime measures.6

It appears, then, that both the quantity and nature of media imag-
ery influence members of the public as they make assessments of so-
cial issues and their solutions. Because officials are privileged in the
battle for media exposure, these actors also play an important role in
the formation of political opinion and in the creation and regulation
of culture.

The State, The Media, and the Social Construction of Reality

The idea that the state plays an influential role in the cultural and
social-psychological processes described above runs counter to popu-
lar conceptions of the democratic process. According to this perspec-
tive, the institutionalization of democratic citizenship in the United
States entailed the development of formal mechanisms (such as elec-
toral institutions and legislative bodies) for the consultation and
expression of public opinion. Indeed, the legitimacy of our governing
bodies rests on the notion that leaders respond to the "will of the
people" as expressed through formal political channels.

While this perspective has some merit, the modern democratic
emphasis on public opinion did not lead governments to simply sur-
render to that opinion as they found it.7 Instead, the birth of democ-
racy also led to the development of techniques aimed at creating, shap-
ing, channeling, and mobilizing public opinion. Several important
historical developments—including the decline of the party as a mass-
based organization and the development of broadcast media technolo-
gies—have facilitated the government's efforts to shape and harness
mass opinion.

The Transformation of Electoral Politics

During the late nineteenth century in the United States the corrupt
but assimilative urban machine became an important feature of the
political landscape. Party loyalty was quite high during this period and
participation of eligible voters (over 80% of all adult males) reached
its peak. After the turn of the century, however, Progressive-era re-
formers saw public opinion as irrational and potentially disruptive and
were therefore concerned about the ascendance of the mass party.
Their efforts to establish a direct primary system and voting registra-
tion requirements, weaken the urban machine, and reduce the fre-
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quency of elections were largely successful.8 The net effect of these
reforms was the decline of the party as a mass-based organization,
decreasing partisanship, and the disappearance of the partisan press.
The public relations profession, similarly born of concern over unruly
expressions of mass opinion, also emerged during this period. Together,
these developments altered the nature of the electoral campaign: elec-
toral politics increasingly consisted of attempts to appeal to and shape
the sentiments of nonpartisan voters through public relations and
advertising efforts.9

This shift away from mass mobilization and toward advertising in
political campaigns coincided with the birth of modern journalism. The
emergence of broadcast (wireless) communication technologies in the
early twentieth century was facilitated by the joint efforts of the U.S.
government and several large corporations. The utility of these efforts
to the U.S. government during World War I stimulated continuing
investment in broadcast research and development. While it has long
been observed that states tell "noble lies" in order to promote their
authority, the fact that states could now communicate their claims to
the general public marked a dramatic change. As Guglielmo Marconi,
the primary architect of the first wireless technologies, put it: "For the
first time in the history of the world, man is now able to appeal by
means of direct speech to millions of his fellows, and there is nothing
to prevent an appeal being made to fifty millions of men and women
at the same time."10

The spread of public relations, and especially its use by government
officials during and after World War I, had important consequences
for news-gathering practices. While journalists in the nineteenth cen-
tury aspired to report just "the facts" as they saw them, twentieth cen-
tury reporters increasingly reprinted those "facts" promoted by gov-
ernment officials and others who could afford to buy public relations
services. Schudson suggests that the rise of public relations meant that
journalists "needed a framework within which they could take their
own work seriously... . This is what the notion of 'objectivity'... tried
to provide."11 The resulting norm of "objectivity" was operationally
defined as "the reprinting of consensually validated and authoritative
statements."

"Objective" news is thus biased in favor of the definitions of the
powerful, and particularly those of state officials: "[T]he slant of [ob-
jective] journalism lay not in explicit bias but in the social structure of
newsgathering which reinforced official viewpoints of social reality."12

Given the United States' growing international prominence and the
centralization of political functions in Washington, the majority of
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these "authoritative" statements came from federal officials. The geo-
graphic concentration of state sources and their ability to supply fre-
quent and conveniently formatted "news" meant that the use of state
sources also satisfied the organizational needs of news workers. As
Schudson concludes, "Newspapers that had once fought the interests
now depended upon them for handouts."13

Officials' public relations efforts are increasingly sophisticated and
continue to serve as the basis of many news stories. For example, offi-
cial news releases are likely to be published with only cursory checks
on their veracity.14 There is also evidence that officials frequently serve
as news sources: A recent study found that 72% of all sources for net-
work television news were government officials or leaders of political
groups and institutions.15As one researcher concluded, "while resis-
tance to direct forms of control has hardened in the press, susceptibil-
ity to news management has spread.... The routines and conventions
of reporters' work incline them to accept the words of the officials
without probing beneath them on their own."16

It is important to note that the embeddedness of state and media
institutions does not mean that officials are universally capable of
shaping media representations. Social movement activists, for ex-
ample, have sometimes been able to use the media to challenge domi-
nant perspectives and disseminate alternative issue frames.17 Interelite
conflict also complicates the ability of one group of state actors to shape
media interpretations of social issues. Thus, the struggle to shape me-
dia representations is a contest, but one that is played on a quite un-
equal playing field. The following analysis examines the extent to
which official sources were able to frame national crime news between
1964 and 1974 and drug-related news stories between 1985 and 1992.18

Framing Crime and Drugs

Social issues may be represented or framed in a number of ways. The
discursive elements that make up different issue frames are organized
into what Gamson calls "interpretive packages" that make sense of
and give meaning to social issues such as crime. At the center of each
package is a core frame—a central organizing idea that gives mean-
ing to a series of events or phenomena related to the issue in question.
Packages are further characterized by a set of "signature elements"
that suggest the core frame and serve as "condensing symbols" for the
entire package. It is important to note that these packages are descrip-
tions of pure types; they do not typically appear in media products in
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their entirety, but are conceptual frames for analyzing the often mixed
content and meaning of media products. The "culturally available"
crime and drug issue packages are described in the following sections.

Identifying the Crime and Drug Issue Packages

In order to identify all culturally available packages (including those
that do not enjoy a great deal of coverage in the mass media), a wide
range of publications covering crime-related isues was analyzed. On
the basis of this analysis, four crime and drug issue packages were
identified. The core frame for each of these packages and the "reason-
ing devices" that justify it are described here. These devices include a
causal analysis of the issue in question, an assessment of the conse-
quence of particular policies, and appeals to principle. The more evo-
cative rhetorical devices used to suggest the different issue frames
—exemplars (events that illustrate a particular point), catchphrases
(thematic statements or slogans that suggest a particular frame),
and depictions (characterizations of principal subjects)—are also de-
scribed. These elements make up the "signature matrix"19 of each pack-
age and are presented in tables 5.1 and 5.2.

Crime Issue Packages

Respect For Authority Respect for authority has broken down because
individuals are not being held responsible for their behavior. The fail-
ure to hold people accountable for their actions has its roots in the
misguided liberal notion that behavior is "caused": "Our forebears
were never concerned about why a person misbehaves. We are stray-
ing away from the principle of holding the individual responsible for
his actions."20 The belief that behavior has "causes" has led to the adop-
tion of lenient policies, which have in turn undermined respect for
authority and increased crime: "An attitude of permissiveness is be-
coming more and more evident in our society today, leading to the
progressive relaxing and discarding of all forms of restraint and dis-
cipline."21 The approval of "so-called civil disobedience," the increas-
ingly lax judicial system, and permissive welfare arrangements all
contribute to the decline in respect for authority. The solution is "to
make respect for law and order the first priority in our national life"22

by enhancing law enforcement and cracking down on criminals.
Stories about people who flagrantly violate the law without fear of

punishment and who seek "something for nothing" serve as exemplars
in this package. Catchphrases include "mollycoddling," "permissive-
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ness," "accountability," "parasitism," and "law and order." Those who
seek to identify and ameliorate the "root causes" of crime are depicted
as "bleeding hearts" and "mollycoddlers." This package was spon-
sored by Republican candidate Barry Goldwater, key congressional
Republicans following the 1964 election, and other conservative poli-
ticians and jurists.

Balance Needs The central issue in this package is the need to respond
to the fear of crime while simultaneously addressing its causes. Fear
of crime is a rational response to the increasing crime rate; the public
needs to be protected from the threat of criminal victimization. In the
short term, therefore, law enforcement efforts must be enhanced and
improved so that people can live safe and secure lives. An exclusive
focus on the causes of crime would lead us to neglect the importance
of maintaining law enforcement. At the same time, long-term solutions,
aimed at addressing the deeper causes of crime, are also needed. A
balance must be struck: "[T]here is no conflict between this need [for
day-to-day law enforcement] and the parallel need to attack the causes
of crime.... [T]he two needs are complementary. An obsessive empha-
sis on either . . . can only hamper effective law enforcement."23

"Balance" is the main catchphrase in this package; those who focus
exclusively on either law enforcement or the causes of crime are de-
picted as ideological rather than pragmatic. This package also empha-
sizes the need for enhanced research and technical assistance in order
to improve the efficiency of the criminal justice system. Balance Needs
was the main Democratic alternative to Respect for Authority after
1965.

Civil Liberties under Attack The core issue in this package is the need
to develop crime policies that are consistent with the principles of
democracy and the protection of civil liberties. Law and order poli-
cies lead to a disregard for civil rights and due process. To the extent
that this is the case, it becomes difficult (if not impossible) to distin-
guish law breakers from law enforcers. Crime policies that are consis-
tent with the preservation of civil liberties and the due process revo-
lution must be implemented.

Incidents in which the civil rights of the accused have been violated
serve as exemplars for this package. Catchphrases include "due pro-
cess," "civil rights," and "the rights of the accused." This package was
sponsored by lawyers and civil rights organizations such as the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), some congressional liberals, and
other supporters of the Warren Court's due process revolution.



TABLE 5.1. Signature Matrix of Crime Issue Packages

Package Frame Position Exemplars

Respect for authority

Balance needs

Civil liberties under attack

Poverty causes crime

The issue is how to instill respect
for authority and fear of
punishment so that the human
propensity to choose evil can be
controlled.

The issue is how to balance our
short-term need for law
enforcement with the long-term
objective of ameliorating the root
causes of crime.

The issue is how to address the
crime problem in a way that does
not undermine civil rights and the
due process revolution.

The issue is the need to ameliorate
the "root causes" of crime.

Weakening respect for authority and
diminishing fear of punishment
account for the breakdown of law
and order. The leniency of the courts
and permissive attitudes and
policies have encouraged this trend.

Crime policy must seek to identify
the root causes of crime and
simultaneously satisfy the need for
increased law enforcement,
particularly among the poor.

"Tough" anticrime policies often
violate our constitutional liberties
and rights.

Crime is largely the consequence of
social conditions such as poverty,
joblessness, and racism.

Stories about people flagrantly
disregarding or disrespecting
authority, obviously guilty persons
who are "slapped on the wrist," and
people who exploit "lenient"
policies to their benefit.

Stories that depict the need for
policies which address poverty and
other social problems as well as
people's need for protection.

Stories in which the rights of the
accused are flagrantly violated.

Stories about people whose life
experiences and limited
opportunities led them to adopt a life
of crime.



Catchphrases Depictions Roots Principles

Respect for authority. Law and
order. Handcuffed police.
Technicalities. Accountability.
Permissiveness. Propensity to
evil. Bleeding hearts.
Mollycoddling.

Short- and long-term crime
policies must be balanced.
Efficiency. Pragmatism.

Civil rights. Democratic
procedure. Due process.
Constitutional protections.

Root causes. Structural
conditions. Blocked
opportunities. The war on
poverty is a war on crime.

Liberals are depicted as
mollycoddlers; bleeding hearts;
soft-headed.

Those who advocate only
increased law enforcement or
addressing the root causes of crime
are depicted as partisan and
ideological rather than pragmatic.

Those implementing crime policies
are depicted as overzealous and
willing to compromise on
important civil rights.

Conservatives are depicted as more
interested in punishing the poor
than in reducing crime.

The root of the problem is the spread
of "soft" theories which provide
excuses for criminals and other
miscreants.

The root of the problem is simplistic
and partisan thinking about crime
and its solutions.

The root of the problem is the lack of
commitment to libertarian values
and individual rights.

The root of the problem is our
unwillingness to take political steps
to reduce the conditions that cause
crime.

Respect for authority and fear of
punishment are the basis of civilized
society. Individuals must be held
accountable for their actions.

We must not allow partisan and
simplistic thinking to interfere with
the creation and implementation of
an effective crime policy and an
efficient criminal justice system.

Our constitutional guarantees
regarding due process and
protection of the rights of the
accused should be our most
important consideration.

We have a moral obligation to attack
poverty and racism rather than
punish its victims.



TABLE 5.2. Signature Matrix of Drug Issue Packages

Package Frame Position Exemplars

Get the traffickers

Zero tolerance

Need more resources

War fails

The issue is how to stop the
traffickers from preying on young
people and teach our kids to "just
say no."

The issue is how to reduce the
casual drug use that is responsible
for the blood lost in the war on
drugs.

The issue is how to ensure that
politicians live up to their
commitment to fighting drugs.

The issue is whether we increase or
reduce harm by policies that
criminalize and punish drug users.

Traffickers are an especially vicious
group of people and must be stopped
at all costs. Drug education is also
crucial.

Casual drug users must be held
accountable for their decision to use
drugs. We must severely punish all
those who violate drug laws.

Politicians exploit the drug issue for
political gain. They must be
pressured to fully fund the war on
drugs.

The harm caused by drugs is
increased by making them illegal. A
law enforcement approach to the
problem fails to address to the "root
causes" of drug abuse and actually
makes these problems worse.

Stories of vicious and heinous acts
committed by drug traffickers and
pushers; stories about kids who
resist peer pressure.

Stories of people whose lives have
been hurt by people's use of drugs;
stories of people who use drugs but
are not punished.

Stories about the administration's
unwillingness to commit funds.

Stories about individuals serving
harsh sentences for minor drug law
violations or whose civil rights have
been violated in the war on drugs.



Catchphrases Depictions Roots Principles

Narco-traffickers. Drug Kingpins.
Merchants of Death. Just say No.

Zero tolerance. Casual users must
be punished.

People who sell drugs are depicted
as greedy and violence-loving
individuals. Kids are depicted as
vulnerable and subject to peer
pressure.

Liberals are depicted as criminal
accomplices; drug users as
criminals.

The root of the problem is the
traffickers' use of violence to obtain
profits.

The root of the problem is the liberal
belief that casual drug is okay, and
the fact that such users have not
been held accountable.

The traffickers have no right ro prey
on our children. They must be
stopped.

Casual drug users must be held
accountable for the damage they

Election year politics. A serious
war on drugs will require more
funds.

Politicians and especially
administration officials who took
the initiative on drugs are depicted
as insincere and politically
motivated.

The root of the problem is the lack of
a real commitment to fighting drugs.

Politicians should not use an issue
as serious as drug abuse for political
reasons. Fighting drugs requires a
serious commitment.

Drug warriors. Root causes. Civil
rights. Harm reduction.

Those waging the war on drugs are
depicted as more interested in
punishing people than in reducing
the harm associated with drugs.

The root of the problem is our
tendency to define problems such as
drug use as a criminal problem.

If we are really interested in reducing
the harm associated with the use of
drugs, we should help rather than
punish those for whom it is a
problem.

cause.
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Poverty Causes Crime The core issue is the need to attack the struc-
tural causes of crime. "Unemployment, ignorance, disease, filth, poor
housing, congestion, discrimination—all of these things contribute to
the great crime wave that is sweeping through our nation."24 People
are affected by their environment, and crime is a response to the hope-
lessness of poverty and racism. If we are serious about solving the crime
problem we will need to develop policies that reduce socioeconomic
inequality. Policies that do not address these root causes of crime will
be ineffective and constitute further punishment for those already
most hurt by poverty and racism. The primary catchphrase of this
frame is "root cause." This package was sponsored by President
Lyndon Johnson and other liberal politicians prior to 1965, a variety
of social movement activists, and writers of progressive journals such
as The Nation.

Drug Issue Packages

Get the Traffickers The core issue in this package is the need to
prevent "narco-traffickers" and drug pushers from terrorizing our
nation's citizens, especially our children. Law enforcement, border
patrol, and the judicial system must be beefed up so that we can more
effectively prosecute those traffickers who prey on our kids: "[W]e
need new laws to stop drug traffickers from harming our people, es-
pecially our young people."25 Traffickers and pushers are a vicious
group of people, and the root of the problem is their greed and vio-
lence. These people need to be made aware that we will come after
them—that "they can run but they can't hide." Casual users, and par-
ticularly children, are their victims and need to be encouraged to re-
sist peer pressure and "just say no." Catchphrases include "merchants
of death," "narco-traffickers," "drug kingpins," "pushers," and "just
say no." This package was sponsored by the Reagan administration and
First Lady Nancy Reagan, some law enforcement programs, programs
such as DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Education), and some parents'
organizations.

Zero Tolerance Casual drug users are not victims but criminals: "Drug
abuse is not a so-called victimless crime. . .. [T]he victims of this ter-
rible crime . . . are countless. They're the people beaten and robbed by
junkies. They're the people who pay higher insurance rates because of
such robberies. And they're the people who pay higher prices for goods
of all kinds because drugs in the workplace have undermined worker
productivity. The victims of drug abuse, in short, are you and me, our
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friends, our families—all Americans."26 The central issue in this pack-
age is the need to deter drug users and dealers through the threat of
increased punishment.

The root of the drug problem is that people have not been held ac-
countable for their use of drugs. Liberal policies that have failed to do
so breed addiction and have led to an increase in drug use and crime.
Users must pay the price if they break the law. They must be held ac-
countable for the damage they do to society. The criminal nature of
the decision to use drugs means that "a massive wave of arrests is a
top priority for the war on drugs."27 Catchphrases include "user ac-
countability," "zero tolerance," and "get tough." This package was
sponsored by the Reagan and Bush administrations and law enforce-
ment personnel, particularly after 1986.

Need More Resources The central issue is whether the government will
commit sufficient resources to the war on drugs. Because "there's no
down side to the drug issue," politicians appear to be focusing their
attention on this problem, particularly around election time. But law-
makers must be pressured to allocate resources (especially for treat-
ment and prevention)—not just rhetoric—if the antidrug campaign is
going to work. The root of the problem is the insincerity of politicians
who are using this issue for political advantage. Without a real com-
mitment to the war on drugs, the problem of drug abuse will worsen.
Politicians are depicted as opportunistic and "election-year politics"
is the main catchphrase. Need More Resources was the main Democratic
alternative to the packages sponsored by the Reagan and Bush admin-
istrations: some Democratic leaders (and heads of agencies with re-
sponsibility for dealing with drug use) attempted to undercut Repub-
lican "ownership" of the drug issue by suggesting that the Republican
initiative was politically motivated. Medical experts, parents' orga-
nizations, and news workers also suggested that interest in the drug
issue was politically motivated and highlighted the need for a "real"
commitment to the war on drugs.

War Fails The central issue is whether the prohibition of drugs and
tough law enforcement lessen or increase the harm caused by drugs.
The law enforcement approach threatens important civil rights and
actually increases the harm caused by drugs: prohibition creates a
black market characterized by high levels of violence and thus exac-
erbates the plight of poor communities in which this violence is most
likely to occur. We need drug policies which recognize that locking
people up does not address the fundamental social and economic
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("root") causes of drug abuse and distribution. If we are really inter-
ested in minimizing the harm caused by drugs, drugs must be treated
as a socioeconomic or public health problem.

Catchphrases include "root causes," "harm reduction," and "civil
rights," while those who espouse a law enforcement approach to the
drug problem are depicted as "drug warriors." The prohibition of al-
cohol, which also led to increased violence and crime, is an exemplar
in this package. This package was sponsored primarily by civil rights
organizations such as the ACLU, reform organizations such as the
Drug Policy Foundation, and some community activists.

Measuring Package Prominence and Sponsorship

With the signature elements of the crime and drug issue packages iden-
tified, the prominence of each package in media discourse may be as-
sessed. By identifying the sponsor of each package display, the extent
to which the various issue frames were sponsored by state and nonstate
actors was also evaluated. Because of the large number of crime- and
drug-related stories appearing during the two periods studied, only
those media items that appeared during four sampling periods were
analyzed.28 In the crime case, stories from the New York Times, Wash-
ington Post, and Los Angeles Times and indexed under "crime in the
United States" were included in the analysis.29 The sample in the drug
case consisted of news stories from the evening broadcast of network
television indexed under "drug abuse" or "drug trafficking."30

The analysis proceeded as follows. First, displays of any of the sig-
nature elements of the various issue packages were identified in each
story and then coded according to which package they signified (each
media item may display signature elements associated with more than
one package). Next, these displays were classified as "state-sponsored"
if they were directly attributed to a source currently affiliated with the
federal state31 and as "nonstate-sponsored" if their source was not
so affiliated.32 Only displays that were explicitly attributed to state
sources were considered to be state-sponsored; because journalists do
not always identify their sources, this undoubtedly underestimates the
extent to which state actors influence media coverage.

Crime and Drug Issue Frames in the News

Overall, well over half of the signature element displays were spon-
sored by state officials. Table 5.3 depicts the number of crime- and drug-
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TABLE 5.3. Number and Percentage of Stories and Package Displays in
State- and Nonstate-Sponsored Stories

Crime-related newspaper stories

Crime package displays

Drug-related television stories

Drug package displays

State

NA

65% (192)

NA

76% (201)

Nonstate

NA

35% (105)

NA

24% (64)

Total

100% (186)

100% (297)

100% (127)

100% (265)

related news stories and the number and percentage of state- and
nonstate-sponsored package displays they contained.

Given journalists' reliance upon state sources, it is not surprising
that media coverage of the crime and drug issues peaked when state
activity on these issues was at its highest level. For example, the New
York Times carried 373 stories on crime in 1968 alone and these stories
were particularly concentrated around the elections. Similarly, net-
work television news carried 520 stories about drug use in 1989—the
year of President George Bush's most intensive antidrug campaign.

Newspaper Coverage of the Crime Issue

The fact that journalists relied so heavily on official sponsors had sig-
nificant consquences for the depiction of the crime issue. As Table 5.4
indicates, over three-fourths of the package displays sponsored by state
sources depicted Respect for Authority, while just 34% of the nonstate-
sponsored package displays depicted this frame. The preponderance
of state sources meant that elements of Respect for Authority were de-
picted in more than 62% of the total package displays. These stories
generally lamented liberal permissiveness and emphasized the need
to instill the fear of punishment in order to counter the trend toward
lawlessness.

TABLE 5.4. Number and Percentage of State- and Nonstate-Sponsored Crime
Package Displays in Newspaper Stories, 1965-1973

Package
displays

State-sponsored

Nonstate-
sponsored

Total displays

Respect for
authority

77% (147)

34% (36)

62% (183)

Balance
needs

9% (18)

10% (11)

10% (29)

Civil liberties
under attack

8% (15)

15% (16)

11% (31)

Poverty
causes crime

6% (12)

40% (42)

18% (54)

Total
displays

100% (192)

100% (105)

100% (297)
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Elements of Poverty Causes Crime were depicted in only 6% of state-
sponsored displays but in 40% of those statements offered by nonstate
sources. Journalists' reliance upon official sources thus also helps to
explain the relative absence of this alternative package in crime news.
Balance Needs was slightly more popular among state officials while
Civil Liberties under Attack was more popular among nonstate sources.
In sum, the dominance of state sponsors in crime-related news stories
(and the ability of conservatives to define themselves as the owners
of the crime issue) largely explains the near hegemony of the Respect
for Authority package in the news.

The Drug Issue in Television News

Television news coverage of drug-related topics in the 1980s was also
quite likely to rely on state sources: 76% of all package displays ap-
pearing in these stories were attributed to state actors. Because they
were especially likely to be sponsored by officials, the two law and order
packages—Get the Traffickers and Zero Tolerance—dominated discus-
sions of the drug issue (see Table 5.5). Many of the stories that depicted
these frames focused on "drug busts" and relied on footage provided
to them by various law enforcement agencies. Others carried the state-
ments, speeches, and policy proposals of government officials who
espoused views associated with these issue packages.

Stories that relied heavily on official sources were also less likely to
contain elements associated with War Fails: only 4% of the package
displays offered by state elites depicted this frame, while nearly a third
of the displays sponsored by nonstate actors did so. Overall, the over-
whelming presence of state sources in television news coverage of the
drug issue meant that this more critical perspective was largely ab-
sent from drug-related news stories. Need More Resources was more
likely to be sponsored by nonstate actors but did not have too signifi-
cant a presence in drug-related news items. In sum, stories that relied
on state sources were more likely to depict get-tough frames and rela-

TABLE 5.5. Number and Percentage of State- and Nonstate-Sponsored Drug
Package Displays in Television Stories, 1982-1991

Package
displays

Get the
traffickers

Zero
tolerance

Need more
resources

War
fails

Total
displays

State-sponsored 57% (115) 31% (62) 8% (16) 4% (8) 100% (201)

Nonstate-sponsored 38% (24) 6% (4) 25% (16) 31% (20) 100% (64)

Total displays 52% (139) 25% (66) 12% (32) 11% (28) 100% (265)
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tively unlikely to give expression to the ideational elements associated
with War Fails?3 The fact that the media relied on the state to the ex-
tent that it did therefore had significant consequences for the fram-
ing of the drug problem.

Two main conclusions can be drawn from this analysis of crime- and
drug-related news coverage. First, crime- and drug-related news sto-
ries drew heavily on official sources. Second, officials were able to
promote favored issue frames through the mass media and thereby
affect the framing of the crime and drug issues in the news. Specifi-
cally, stories that relied on official sources were more likely to appre-
hend the problem of crime in terms associated with the Respect for
Authority package and to depict the drug issue through the lens of Get
the Traffickers or Zero Tolerance. Journalists' tendency to rely on state
sources also accounts for the absence of more critical discussions of
the crime and drug issues. The ascendance of the discourse of law and
order in the news, then, was largely a consequence of officials' capac-
ity to call attention to and frame discussions of the crime and drug
issues. Conservative politicians and law enforcement personnel were
particularly successful in defining themselves as the relevant "authori-
ties" on the crime and drug issues.

But news stories are, in the final analysis, written by journalists
working for media organizations. Why did news workers fall into lock-
step with the conservatives lamenting declining respect for authority
and the need to crack down on those involved with drugs? While their
reliance on official sources was crucial, journalists' collusion also re-
flects the fact that covering the crime issue and especially the "drug
crisis" from the point of view of law-enforcement agencies (and espe-
cially film footage of drug "raids") satisfies the media's interest in
dramatic and sensationalistic news. The ride-along footage of drug
busts, the touring of enemy territory, the grave assessment of casual-
ties—all of these made for exciting television. And the excitement reg-
istered in ratings. The CBS special "48 Hours on Crack Street," for
example, was the highest rated of any similar program in five years.34

News agencies' interest in the dramatic and sensational also helps to
explain why journalists were loathe to drop their dubious claims con-
cerning the epidemic nature of crack use, the random violence it
spawned, and the inevitable harm caused to infants exposed to cocaine
in utero.35

By 1987-1988, however, some stories on the drug crisis were more
reflective and nuanced. A few reporters began to point out, for example,
that the crack "epidemic" was in reality concentrated in a handful of
inner-city neighborhoods.36 Some also began calling attention to the
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opportunistic uses of the "cocaine crisis" by politicians and the mass
media. While many reporters who engaged in such second thoughts
demonstrated no penchant for irony—they uniformly failed to recog-
nize their own complicity in promoting drug hysteria—they did intro-
duce the notion that crack is as much a "political" issue as a public
health or criminal justice problem. Overall, though, the news media
generally reinforced the notion that the best solution to the crime and
drug problems is enhanced punishment and control.

Media Coverage and the Political Process

Media coverage can influence policy in a number of ways. First, media
coverage may influence policy makers directly, independent of any
impact on public opinion. In accounting for their legislative initiatives
on crime and drugs, for example, politicians in the 1980s often cited
increased media coverage of the drug problem as evidence of public
concern to which they claimed to be responding. Officials may also
perceive a high degree of media interest as an opportunity for politi-
cal exposure or as a sign that public concern is likely to increase in the
future. Thus, independent of its potential effects on public opinion,
media coverage may influence the policy-making process at both the
local and federal levels.37 Second, while it is too simple to say that
media discourse causes changes in public opinion, it is undoubtedly a
crucial component of the context in which political opinions are
formed. It is quite likely that the media's reproduction of the official
view of crime and drugs played an important role in generating sup-
port for crime and drug policies aimed at punishment rather than
prevention. The following chapter describes the social and cultural
milieu in which these constructions were disseminated and analyzes
their resonance with salient cultural themes and sentiments.



Crime and Punishment
in American Political Culture

A lthough the adoption of tough anticrime and antidrug policies can-
not be understood as primarily a response to popular sentiment,

it is true that some segments of the American public have been quite
receptive to law and order rhetoric and proposals. This receptivity is
not the inevitable consequence of an unchanging and monolithic po-
litical culture, but reflects the ability of the conservative discourse on
crime to address social and personal troubles in a compelling manner.

American Beliefs about Crime and Punishment

According to conventional wisdom, Americans have little patience
with liberal explanations of criminal behavior and wholeheartedly
support tough responses to crime. While there is evidence that public
opinion has shifted in this direction, popular attitudes regarding crime
and punishment have historically been—and continue to be—more
complex and ambiguous than this view allows. The belief that crimi-
nal offenders should be severely punished, for example, coexists with
widespread support for policies aimed at rehabilitation.1 Many Ameri-
cans continue to attribute crime to environmental and social condi-
tions, a position typically associated with support for prevention and
rehabilitation rather than punishment.2 In fact, when asked to choose
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between spending money on prisons and police, on the one hand, or
education and job training on the other, two-thirds of those polled in
the late 1980s chose the latter.3 Various perspectives on crime and
punishment thus coexist in American political culture, even after de-
cades of conservative political initiative on these issues. Arguments
that depict law and order politics and policies as a direct manifesta-
tion of public attitudes oversimplify and dehistoricize American be-
liefs about crime and punishment. As Cullen and his colleagues con-
clude, "the structure of public attitudes is complex and could have
supported progressive responses to the crime problem."4

It does appear, however, that support for punitive anticrime poli-
cies has grown in recent years. The percentage of Americans express-
ing support for capital punishment increased from 45% in 1965 to 71%
in 1988 while the percentage reporting that the courts are "too lenient"
grew from 48% to 82%.5 Explanations of crime that highlight indi-
vidual rather than social factors have also become more popular.6 Most
recently, the view that the main purpose of prisons is incapacitation
has become widespread.7

It is important to note, however, that these shifts are fairly super-
ficial. For example, support for capital punishment diminishes con-
siderably when people are given the option of life sentences without
the possibilty of parole.8 Furthermore, the trend toward greater pub-
lic punitiveness did not precede the adoption and implementation of
tough anticrime policies; officials have played a crucial role in in fram-
ing the crime and drug issues in ways that imply the need for them.
This initiative does not, in and of itself, explain the public's shift to the
right (superficial as it may be): as many students of public opinion and
mass communication processes point out, public opinion is not inevi-
tably responsive to these kinds of political initiatives.9 The success of
the conservative campaign for law and order reflects the fact that this
discourse makes sense of and provides a "solution" for pressing so-
cial and personal problems in ways that are compatible with popular
wisdom and cultural beliefs and values.

Themes and Resources in American Political Culture

Some issue frames have an advantage because their ideas, symbols,
and language resonate with larger cultural themes.10 This does not
mean that culture operates in a deterministic manner, but rather that
myths, ideas, and sentiments serve as resources that can be drawn
upon by actors attempting to promote particular interpretations of
social issues.11
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Individualism in American Political Culture

The discourse of law and order is predicated on that cluster of values
and beliefs called "individualism," an orientation most observers agree
is central to American political culture.12 One well-known analyst sum-
marized this philosophy as follows: "Individual persons must assume
responsibility for whatever they have done; individuals are held ac-
countable for the actions they have performed. Whether required by
environmental constraints or not, individuals are held accountable for
their actions of choice."13

The conservative discourse on crime and drugs—what Scheingold
calls "volitional criminology"14—clearly resonates with (and rein-
forces) this set of beliefs and values. The Respect for Authority pack-
age, for example, explicitly rejects the idea that people are in any way
influenced by their environment—and actually identifies the belief that
persons are so influenced (as well as the "permissiveness" that accom-
panies this view) as an important cause of crime. Similarly, Zero Toler-
ance and Get the Traffickers emphasize that the decision to sell or use
drugs is just that—a decision, an individual choice, presumably inde-
pendent of socioeconomic factors such as unemployment and poverty.
By contrast, Poverty Causes Crime suggests that people are constrained
by their social environment.15 Thus, the resonance of the conservative
discourse with the individualistic orientation of American political
culture may help to account for its popularity.

Morality, Family, and Authority
in American Political Culture

In his recent analysis of popular views on crime and punishment,
Sasson found widespread support for the belief that the collapse of
traditional authority structures (especially the family) has caused a
breakdown in the "moral fabric" of society, and that the crime and
drug problems are manifestations of this moral collapse. As Sasson
points out, this emphasis on family disintegration is not entirely con-
sistent with either liberal ("structural") or conservative ("volitional")
interpretations of crime. While the "social breakdown" perspective
does explain crime in environmental terms, it also highlights the im-
portance of normative integration and traditional authority structures
rather than socioeconomic factors.16

Despite this ambiguity, there are important ways in which the con-
servative law and order approach is resonant with aspects of what
Sasson calls the "social breakdown" perspective. In both discourses,
crime is understood primarily as immoral behavior. Adherents of "so-
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cial breakdown" emphasize the failure of the family to inculcate a
proper moral sensibility in its members, lament parents' diminished
authority over their children, and criticize the state for undermining
this authority. The conservative emphasis on the need to combat "per-
missiveness" accords with this sense that traditional authority struc-
tures are collapsing. The conservative critique of the culture of wel-
fare—with its assumption that public assistance programs cause moral
and familial disintegration—also resonates with public concern about
the collapse of the family. It appears, then, that the conservative dis-
course on crime resonates with and gives expression to the sense that
the family and other structures that support conventional values are
in decline.

The Fear of Crime

Americans are most afraid of being the victim of violent crime. While
this fear does not necessarily lead to punitiveness, there is reason to
suspect that heightened anxiety about crime may—under some cir-
cumstances—lead some to support efforts to crack down on criminals.

Evidence for this comes mainly from research regarding the effects
of exposure to media depictions of crime. These studies report that
heavy consumers of television crime shows—which focus dispropor-
tionately on violent crime and tend to depict law enforcement and
punishment as the only means of dealing with this problem—are more
fearful of crime, more likely to overestimate its prevalence, and more
likely to have a "retributive justice perspective" (including high lev-
els of support for punitive policies and opposition to gun control).17

While some people are more vulnerable to these effects and some types
of media products are more likely to produce them, it appears that
exposure to images and stories that imply the need for enhanced en-
forcement and punishment leads some to become more supportive of
punitive anticrime policies.18

These findings suggest that the conservative focus on street crime
and the heightened fear that discussions of violent crime seem to
engender—especially in the context of the mobilization of the law and
order perspective—may also help to account for growing popular
punitiveness. Under these conditions, it is quite possible that fear of
violent crime—like American individualism and concern about social
and familial breakdown—enhances the acceptability of the conser-
vative discourse on crime.19 Scheingold explains the connection be-
tween fear and punitiveness as follows: to the extent that we are
concerned about our potential victimization, the "myth of punish-
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ment" provides some reassurance that something fairly immediate and
direct can be done about the source of our anxiety.20 Although this
social-psychological explanation is compelling, it is important to re-
member that the fear of crime is not always associated with punitive-
ness and the latter may be prevalent even among those who are not
particularly fearful.

In sum, the individualistic orientation of American political culture,
concern about the breakdown of the family, and the fear of violent
crime help to explain the growing popularity of the conservative ap-
proach to crime. One noteworthy fact is still unaccounted for, how-
ever: support for the get-tough approach has grown most dramatically
among racially and socially conservative voters. To explain this, a brief
discussion of trends in racial attitudes since the 1950s is necessary.

Race, Crime, and Punishment

Civil rights activists' efforts to highlight the immorality of the south-
ern system of racial segregation and black disenfranchisement were, by
almost any standard, quite successful. The brutal nature of southern
white resistance to this movement engendered a high degree of support
outside the South for the civil rights cause. White support for the prin-
ciple of racial equality has continued to increase since that time: survey
data suggest a dramatic shift away from the acceptance of segregation
and discrimination and a strengthening belief in racial equality.21

Several factors complicate this happy story, however. Although sup-
port for the principle of racial equality remains strong, whites became
less supportive of the goals of the black movement after 1965. For ex-
ample, the percentage of Americans reporting that the Kennedy and
Johnson administrations were "pushing integration too fast" increased
from 32% in 1962 to 52% in 1966. The view that the "government had
already done enough for blacks" also became widespread during this
period.22 In response to findings such as these some conclude that white
anxiety about the speed and extent of racial reform was manifesting
itself in opposition to policies aimed at the implementation of that prin-
ciple. In their analysis of shifts in racial attitudes, Schuman, Steeh, and
Bobo found significant evidence for this "underlying racism thesis."23

In particular, these researchers found that whites have failed to support
policies aimed at eradicating deeply rooted discriminatory practices,
thus complicating their alleged commitment to racial equality.

White opposition to policies aimed at redressing racial inequality
(including busing and affirmative action) has been interpreted in a
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variety of ways. Some argue that white antipathy to such programs is
best understood as a manifestation of group conflict over scarce re-
sources,24 whereas others suggest that it is an expression of American
individualism.25 Another perspective suggests that this sentiment rep-
resents a mixture of antiblack affect and an individualistic culture.26

Whatever the case, white resentment of programs aimed at actualiz-
ing racial equality has clearly grown since the mid-1960s. This hostil-
ity is quite relevant to the receptivity of some white Americans to the
campaign for law and order.

Opposition to Racial Reform and Punitive Attitudes
Toward Crime

Beliefs regarding crime and punishment are highly correlated with
race and racial attitudes. Beginning in the early 1970s, researchers
found that those expressing the highest degree of concern about crime
also tended to oppose racial reform. For example, one study reported
that 42% of those who strongly disapproved of racial and social re-
form efforts identified crime as the nation's most important problem
(compared with only 13% of those who strongly approved of reform
efforts).27 Others also found that racial attitudes were an important
predictor of support for law and order rhetoric:28 "those who support
a hard line on law and order issues tend to be more racist and sexist,
tend not to support equal rights for unpopular minorities .. . and they
have a more negative view of welfare recipients."29 Opposition to bus-
ing was also strongly associated with white support for punitive anti-
crime policies.30 More recently, Cohn and Barkan found that white
support for punitive policies—and in particular, capital punishment—
is highly associated with prejudice against blacks.31 In sum, the con-
servative call for law and order appears to be most popular among
those opposed to racial and social reform and who score higher on
measures of racial prejudice.

The fact that blacks and whites tend to have different attitudes to-
ward crime and punishment also suggests the importance of race on
these matters. Despite the fact that blacks are far more likely to be vic-
tims of crime, whites are, on average, more punitive than blacks.32

Analyses of legal decisions—including determinations of guilt and
sentencing practices—also indicate that whites tend to be more puni-
tive, particularly when the accused is black or Latino and the victim
is white.33 Insofar as the majority of Americans believe that most crimi-
nals are black and most victims are white, this pattern is quite impor-
tant.34 Race is also an important predictor of "criminal justice ideol-
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ogy" more generally: blacks are more likely to view the criminal jus-
tice system as discriminatory, to have an unfavorable view of the po-
lice, and to explain crime in terms of social conditions than are whites.35

In recent years, some researchers have found a "convergence" be-
tween levels of support for punitive policies among blacks and whites.
For example, one study found that blacks became more likely to report
that the courts are not harsh enough between 1981 and 1985 and that
race became a weaker predictor of attitudes toward punishment dur-
ing this period (although blacks were still less punitive than whites).36

More recently, researchers found that blacks were 9.6% less likely than
whites to believe that the courts were not harsh enough, a relatively
small (though statistically significant) difference. Interestingly, these
analysts found that while racial prejudice is most strongly related to
punitiveness among whites, fear of crime is most highly related to
support for punitive policies among blacks.37 Thus, although there is
some evidence that fear of crime is contributing to growing levels of
support for punitive policies among blacks, racist attitudes continue
to be the main determinant of white punitiveness.

In sum, attitudes regarding crime and punishment are inextricably
bound up with race and racial attitudes; opposition to racial and
social reform is crucial in accounting for white support for law and
order policies. Not coincidentally, these socially and racially conser-
vative voters have been the main target of the GOP's southern strat-
egy discussed in chapter 2. As a result of its popularity among those
swing voters—sometimes known as "Reagan Democrats"—the con-
servative mobilization of the crime issue has been an important source
of support for the Republican party.

Race, Crime, and the Emerging Party Alignment

Beginning in the late 1960s political analysts began to argue that "the
social issue"—riots, street crime, marches, drugs, rising taxes, and
welfarism—had replaced traditional "bread and butter" issues as the
most salient for Americans.38 This shift coincided with the racial po-
larization of the two main parties: prior to 1960, the Republican and
Democratic parties were perceived as equally likely to promote racial
change, while after 1964 the public consistently identified the Demo-
cratic party as more supportive of racial reform. As one political ana-
lyst put it, "The most striking change has occurred on racial issues. In
1956, there was no consensus on the parties' stand on the issues of
school integration and fair employment.... By 1968, there was a star-
tling reversal in this judgement."39 While the Democrats had tradition-
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ally been the party of "plain people," the conservative emphasis on
the social issue—with all its racial connotations—threatened to in-
crease white working and middle class support for the Republican
party.

The rise of racial attitudes as the primary determinant of partisan
loyalty and the association between racial attitudes and beliefs about
crime and punishment help to explain the utility of crime-related
issues to the Republican party. According to an analysis of the 1968
election, the Democrats lost most heavily among those who advocated
the use of all available force to quell urban unrest and among people
who thought that civil rights leaders were pushing their cause too fast.
The salience of concern about urban unrest in the North and civil rights
in the South meant that "beliefs concerning urban unrest, race, and
crime had an unmistakable relationship to the vote."40 Although the
electoral benefits of the crime issue do not appear to have been as large
in 1972, those who identified crime as the nation's most important
problem favored the Republicans by a ratio of more than two to one
in this election. Furthermore, 86% of those who reported that crime
was the nation's most important problem at this time and switched
parties shifted their allegiance to the GOP.41 Both parties have since
competed for these swing voters and this competition has clearly
fueled efforts to be perceived as the toughest party on crime.

Understanding the Growing Significance of Race

The mobilization of the black movement and the backlash it engen-
dered help to explain the increased political significance of racial at-
titudes, but the particular resonance of the conservative crime dis-
course with the swing voters discussed above requires explanation.
In-depth interviews with these former Democrats indicate that many
of these voters switched their allegiance to the Republican party largely
as a result of their perception that the Democrats have granted mi-
norities "special privileges." The authors of one report conclude that
the belief that some (i.e., minorities) are "getting something for noth-
ing" was crucial:

The race issue, affirmative action, the sense of subsistence programs from
the government going to 'people other than myself . . . is a very preva-
lent theme all around the country What you hear is their hostility to
a giveaway agenda for minority groups.... [T]hese Democrats talk about
themselves as 'the people who work.'... Crime and drugs... have added
a real dimension to this sense and to black-white relations.42
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How is the perception that minorities have been the recipients of a
"giveaway" agenda related to support for tough anticrime and anti-
drug policies? As we saw in the earlier chapters, conservatives have
depicted crime (and welfare) as a choice made by people looking for
the easy way out. Involvement in drug sales in particular is often de-
picted as a preference motivated by greed and the hope of avoiding
"real work." According to this view, it is the "law-abiding citizen" who
bears the (economic and security) costs of these choices. By attribut-
ing the very real economic plight of "taxpayers" and "working per-
sons" to the behavior of the "underclass," conservatives diminish the
likelihood that these grievances will give rise to policies aimed at re-
distributing opportunities and resources in a more egalitarian fash-
ion. Racial imagery has been crucial to the success of these efforts:
whereas animosity toward those who "don't work" appears to be most
pronounced among those crucial swing voters, the perceptions that in-
form them are widespread among whites. A 1990 National Opinion
Research Center poll, for example, found that 62% of whites believe
that blacks are lazier than whites and 78% believe that blacks are more
likely to prefer being on welfare to being self-supporting.43

It thus appears that conservatives have been quite successful in
attributing the plight of "the average American" to "cheats," "thieves,"
and "freeloaders," and in exploiting this sentiment for political and
electoral gain.44 In his analysis of the 1980 election, Burnham found
that white working and middle class resentment of the (black) poor
was the key determinant of those individuals' decision to "swing"
Republican. Voters most likely to abandon the Democratic party were
men from "middle America"—white, blue-collar workers, with a fam-
ily income of $15,000-$25,000 and a high school education.45 In par-
ticular, those voters who considered themselves "financially worse
off" were most likely to shift their allegiance to the GOP. Burnam con-
cluded that swing votes constitute "a rebellion of those who are [rela-
tively] successful against the burdens imposed on behalf of those who
are not."46 The conventional distinction between "economic" and "so-
cial" issues does not capture the extent to which these types of issues
have become ideologically intertwined: given their association with
the poor, social issues such as crime, immigration, and welfare sym-
bolize the costs of the underclass to "hard-working Americans."

The effectiveness of these discursive constructions thus lies in their
capacity to explain the declining social and economic position of work-
ing people."47 In fact, real wages have declined for many working per-
sons—black and white—over the past several decades, and the tax
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burden of many working-class Americans has grown significantly.48

These economic changes and the ascendance of the conservative in-
terpretation of them help to explain growing receptivity to the dis-
course of law and order, as well as opposition to means-tested public
assistance programs and efforts to limit immigration.49 Race has been
a crucial resource in these efforts to construct social and economic prob-
lems in ways that generate support for such measures: popular images
of the welfare cheat and the criminal both tap and reinforce racial ste-
reotypes and animosity.

Public Opinion in the American Political System

The existence of a two-party system in the United States creates a situ-
ation in which both parties compete primarily for the allegiance of
same block of "independent" voters (the Democrat and Republican
parties can take the allegiance of solidly liberal or conservative voters
for granted). In the post-civil rights context, both parties have scrambled
to woo those alienated by the Democratic inclusion of blacks and other
minority voters—among whom the discourse of law and order is par-
ticularly popular. This dynamic helps to explain the unwillingness of
most Democratic officials to offer competing conceptions of the crime
and drug issues or advocate alternative solutions to these problems.
The resonance of the conservative discourse on crime and drugs with
more general cultural themes and the absence of a powerful or orga-
nized opposition to these campaigns have further increased their elec-
toral viability.50 The following chapter shows that the relative success
of the campaign for law and order has had significant consequences
for state policy.



Institutionalizing Law and Order

Between 1980 and 1994, the incarcerated population grew by 300%
(from 500,000 to 1.5 million).1 Federal and state prisons now house

over one million prisoners, up from approximately 250,000 in 1970.
The growth of the prison population in the U.S. is to a large extent a
consequence of the war on drugs: between 1979 and 1994, the percent-
age of state inmates convicted of nonviolent drug offenses increased
from 6% to nearly 30%; among federal inmates that percentage jumped
from 21% to 60%2 (and the jail population is also likely to include non-
violent drug offenders). Keeping this many people behind bars is, of
course, quite costly: it is estimated that federal, state, and local gov-
ernments spent more than $30 billion on corrections in 1994, up from
$4 billion in 1975.3

The composition of the prison population has also changed dramati-
cally. In 1930, 22% of all of those admitted to prison were black; by
1992, this percentage had climbed to 51%.4 Again, the war on drugs
appears to be the primary culprit: 90% of those admitted to prison for
drug offenses in recent years were black or Hispanic.5 And although
the majority of those arrested in the course of the antidrug campaign
have been male, the number of black (non-Hispanic) women incarcer-
ated for drug offenses in state prisons increased by 828% between 1986
and 1991 alone.6

Increased frankness regarding the custodial (rather than correc-
tional) nature of prisons and jails has accompanied the growth and
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changing racial composition of the prison population. While this move
away from "corrections" has many causes, the rapid growth of the
prison population has clearly reinforced it. In 1990, only nine states
were operating their prisons at or below capacity; and nationwide,
prisons are overcrowded by an average of 30%. In this context, re-
sources for education, vocational training, and recreation within pris-
ons have declined in both absolute and relative terms.7 And if the
recent display of bipartisan support for denying inmates Pell grants
to pursue higher education is any indication, this trend is likely to con-
tinue in the future.

The number of persons on probation and parole has grown almost
as rapidly as the prison population. By 1994, over five million adults
(2.7% of the population) were under some form of correctional super-
vision.8 Blacks and other racial minorities are disproportionately likely
to be involved in these programs; in 1995, one out of three black male
youths was under some form of state supervision.9 And just as the
"correctional" rationale for incarceration has been weakened, so too
has the orientation of parole and probation shifted from rehabilitation
and reintegration to management and supervision.10

The dramatic nature of these changes problematizes the argument
that "for all its attention to street crime, the political process tends to
dilute rather than mobilize purposeful political energy."11 While it may
be true that some anticrime measures are more symbolic than "prac-
tical," the politicization of crime and drug use at the national level
served as an important catalyst for the expansion and reorientation
of the federal, state, and local crime control systems.

The Federalization of Crime Control

Although Senator Barry Goldwater's bid for election to the presidency
in 1964 was unsuccessful, his emphasis on the crime issue had a
significant impact on the national political agenda. Shortly after his
election—and in response to the perceived resonance of the conser-
vative discourse on crime—President Lyndon Johnson created the
Presidential Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administra-
tion of Justice to investigate the causes of criminal behavior and to
propose policies aimed at reducing it. Johnson also called on Con-
gress to create a federal pilot program to assist local crime control
agencies in these efforts. The resulting Law Enforcement Assistance
Act created the first federal grant program "designed solely for the
purpose of bolstering state and local crime reduction programs,"12
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which was administered by the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance
(OLEA). This program did not entail large sums of money and was
never intended to be a major source of financial support for local law
enforcement.13 Nonetheless, the creation of the OLEA did establish
a precedent for the federal government's assumption of responsibil-
ity for state and local crime control. It also had some unintended but
important consequences that will be discussed in greater detail later
in the chapter: it mobilized and strengthened the law enforcement
and criminal justice lobbies and stimulated significant technical re-
search on ways of improving the efficiency of law enforcement and
criminal justice administration.14

In 1967, two years after its creation, the president's crime commis-
sion published an exhaustive account of its findings and recommen-
dations. The authors of this report emphasized that crime was deeply
rooted in the structure of American society and would not be signifi-
cantly reduced by simply enhancing the efficiency of law enforcement
or the criminal justice system. At the same time, many of the report's
recommendations did imply "that crime control would be mainly
accomplished by improving the criminal justice system" and "call
upon the Federal goverment to support all components of the crimi-
nal justice system at the state and local levels."15 In an effort to imple-
ment the Commission's recommendations and preempt the conserva-
tive manipulation of the crime issue in the upcoming elections, Johnson
introduced the Safe Streets and Crime Control Act. This proposed leg-
islation called for the establishment of a categorical federal assistance
program to local governments, just as the Great Society programs fun-
neled federal funds directly to urban communities. For obvious rea-
sons, Republicans in Congress opposed these grant-in-aid programs
and proposed an alternative revenue sharing system for distributing
federal anticrime funds.

The ensuing debate thus centered on how—not whether—to allo-
cate federal funds for state and local crime control. The final legislation
established the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA)
within the Department of Justice to administer grants to states (which
were to receive 60% of the available funds) and local governments
(allocated the remaining 40%) for the development of comprehensive
criminal justice plans. In the following years, federal funds allocated
to state and local governments for this purpose increased dramatically,
from approximately $300 million in 1968 to $1.25 billion in 1974.16

Although the Safe Streets Act is considered the first major block grant
program, it did not give states unlimited discretion over the alloca-
tion of federal funds, and congressional debates over whether these
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were best spent on law enforcement or the administration of criminal
justice were often intense. Many advocates of the latter option were
supporters of "community-based" correctional programs and were
thus loosely affiliated with left-liberal critics of the criminal justice
system. These disputes notwithstanding, the Safe Streets Act and the
creation of the LEAA clearly established a new—primarily financial—
role for the federal government in the fight against crime.

Drugs and the Federalization of Crime Control
in the 1980s

As discussed earlier, the U.S. federalist system allocates to the national
government a quite minor role in the fight against conventional street
crime. In creating the funding programs described above, however, the
federal government began the process of altering this institutional
framework. Because the Harrison Narcotics Act of 1917 assigned the
federal government a significant degree of responsibility for the en-
forcement of narcotics laws, crusading against drugs provided another
means by which the federal government could exercise leadership in
this arena. Indeed, as Zimring and Hawkins point out, the resurgence
and expansion of the war on drugs represent "the most significant
experiment in enlarging the federal lead in ... crime control in this
century" and was, in this sense, an obvious replacement for the war
on crime of the 1960s.17 As a result of federal leadership in the anti-
drug campaign, state and local law enforcement agencies have also
made fighting drugs a top priority and most states have followed the
federal government's lead in adopting tougher sentencing statutes for
drug offenders.

The first major piece of anticrime legislation passed in the 1980s—
the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984—modified existing
crime and drug policy in a number of ways. Bail procedures were al-
tered to allow for the preventative detention of offenders classified as
"dangerous," the sanction of criminal forfeiture was imposed for all
felony drug offenses, and prison sentences and fines for the sale or
distribution of controlled substances were increased. Less than two
years later, Congress passed the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986. This
legislation substantially increased the maximum sentences for drug
trafficking offenses, imposed mandatory minimum sentences for some
drug trafficking and possession violations, broadened the scope of both
criminal and civil forfeiture statutes, provided for the deportation of
any alien who, after entry to the United States, became addicted to
illegal drugs or who has at any time before or after entry been convicted
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of a controlled substance violation,18 and dramatically increased man-
datory sentences for the possession of small amounts of crack cocaine.19

Some have argued that this legislation was passed primarily to "reas-
sure" the public that "something was being done about crime."20 While
this argument appropriately acknowledges the symbolic dimension of
crime and drug policy, it does not account for the extraordinary mea-
sures taken by Congress to ensure that similar measures were adopted
and enforced by states and localities.

Asset Forfeiture and the Enforcement of the Law

Legal scholars have long recognized that the significance of legisla-
tion depends to a great extent on the likelihood that it will be enforced.
Monetary incentives are one of the most effective mechanisms for
encouraging enforcement of the law. Although both civil and crimi-
nal asset forfeiture statutes have a long history in American legal his-
tory, their use has become widespread only recently. The original RICO
statute (Organized Crime Control Act of 1970) and the Comprehen-
sive Drug Abuse and Control Act of 1970—both passed in 1970—in-
cluded civil forfeiture provisions, some of which were specifically
linked to the drug trade.21 Even after the passage of this legislation,
however, forfeiture provisions were rarely invoked.22 Between 1970
and 1979, less than $30 million in assets had been seized by the gov-
ernment—the same amount forfeited in 1985 alone.23

In 1977, law enforcement agencies—and the DEA in particular—
identified asset forfeiture provisions as a potential source of revenue
and began to lobby Congress to broaden the conditions under which
civil forfeiture statutes might be invoked.24 Unlike their criminal coun-
terparts, civil forfeiture statutes required only that law enforcement
agencies show "probable cause" that the property in question was
related to a drug or other criminal offense. In order to retrieve seized
property, however, the owner is required to present a "preponderance
of evidence" indicating that it was not in fact connected to a criminal
enterprise.

In response to the lobbying efforts of law enforcement, Congress sig-
nificantly expanded the scope of both civil and criminal forfeiture
provisions in 1978.25 These modifications allowed for the forfeiture of
all profits from drug trafficking and all assets purchased with these
profits, as well as all the monies intended to be used in exchange for
illegal drugs—an arrangement that allowed the government to seize
property never actually involved in illegal activities.26 These provisions
were further expanded in the 1984 Comprehensive Crime Control Act
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which permitted federal agents to seize goods valued at up to $100,000
without a full-scale court proceeding, established revolving funds in
both the Justice and Treasury Departments so that assets seized by
federal agents would remain within those agencies, and expanded the
government's authority to require forfeiture of profits and proceeds
from organized crime and narcotics enterprises.27 Most important, this
legislation provided the police with a direct incentive to identify drug
law violators: local law enforcement agencies were entitled to deposit
up to 95% of the value of the profits and proceeds seized in their own
discretionary funds.28 The Anti-Drug Abuse Acts of 1986 and 1988
expanded federal assets forfeiture provisions even further.29

The Bush administration also encouraged the states to pass their own
asset forfeiture laws. By 1990, 49 states and the District of Columbia
had statutes that allowed for the forfeiture of assets believed to be
connected with illegal drug activity.30 While civil forfeiture statutes
allow for the seizure of property without the conviction or even ar-
rest of its owner, these statutes do provide law enforcement with an
incentive to identify drug offenders and therefore tend to increase the
number of people arrested and prosecuted for violating narcotics laws.
Criminal assets forfeiture statutes provide an even stronger incentive
to identify and prosecute drug offenders.31

The broadening of asset forfeiture provisions and their adoption by
states has been extremely lucrative for law enforcement agencies. Asset
forfeiture receipts increased from $27.2 million in 1985 to $874 mil-
lion in 1992; the assets and goods seized between 1985 and 1990 alone
were estimated to be worth $4 to $5 billion. By 1990, over 90% of the
police and sheriff's departments serving a population of at least 50,000
received money or goods from a drug asset forfeiture program.32 Con-
gressional expansion of asset forfeiture provisions also appears to have
had a significant impact on the propensity of both federal and local
law enforcement agents to enforce laws prohibiting the use and sale
of illicit drugs. Indeed, as critics of these statutes point out, the lucra-
tive nature of drug law enforcement means that law enforcement agen-
cies may prioritize the prosecution of drug law offenders over those
who commit violent offenses.33

Federal Financial Support for State
and Local Crime Control

Direct federal funding for law enforcement and criminal justice pro-
grams is also an important means by which the federal government
can influence state and local anticrime policy. Although the LEAA was
disbanded in 1980, the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 re-
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established a federal grant program for state anticrime efforts, now
administered by the Office of Justice Programs. The Anti-Drug Abuse
Acts of 1986 and 1988 also provided funds to encourage the enforce-
ment of drug laws and underwrite the escalating costs of prison con-
struction. The 1986 legislation, for example, increased the authoriza-
tion for state and local law enforcement by over one billion dollars and
allowed these funds to be used for nonfederal prison construction.34

In 1988, Congress established the Drug Control and System Improve-
ment Grant Program, which provided funds to states and units of
local government for carrying out specific antidrug efforts. As a result
of this program, federal assistance to local law enforcement increased
from $150 million in 1985 to $440 million in 1990.35

The 1994 Crime Bill was even more generous: this legislation allo-
cated over $8 billion to the states to build and operate prisons and nearly
$10 billion to hire more police officers.36 These federal monies were
allocated with strings attached. For example, funds for state prison
construction are tied to specific "truth-in-sentencing" policies adopted
by the federal government.37 To the extent that the federal goverment
is able to induce states to adopt tougher and more rigid sentencing
policies, states' fiscal pressures will be exacerbated in the future. In-
deed, these federal funds will diminish in the years ahead, leaving
states in an even stickier financial situation than the one that com-
pelled them to accept federal funds in the first place.

Federal Sentencing Guidelines

In 1984, after over ten years of deliberations, Congress enacted the most
sweeping and dramatic reform of federal sentencing procedures—the
Sentencing Reform Act. This legislation was a victory for the conser-
vative wing of the movement for determinant sentencing: its primary
goals included the reduction of unwarranted disparity and the correc-
tion of what was considered to be a pattern of undue leniency.38 The
act also called for the establishment of an independent agency (the U.S.
Sentencing Commission) to develop guidelines that would structure
judicial discretion and decision-making with respect to sentencing.

Simultaneous to the development and implementation of the federal
sentencing guidelines, Congress began to adopt a series of "manda-
tory minimum" sentencing statutes. Although mandatory sentencing
laws existed prior to this legislation, the enactment of these provisions
was rare and was not aimed at whole classes of offenders.39 In 1986,
however, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act called for mandatory minimum
(and stiffer) penalties for those who sold drugs to persons under 21,
who employed a person under the age of 18 in a drug offense, or who
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carried a weapon while violating drug laws. Another provision of this
legislation tied mandatory minimum penalties for drug trafficking
directly to the amount of drugs involved, thereby limiting the range
of factors that judges may consider in determining the appropriate
punishment. Most significant, this legislation required a mandatory
minimum sentence of five (and up to twenty) years for the simple
possession of five or more grams of crack cocaine and twenty years
for any offender who engaged in a "continuing drug enterprise."

In an attempt to encourage states to adopt these harsh mandatory
minimum sentencing laws, the Bureau of Justice Assistance was au-
thorized to make grants to states that adopted penalties similar to those
established under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act. Congress also created a
commission to develop a uniform code of state laws aimed at secur-
ing the federal government's stated objective: a "Drug Free America"
by 1995.40 Later, the federal government made conformity to federal
sentencing standards a requirement for the receipt of federal funding.
The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988, for example, set clear standards for
recipients of federal funds including the adoption of certain user sanc-
tions and drug testing procedures. The 1994 Crime Bill went even fur-
ther: states' eligibility for federal funds was now predicated upon their
adoption of truth-in-sentencing laws and a "binding sentencing guide-
line system."41 By 1994, 30 states had adopted variations of the "three
strikes and you're out" laws that were the centerpiece of the 1994
Crime Bill.42

Consequences of the Federalization of Crime Control

The federal government's use of these mechanisms (as well as politi-
cal dynamics at the state and local levels) has led to a dramatic increase
in the number of drug arrests and convictions at all levels of the crimi-
nal justice system. The number of adult arrests for drug law violations
reported by state and local police, for example, increased from 468,056
in 1981 to 1,008,347 in 1990.43 Drug offenders make up an increasing
percentage of all state prisoners: while the number of defendants sen-
tenced to prison increased by 53% between 1981 and 1987, the num-
ber of drug offenders sentenced increased by 134% during that pe-
riod.44 The adoption of mandatory minimum sentences for drug-related
offenses has meant that the increased number of drug arrests is an
important cause of escalating incarceration rate.45 A similar trend
occurred in the federal court system, where the percentage of inmates
convicted of violating drug laws is now over 60%.

As Michael Tonry points out in Malign Neglect, these developments
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have had particularly adverse—and foreseeable—consequences for
African-American youth.46 The war on drugs has been waged prima-
rily in minority communities, despite evidence that the use of illegal
drugs is evenly distributed by race.47 Although survey data suggest that
13% of all monthly drug users are black, 35% of those arrested for drug
possession, 55% of those convicted of drug possession, and 74% of those
sentenced to prison for drug possession are black. Over 90% of all of
those actually admitted to prison for all drug offenses are black or His-
panic.48 As the authors of a recent report on the criminal justice sys-
tem point out, this pattern reflects the extent to which law enforce-
ment agents and prosecutors have concentrated on fighting drugs in
minority communities: if the drug war had been waged on college
campuses, its consequences would have been quite different.49

The particular focus on crack cocaine also helps to explain the ra-
cially disparate consequences of the war on drugs. Although the prac-
tice of smoking cocaine was not uncommon in middle- and upper-class
communities in the late 1970s, the dangers associated with smoking
cocaine received unprecedented publicity after a less expensive form
of smokeable cocaine—"crack"—spread into the inner city in 1985. It
is crack offenders who have born the brunt of the movement to get
tough on drug law violators: as mentioned earlier, the 1986 Anti-Drug
Abuse Act created stiff mandatory penalties (5-20 years) for the simple
possession of less than $100 worth of crack cocaine.50 Thus, for fed-
eral sentencing purposes, each gram of crack is the equivalent of 100
grams of powdered cocaine, despite the fact that most street level crack
dealers buy their powder cocaine from large-scale retailers.51 Crack
cases are also treated more severely at the state and local levels, even
where federal sentencing statutes have not been adopted: crack offend-
ers are more likely to be charged with more serious offenses upon ar-
rest, held in pretrial detention, indicted if arrested for a felony, and
sentenced to jail or prison if convicted than those involved with pow-
der cocaine or other illegal substances.52 The focus on crack offenders
has had distinctly different consequences for blacks and whites: Afri-
can Americans are much more likely to appear in court as crack of-
fenders, whereas whites are more likely to be prosecuted and sentenced
under powder cocaine statutes.53

The Penal-Industrial Complex

As the criminal justice system grows, the size, resources, and author-
ity of the interest groups that benefit from its expansion are also aug-
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merited.54 These beneficiaries—including law enforcement, correc-
tional workers, and a growing number of private firms—constitute
what has come to be known as the "penal-industrial complex" and are
now mobilizing to ensure that the wars on crime and drugs continue.

Law Enforcement as Political Lobby

A variety of developments in the 1960s—including Gold water's po-
liticization of the crime issue, the passage of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Act of 1965, and a series of Supreme Court decisions aimed
at expanding and protecting defendants' rights—prompted the growth
and organization of a quite vocal law enforcement lobby.55 Ironically,
some of the first statements made on behalf of the new police lobby
expressed concern about plans to increase federal funding for local law
enforcement. In 1965, for example, the International Association of
Police Chiefs passed a resolution against "any attempted encroach-
ment by Federal government into State or local governments into the
law enforcement field."56 Over time, however, federal infusions of
funds to state and local law enforcement were received with greater
enthusiasm and appreciation. In monetary terms, these infusions were
quite significant. By 1974, the police received 54% of the nation's $15
billion criminal justice budget, eight times the amount they received
ten years earlier.57

The law enforcement lobby endeavors to protect and improve the
working conditions of its members. As discussed earlier, the broaden-
ing of the asset forfeiture provisions was largely a response to the lob-
bying efforts of law enforcement agencies at the federal and state lev-
els. The police lobby uses a wide range of tactics—including attempts
to heighten the public's fear of crime—to achieve its goals. In a sub-
urb of Washington, D.C., for example, the Fraternal Order of Police
(FOP) responded to proposed layoffs and pay cuts for police officers
by hiring a public relations firm. This company ran television commer-
cials highlighting rising crime rates and the negative impact of pro-
posed budget cuts on the ability of police officers to protect citizens
from dangerous criminals. The FOP spent more than $10,000 in one
week on this campaign and was successful in inducing politicians to
back off the proposed budget cuts.58

The law enforcement lobby also promotes those politicians deemed
sufficiently tough on criminals at the local, state, and federal levels.
Politicians often compete to win the endorsement of law enforcement
organizations, as George Bush and Bill Clinton did during the election
campaign of 1992. Even though Clinton supported greater restrictions
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on handgun ownership—a position also endorsed by most law enforce-
ment organizations—the national FOP gave its endorsement to Presi-
dent Bush. At a ceremony commemorating this endorsement, the presi-
dent of the FOP praised Bush as "a great friend to law enforcement"
and congratulated him for "proposing to the Congress the toughest
crime bill in our history."59 More recently, the FOP applauded Presi-
dent Clinton's decision to sign legislation maintaining tough manda-
tory minimum sentences for simple possession of crack cocaine.60

Correctional Agencies as Political Lobby

The dramatic expansion of the penal system was not anticipated by
many of those initially advocating that federal funds be administered
to state and local criminal justice agencies. Indeed, the 1967 Presi-
dent's Commission on Law Enforcement recommended the adoption
of diversionary programs with the hope that the use of these alter-
natives would reduce the size of the conventional correctional ap-
paratus. Throughout the 1960s and 70s, reformers both within and
outside the LEAA proposed that federal funds be used to divert of-
fenders from the criminal justice system; between 1968 and 1978, the
LEAA funded over 1,200 "community" programs at an estimated cost
of $112 million.61

But the creation of these programs did not lead to a reduction in the
size of the crime control system. Instead, community-based alterna-
tives became supplements to traditional criminal justice programs,
resulting in a significant widening of the criminal justice "net."62 The
reasons for this are complex and have been the subject of much dis-
cussion. Clearly, the fact that funds earmarked for diversionary pro-
grams were allocated to criminal justice agencies (whose empire would
have been reduced if diversion had been realized) had something to
do with the ultimate fate of these programs.63 Contradictions within
the ideological foundation of the destructuring project may also have
undermined the diversionary effort.64 Most important, however, were
factors external to this project, namely, the ascendance of the politics
of law and order.

Indeed, the conservative emphasis on retribution, deterrence, and
incapacitation translated quite directly into the expansion of the fed-
eral and state crime control systems. As a result, the number of people
employed by the justice system has increased sharply, from 600,000
in 1965 to over two million in 1993.65 The membership of the Ameri-
can Correctional Association more than doubled between 1982 and
1988 alone, while its budget increased from less than $1 million in 1979
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to over $7 million in 1990.66 By 1992, the number of full-time correc-
tional employees was more than 500,000, more than are employed by
any Fortune 500 firm other than General Motors.67 Like the law en-
forcement lobby, correctional workers' associations are active at the
local, state and federal levels, attempting to ensure the continued ex-
pansion of their employers and supporting politicians perceived as
friendly to the criminal justice system.

For example, after California built sixteen new prisons in a sixteen-
year period, the California Correctional Peace Officers' Association
(CCPOA) emerged as one of the state's strongest political lobbies. The
CCPOA is California's second most generous political action commit-
tee (PAC) and spends large amounts of money promoting the "victims'
movement" and supporting "friendly" legislation and candidates. For
example, the CCPOA was one of the largest contributors to the three-
strikes-and-you're-out initiative and to Governor Pete Wilson's reelec-
tion campaign. These and other lobbying efforts appear to have been
quite effective: 38 of the last 44 CCPOA-sponsored proposed bills were
enacted by the legislature. As one analyst concluded, "Perhaps one of
the reasons why corrections has become such a sacred cow in the state
budget is because the prison guards' PAC contributes so generously
to legislators and the Governor."68

Legislators promoting prison expansion are also winning the support
of those who live in rural areas. Many of these financially strapped com-
munities are competing to secure contracts for the construction of pris-
ons in their "backyards." Some even go so far as to purchase the required
land themselves and "donate" it to the state with the condition that it
be used for prison construction.69 This eagerness is not difficult to
understand: prisons represent some of the first large-scale, unionized
employers many rural areas have ever seen. As one official of the Fed-
eral Bureau of Prisons said, "[T]hey started realizing that we were a
recession-proof, environmentally clean, attractive, safe industry."70 De-
spite evidence that the benefits of prison construction for economically
strapped rural communities are not as great as anticipated, many such
communities continue to lobby for their construction.

Privatization, Prisons, and Profit

The expansion of the penal apparatus—and of prisons in particular—
also ensures a market for private vendors of a wide array of goods and
services. These companies range from financial firms competing for
the opportunity to underwrite prison construction to private compa-
nies providing consulting, personnel management, architecture and
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building design, drug detection, medical, transportation, security, fine
collection, bounty hunting, and food services. Defense companies are
also jumping in on the action, aggressively marketing law enforcement
equipment and other crime control devices. Indeed, many of these
firms have created special divisions to retool their defense technolo-
gies for use by law enforcement and prison officials. These efforts are
being encouraged and supported by the government: the National
Institute of Justice held a major conference last year on "Law Enforce-
ment Technology in the 21st Century," with special panels on "the role
of the defense industry, particularly for dual use and conversion," and
"how to penetrate the law enforcement market."71 It appears that
these entrepreneurial activities are paying off handsomely: in its pub-
lication "Outlook 2000," the Bureau of Labor Statistics ranked secu-
rity as one of the twenty fastest growing service industries, only slightly
behind data processing and computer software.72

Although the vast majority of prisons are still publicly owned and
managed,73 private prisons are growing and the rate of growth in pri-
vate facilities is approximately four tunes greater than that of state pris-
ons.74 Given the increasing size of the prison population—which the 1994
Crime Bill will, in all likelihood, exacerbate—states are resorting to pri-
vatization as a way of relieving prison overcrowding and in the hopes
of reducing the cost of getting tough.75 The concern, of course, is that
this practice amounts to a supply-side economic policy that will ensure
the continual growth of the prison population.76 For example, Florida
recently contracted with Wachenhut Corrections Corporation (WCC)
to manage several of its prisons. Since WCC is paid on a per-day, per-
prisoner basis, the state of Florida guaranteed that the prison will never
be less than 90% full.77 Private firms may be able to achieve the same
results themselves: these firms often have a say in awarding good-time
credits and a voice in parole proceedings.78 There is also evidence that
the American "punishment industry" has begun to market its wares and
exert influence over criminal justice policy in other countries as well.79

Developments in the Field of Penology

Like the political activism of the interest groups described above, de-
velopments within the field of penology both reflect and reinforce the
expansion and reorientation of the crime control apparatus. In par-
ticular, the renewed emphasis on retribution, deterrence, and incapati-
tation served to legitimate the movement to get tough, while "mana-
gerial" penology helps to make this project more feasible.
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The Decline of Rehabilitation and the Return
of Retribution

At the same time that conservative politicians were lambasting lib-
eral theories of crime and those who "mollycoddle" criminals, pris-
oners and their left-liberal allies were also developing a fairly devas-
tating critique of the rehabilitative paradigm. In the early twentieth
century, the hope of rehabilitating offenders led reformers to adopt
indeterminant sentencing statutes and assign parole boards with the
responsibility of determining when inmates were sufficiently rehabili-
tated to warrant release. Progressive critics of this system argued that
its discretionary nature created space for arbitrary and discriminatory
decision-making and that its therapeutic discourse obscured the ex-
ercise of power inherent in the act of punishment.80 Many also criti-
cized the positivist assumption that the criminal (as opposed to the
system that labels some behaviors as criminal) is the proper object of
knowledge for those studying crime and its control. As Stanley Cohen
suggests, this critique paved the way for an older form of correction-
alism: "[W]e performed elegant pirouettes around notions of freedom
and determinism, and in the meantime let the state get on with its busi-
ness of blaming and prosecuting."81

Not all critics of the rehabilitative project ignored the policy-making
process. Advocates of the "justice model" agreed that rehabilitation
should not be linked to sentencing decisions and proposed instead that
the principle of "just deserts" serve as the basis for punishment.82 As
Greenberg and Humphries point out, the idea that people should be
punished according to their "desert" has a critical edge in a system
that punishes most poor people quite harshly for their crimes but af-
fords rich people significantly more lenience.83 But for reasons that are
still the subject of debate, this potential was not realized.84 Instead, the
justice model's critique of indeterminant sentencing and rehabilita-
tion, its emphasis on formal equality, and its proposal that retributive
principles serve as the basis for punishment coincided with the con-
servative emphasis on the need to punish the individual wrongdoer
more severely and to do so without consideration of the question of
causation.

Both conservatives and progressives, then, offered a strong and
compelling critique of the rehabilitative project in the 1960s and 1970s;
all of the former and some of the latter also embraced the principle of
retribution. This retributive orientation was the basis of the legislative
reforms that began in the 1970s and accelerated—with much prodding
and support by the federal government—in the 1980s and 1990s. De-
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terrence and incapacitation (public safety) also served as important
rationales for the adoption of more punitive sentencing statutes. Re-
search sponsored by right-wing think tanks and advocacy groups—
as well as the Reagan-Bush Justice Department—has played an impor-
tant role in legitimating these goals and the incarceration boom with
which they have been associated.85

The New Penology

Students of contemporary social control patterns have noted that this
punitive shift has been accompanied by the emergence of a more tech-
nocratic approach to crime control. This approach has been called
"managerial" or "administrative" criminology, the "check 'em out"
approach, and, most simply, the "new penology."86 Advocates of the
new penology profess no ideological affiliation, but see themselves as
planners and systems engineers seeking to implement crime control
policies aimed at the efficient management (rather than elimination
or reduction) of criminal behavior.

A few features of this approach are worth highlighting. First, in the
discourse of the new penology, the language of probability and risk
supersedes any interest in clinical diagnosis, social context, or even
retributive judgment. These "risk assessments" are based not on knowl-
edge of the individual case but on actuarial or probablistic calcula-
tions.87 Classification systems that use demographic and familial char-
acteristics to assess offenders' "risk profile" reflect this orientation.
Second, the new penology emphasizes efficiency and seeks to achieve
it through the use of observational techniques calibrated according to
assessments of risk.88 The idea is that by differentiating between low-,
medium-, and high-risk offenders and by subjecting each group to the
appropriate level of supervision, crime control costs may be reduced.
The hope of developing this capacity has stimulated a great deal of
research: "Probably the most pervasive application of social science
research in reform of the criminal justice system over the past twenty
years has been the widespread incorporation .. . of research based on
prediction and classification."89

The emergence of this managerial orientation as a dominant theme
in American penology can be traced at least in part to the implemen-
tation of the Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. Prior to this
time, few states, regional bodies, or localities engaged in comprehen-
sive planning in the area of criminal justice. The federal government's
requirement that these bodies develop such plans in order to qualify
for federal funds, however, led to the emergence of a new profession—
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criminal justice planning—by the mid-1970s.90 These criminal justice
experts emphasized the importance of developing "systems improve-
ment projects" aimed at enhancing the coordination and efficiency of
the criminal justice system and were more likely to be trained in op-
erations research and systems analysis than in social work or sociol-
ogy. Interestingly, the internal focus of this profession mirrors the
Johnson administration's increasing unwillingness to emphasize the
social context and causes of crime.91

As the 1970s and 1980s progressed, the new penology's promise
to achieve greater efficiencies within the criminal justice system be-
came especially appealing to government bodies adopting and imple-
menting the get-tough policies promoted by the federal government.
Observational and surveillance techniques such as electronic surveil-
lance are significantly cheaper than custodial institutions.92 The or-
ganizational requirements and fiscal implications of law and order
policies fueled the interest in such low-cost alternatives.93 Similarly,
the search for the "career criminal" and the corresponding emphasis
on selective incapacitation are largely motivated by the hope of reduc-
ing the expense associated with large-scale incarceration. Indeed, the
possibility of an effective, selective incapacitation strategy is so appeal-
ing to many government agencies that "the criminal career notion . . .
dominates discussion of criminal justice policy and . . . controls the ex-
penditure of federal research funds."94 These and other contemporary
crime control strategies represent a distinct break with criminology's
traditional interest in identifying the causes of crime.95

In sum, criminal justice policy and research is increasingly domi-
nated by what Cohen calls the "conservative-managerial alliance."96

In the context of the campaign for law and order, penological research
has become less interested in the (social) causes of crime and more
focused on the development of efficient crime-control policies. While
a number of factors have contributed to the emergence of this more
managerial and "realistic" approach, the shift of the epistemological
gaze away from the criminal offender and his or her social context and
the fiscal implications of the campaign for law and order have been
especially important in this regard. The implications of these ideologi-
cal and political shifts are considered in the final chapter.



Reconceptualizing the Crime Problem

n May 1995, the Federal Sentencing Commission recommended that
Congress abandon those provisions of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act that

penalize crack offenders more severely than any other type of drug
law violator. The commission further suggested that those found with
small amounts of crack or powder cocaine should be placed on proba-
tion as long as they did not also engage in violence or violate gun laws.
In October—shortly after the Million Man March in Washington, D.C.,
in which the Reverend Jesse Jackson and others denounced crack sen-
tencing laws as "unfair," "racist," and "ungodly"1—Congress voted
to ignore the Sentencing Commission's recommendations and uphold
existing sentencing statutes. President Bill Clinton subsequently ap-
proved Congress's decision, arguing that punishing crack offenders
more harshly is appropriate because crack is more likely to be associ-
ated with violence and therefore takes a greater toll on the communi-
ties in which it is used and distributed.

That Congress and the president ultimately decided to uphold the
sentencing laws that have contributed so much to the growth of the
prison population and the incarceration of so many minority youths
is not, at this point, surprising. What was more unusual was the de-
bate triggered by the Sentencing Commission's recommendations and
the congressional decision to ignore them. Suddenly, the overexten-
sion of the criminal justice system, its devastating effects on black
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youths, and the socioeconomic conditions that shape drug abuse were
included in public discussions of the crime problem. While most of the
figures participating in these discussions were high-ranking legal and
political authorities, some grass-roots and community spokespersons
also contributed to the discussion. The sudden outbreak of unrest in
several federal prisons in response to Congress's decision drew fur-
ther attention to the problem of racial inequities in the criminal jus-
tice system. In short, discussions of the crime issue were—for a short
time—more democratic, less monolithic, and more likely to include
"minority" perspectives on issues pertaining to criminal justice.2

That this debate marked such a dramatic break with previous dis-
cussions of the crime issue reveals how nearly hegemonic the law and
order perspective has become. A political perspective may be charac-
terized as hegemonic when "it is understood not just as one possible
project among many alternatives, but as the only possible social
order. Hegemony therefore involves a radical break with previously
dominant discourses, and, at the same time,... the promotion of the
sense that there is no alternative to the hegemonic project."3 Until the
Sentencing Commission's recommendations, the discourses of reha-
bilitation and root causes and other alternative ways of framing the
crime problem were largely (although not entirely)4 excluded from
national political discourse on the crime issue. The irony, of course, is
that current criminal justice policy as well as the ideology that justi-
fies it is typically depicted as a direct expression of popular values—
that is, of democracy-at-work.5 But the ascendance of the rhetoric and
policies of law and order is not an expression of democracy in action.
Rather, this ideological framework was a component of the conserva-
tive project of state reconstruction: the effort to replace social welfare
with social control as the principle of state policy.

This project is well under way. Between 1976 and 1989, the percent-
age of state budgets allocated to education and welfare programs de-
clined dramatically—the former by 12% and the latter by 41%.6 Across
the states, the average monthly welfare benefit shrank from $714 to
$394 (in 1995 dollars) between 1979 and 19937 It is clear that the recent
welfare "reform" legislation will accelerate this trend in the future.
Meanwhile, state and federal "correctional" expenditures grew by
95% and 114% (respectively) between 1976 and 19898 and continue
to increase dramatically. As we have seen, this shift has had a dramatic
impact on the rate of incarceration in the United States. Indeed, if
prison construction and the incarceration rate continue to increase at
the present rate, two out of three young black men and one of four
young Hispanic men will be in prison by the year 2020.9 While the fis-
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cal implications of these projections make their actualization unlikely,
they nonetheless illustrate the nature and scope of this transformation
of state expenditure and policy.

In the discourse that legitimates this transformation, the criminal-
ity, addiction, and delinquency of the impoverished—as well as their
dependence on public assistance—symbolize their immorality, dan-
gerousness, and preference for the "easy way out." As Feeley and
Simon suggest, aspects of contemporary penological theory and prac-
tice—especially its rejection of the rehabilitative project—are also
predicated upon this more pessimistic image of the underclass.10 The
get-tough and managerial discourses on crime are thus two sides of a
remarkably cynical coin: both are fundamentally uninterested in the
social causes of criminality or in reintegrating offenders and assume
instead that punishment, surveillance, and control are the best re-
sponse to deviant behavior. These assumptions—and the image of the
undeserving underclass upon which they rest—have been made ex-
plicit in recent efforts to further increase the size of the prison popu-
lation. Arguing that "all that is left of the "black community' in some
pockets of urban America is deviant, delinquent, and criminal adults
surrounded by severely abused and neglected children, virtually all
of whom were born out of wedlock," for example, Princeton Professor
John Dilulio has mounted a quite energetic and high-profile defense
of the massive use of imprisonment as an effective "crime-restraint
tool."11 As critics point out, these suggestions—apparently quite popu-
lar on Capitol Hill—involve "the wholesale writing off of a large seg-
ment of the population as irredeemably evil."12

The fact that some segments of the public have been receptive to
this iconography of the underclass and the policies it implies does not
mean that this approach is inevitable or unchangeable. As we have
seen, political elites have shaped—not just responded to—public per-
ceptions and sentiment on these issues. Those who attribute recent
political developments to a universal and preexisting public desire
surely overlook the historically contingent nature of political beliefs
and attitudes and the importance of political leadership in shaping their
expression.

Furthermore, while it is often assumed that popular attitudes are
overwhelmingly punitive, more careful and nuanced analyses stress
their complex and equivocal nature—even in the midst of the cam-
paign for law and order. As discussed in chapter 6, public opinion polls
that use fixed (rather than open-ended) questions (such as "Do you
think the courts are too lenient, too harsh, or just about right?" or "Do
you support the death penalty: yes or no"?) document a clear puni-
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tive trend in American attitudes about crime and punishment. At some
level, then, Americans have become more responsive to rhetoric and
policies associated with the campaign for law and order. But when
methodologies that allow people to develop and express the complex-
ity of their beliefs are used, a different picture emerges.13 Research
using these alternative techniques suggests that the popular desire for
punishment coexists somewhat uneasily with support for prevention
and rehabilitation and the belief that social conditions (such as pov-
erty, unemployment, and a disrupted family life) are criminogenic.
These studies also show that people's growing propensity to report that
the courts are too lenient stems primarily from their tendency to over-
estimate the seriousness of most crimes and to underestimate the kinds
of punishments they currently receive. The more exposure people have
to nonsensationalistic accounts of real criminal incidents (from court
documents rather than media accounts), the less punitive they become.
And the public's willingness to advocate incarceration for nonviolent
offenders and the death penalty for those convicted of homicide de-
pends to a large extent upon whether they are presented with alter-
natives that ensure public safety.14

Public beliefs about crime and punishment, then, do not provide
clear and unambiguous support for current criminal justice policies.
Nor do popular sentiments on related issues point unequivocally to-
ward these policies. Economic pressures, anxiety about social change,
and a pervasive sense of insecurity clearly engender a great deal of
frustration, and the scapegoating of the underclass has been a rela-
tively successful way of tapping and channeling these sentiments. But
this way of apprehending these realities is just that—a particular
interpretation, one that has had significant consequences for state
policy.

There is reason to believe that alternative crime frames might enjoy
support from "experts" and the public alike. The view that crime has
social causes and that certain kinds of rehabilitative programs are an
effective means of responding to crime, for example, enjoys a signifi-
cant degree of academic15 and popular support. The notion that "fam-
ily life" is an important dimension of the crime problem is also wide-
spread, but has served primarily as a resource for advocates of the
"culture of welfare" explanation of "underclass" behavior. But this
need not be the case: one potentially fruitful strategy for progressives
would be to stress the ways in which structural forces such as unem-
ployment, low wages, inadequate medical care, and limited access to
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child care diminish the capacity of parents to care for their young.16

Highlighting the impact of high rates of incarceration on individuals,
families, and communities might also be a way of channeling concern
about "social breakdown" in more progressive directions. The creation
of a richer and more meaningful public discourse that includes these
and other underrepresented perspectives is a first step toward the true
democratization of crime and drug policy. This debate is not a periph-
eral one, but involves the very central question of whether state and
social policy should emphasize and seek to promote inclusion or ex-
clusion, reintegration or stigmatization. Nothing less than the true
meaning of democracy is at stake.
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Chapter I

1. For example, the percentage identifying drugs as the nation's most im-
portant problem jumped from 3% in early 1986 to 64% in September 1989 (New
York Times/CBS New Poll, pp. 2-4). More recently, the percentage of poll re-
spondents identifying crime as the nation's most important problem increased
from under 10% in June 1993 to over 50% by the August 1994 (Braun and
Pasternak, "A Nation With Peril On Its Mind").

2. The percentage of Americans supporting capital punishment increased
from 45% in 1965 to 71% in 1988, while the percentage reporting that the courts
are "too lenient" grew from 48% to 82% (Niemi, Mueller, and Smith, Trends in
Public Opinion). Americans are now more likely to believe that possession of
small amounts of marijuana should be treated as a criminal offense and to
explain crime in terms of individual rather than social factors. See Cullen, Clark,
and Wozniak, "Explaining the Get-Tough Movement"; Mayer, The Changing
American Mind; Roberts, "Public Opinion, Crime and Criminal Justice." While
much of this research suggests that the public has become more punitive, there
is also reason to suspect that this transformation is more superficial than is
commonly supposed. This argument will be developed in chapter 8.

3. Chambliss, "Policing the Ghetto Underclass," p. 184; Oliver, "In the
Government's Ongoing War Against Crime, Money Has Been Little Object,"
p.l.

4. Tonry, Malign Neglect.
5. I am indebted to Cullen, Clark, and Wozniak for this term and their cri-

tique of the view that "current criminal justice policies are a direct reflection of

III
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the increasing salience of lawlessness for citizens and their subsequent plea that
the state punish and cage the wicked" ("Support for the Get-Tough Movement,"
p. 16).

6. Stinchcombe et al.. Crime and Punishment in America.
7. Cullen, Clark, and Wozniak, "Support for the Get-Tough Movement";

Doble, Crime and Punishment; Flanagan, "Change and Influence in Popular
Criminology"; Roberts, "Public Opinion, Crime and Criminal Justice."

8. Sasson, Crime Talk.
9. As Bennett points out, this "state of consciousness fallacy" oversimpli-

fies and decontextualizes public sentiment: it "ignores the impact of political
conditions on political thinking" and therefore overlooks "the range of char-
acteristics that the public can exhibit in any given political situation." In con-
trast, Bennett's "situational" view of public opinion sees public attitudes as fluid,
heterogeneous, and contextually defined. Bennett, Public Opinion in American
Politics.

10. Bourdieu, In Other Words, p. 21.
11. Hall, The Hard Road to Renewal.
12. Ferrell and Sanders, Cultural Criminology. See also Barak, Media, Pro-

cess and the Social Construction of Crime; Kappeler, Blumberg, and Potter, The
Mythology of Crime and Criminal Justice; Scheingold, The Politics of Street Crime:
Criminal Process and Cultural Obsession; Surette, Media, Crime and Criminal Justice.

13. Garland, Punishment and Modern Society, p. 20.
14. Kitsuse and Spector, "Toward a Sociology of Social Problems."
15. Edelman, Constructing the Political Spectacle; Garrison, Talking Politics;

Gamson and Lasch, "The Political Culture of Social Welfare Policy"; Gamson
and Modigliani, "The Changing Culture of Affirmative Action"; Gusfield,
"Moral Passage"; Hilgartner and Bosk, "The Rise and Fall of Social Problems."

16. Ferrell and Sanders, "Culture, Crime and Criminology," p. 3.
17. Edelman, Constructing the Political Spectacle, p. 21.
18. See Corrigan and Sayer, The Great Arch, p. 3.
19. Gamson and Wolfsfeld, "Movements and Media as Interacting Systems";

Gitlin, The Whole World is Watching; McAdam, Political Process and the Develop-
ment of Black Insurgency.

20. Bennett, Public Opinion in American Politics, p. 58.
21. Sasson, Crime Talk.
22. David Garland/'Penal Modernism and Postmodernism." Michel Fou-

cault demonstrated that the emergence of this approach was predicated upon
the ascendance of certain epistemological suppositions: that subjects are "know-
able" and that problematic behavior has causes that may be identified and
remedied by experts. The rise of this epistemological foundation was, in turn,
linked to a set of sociohistorical developments that both reflect and facilitate
the modern effort to solve social problems through the transformation of indi-
viduals. See Foucault, Discipline and Punish.

23. Rothman, The Discovery of the Asylum; Zimring and Hawkins, Incapaci-
tation, pp. 6-10.
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24. Rothman, The Discovery of the Asylum; see also Cullen and Gilbert, Re-
affirming Rehabilitation.

25. On the decline of the rehabilitative project, see F. Allen, The Decline of
the Rehabilitative Ideal; Bayer, "Crime, Punishment and the Decline of Liberal
Optimism"; Cohen, Visions of Social Control; Cullen and Gilbert, Reaffirming
Rehabilitation; Garland, Punishment and Modern Society, Chapter 1; Martinson,
"What Works?—Questions and Answers About Prison Reform"; Zimring and
Hawkins,Incapacitation. While it appears that criminal justice practitioners and
politicians have lost interest in the rehabilitative project, Zimring and Hawkins
provide evidence indicating that social scientific research continues to focus
on this topic.

26. The reemergence of biological criminology may be an exception to this
generalization. Many proponents of biological theories of crime argue that treat-
ment is possible for those identified as biologically prone to criminality. How-
ever, both the historical record and the recent adoption of legislation mandat-
ing the "chemical castration" of certain sex offenders suggest that this research
will primarily serve to justify different kinds of punishment rather than an al-
ternative to it.

27. Cohen, Visions of Social Control and "Social Control Talk: Telling Sto-
ries About Correctional Change"; Feeley and Simon, "The New Penology"; Gor-
don, The Justice Juggernaut; Simon, Poor Discipline.

28. Garland, Punishment and Welfare; see also Feeley and Simon, "The New
Penology."

29. See, for example, Bayer, "Crime, Punishment and the Decline of Lib-
eral Optimism"; Cohen, Visions of Social Control.

30. Garland, "Penal Modernism and Post-Modernism," p. 204.
31. Richard Nixon, quoted in Marion, A History of Federal Crime Control Ini-

tiatives, 1960-1993, p. 70.
32. I am indebted to Craig Reinarman for this succinct summary of the cur-

rent political transformation. See Reinarman, "The Social Construction of an
Alcohol Problem."

33. Melossi also argues that efforts to punish may be elites' response to per-
ceived social crisis (see Melossi, "Gazette of Morality and Social Whip").

34. Other researchers have also linked the growth of the state social con-
trol apparatus to the attack on the welfare state. In the early 1980s, for example,
a group of scholars argued that declining rates of profitability led many West-
ern governments to adopt "reverse Keynesian"—i.e., monetarist—economic
policies. This shift corresponded to an increased reliance upon the coercive
mechanisms of the state, for several reasons: the politicization of crime and pun-
ishment masks the extent of economic crisis by deflecting attention away from
economic issues, identifies "target groups" which may be held responsible for
social and economic problems, and helps to legitimate the state's authority
(Horton, "The Rise of the Right"; Platt and Takagi, "Law and Order in the
1980's"; Ratner and McMullan, "Social Control and the Rise of the Exceptional
State in Britain, the United States and Canada"). While I understand the
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politicization of crime and punishment in the U.S. to be a response to political
developments—especially the mobilization of the civil and welfare rights move-
ments—rather than "the crisis of profitability," I am nonetheless indebted to
these scholars' contention that crime-related issues are inextricably bound up
with larger debates over state policy. For a more recent version of this argu-
ment, see Box, Recession, Crime and Punishment; Brake and Hale, Public Order
and Private Lives; Hale, "Economy, Punishment and Imprisonment.

35. As Winant suggests, the ability to represent social issues in racial terms
is central to the current pattern of conservative hegemony. Winant, "Differ-
ence and Equality," p. 119. This argument is supported by a recent study which
found that television viewers are significantly less likely to advocate "social"
rather than "individualistic" solutions to poverty when the welfare recipients
depicted are black. See lyengar, Is Anyone Responsible? p. 60. Similarly, there is
evidence that a relatively large black population is one of the strongest predic-
tors of states' incareration rates (McGarrell, Institutional Theory and the Sta-
bility of a Conflict Model of the Incarceration Rate").

36. Katz, "The Urban 'Underclass' as Metaphor of Social Transformation,"
p. 4.

37. Although sometimes referred to as the "correctional- industrial" com-
plex, this term better captures the true nature and function of the criminal jus-
tice system in the 1990s. In fact, some prisoners' organizations have success-
fully sued prisons that call themselves "correctional" facilities, arguing that the
absence of rehabilitative programs renders this term inappropriate.

38. Feeley and Simon, "The New Penology."

Chapter 2

1. Raymond Michelowski, "The Contradictions of Corrections," in Making
Law, p. 100. In this article Michelowski critiques his earlier acceptance of this
argument, asserting that in doing so he erroneously "treated such things as the
'fear of crime', [and] the rise in popular demands for more punishment... as
social facts, rather than ideologically rooted, and in some cases politically ma-
nipulated, ways of constructing a social reality" (p. 103).

2. Greenberg, Crime and Capitalism, p. 316.
3. Wilson, Thinking About Crime, p. xvi. For a compelling critique of this ar-

gument, see Chambliss and Sbarbaro, "Creating Moral Panic, Legitimizing
Repression and Institutionalizing Racism Through Law."

4. For example, Zimring and Hawkins suggest that the federal government
took action on drugs because "a high level of public concern produces govern-
ment action in a political democracy," while Wisotsky suggests that the Reagan
administration "harnessed a preexisting momentum for a crackdown on
drugs." See Zimring and Hawkins, The Search for a Rational Drug Control Policy,
p. xi; Wisotsky, "Crackdown," p. 890. Elsewhere, however, Zimring and
Hawkins argue that neither the rate of crime nor popular concern about it can
account for the increasing incarceration rate in the 1970s and 80s. Zimring and
Hawkins, The Scale of Imprisonment.
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5. For example, Niemi, Mueller, and Smith attribute increased fear of crime
and support for punitive policies to "objective shifts in the level of criminal
activity," as evidenced by UCR data (Trends in Public Opinion, p. 133). Given
that national survey data indicate that rates of drug use were more generally
declining throughout the 1980s, the war on drugs is more difficult to explain
in these terms.

6. See especially Barak, Media, Process and the Social Construction of Crime;
Edelman, Constructing the Political Spectacle; Ferrell and Sanders, Cultural
Criminology; Fishman, "Crime Waves as Ideology"; Hall et al., Policing the
Crisis; Kappeler, Blumberg, and Potter, The Mythology of Crime and Criminal
Justice; Jensen, Gerber, and Babcock, "The New War on Drugs"; Reinarman
and Levine, "Crack in Context"; Sasson, Crime Talk; Scheingold, The Politics
of Street Crime; Surette, Media, Crime and Criminal Justice.

7. In the crime case, twenty-nine polls that asked respondents "what do
you think is the most important problem facing the nation" were taken. Twenty-
five such polls were taken in the drug case. These polls were taken at three- to
five-month intervals. The periodization of these case studies was designed to
capture the rise and fall of public concern around each issue; these cases could
not be extended without including lengthy periods in which the dependent
variable remained at or close to zero.

8. For a more methodologically detailed version of this analysis, see Beckett,
"Setting the Public Agenda."

9. These data are clearly imperfect. As discussed earlier, however, propo-
nents of the democracy-at-work thesis generally point to the UCR data on vio-
lent crime to support their contention that concern about crime is linked to the
rate of crime. My analysis is aimed at assessing the internal consistency of this
argument.

It is difficult to gauge the accuracy of the UCR data on violent crime. The
FBI UCRs are based on the number of crimes known to the police and reported
by them to the FBI; the public's increased willingness to report their victimiza-
tion, as well as unproved recording techniques, may account for at least some
portion of the increase reported in the 1960s and 1970s (see O'Brien, Crime and
Victimization Data; President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Ad-
ministration of Justice, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society). More serious
crimes are more likely to be reported to and recorded by the police; the rate of
violent crime is therefore probably less influenced by changing reporting and
recording practices. However, there is evidence that cultural changes have had
a significant impact on the willingness of rape victims to report their victim-
ization to the police (see Orcutt and Faison, "Sex Role Attitude Change and
Reporting of Rape Victimization, 1978-1985"). Homicide data are generally
seen as more reliable because of the seriousness of the crime and the difficul-
ties involved in concealing corpses.

10. Information regarding the incidence of drug use was taken from the
National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) survey ("The Household Survey on
Drug Abuse"). The percentage of survey respondents aged twelve and over
reporting illicit drug use in the past month was used as an indicator of the rate
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of drug use. While DAWN data report the number of drug-related emergency
room visits and therefore better capture the intensity of the drug problem, these
data were not collected regularly throughout the period analyzed. In addition,
methodological changes in NIDA's estimation procedures mean that the DAWN
data collected before and after 1990 are not comparable. These data will, how-
ever, be considered in the discussion.

11. Information regarding the outcome variable—public concern—was
taken from the Gallup Poll and the New York Times/CBS News Polls. Both of
these are national public opinion surveys in which respondents are asked the
open-ended question, "[W]hat do you think is the most important problem facing
the nation?" The percentage of respondents identifying "crime," "juvenile
delinquency," "the breakdown of law and order," or "general unrest" (in the
crime case) and "drugs" or "drug use" (in the drug case) as the nation's most
important problem served as the measure of public concern.

12. The number of speeches, statements, policy initiatives, or summaries per-
taining to crime or drugs made by federal officials and reported in the mass media
was utilized as an indicator of "political initiative." Because I analyzed newspa-
per stories indexed under "crime in the U.S." and national television news broad-
casts, fewer than 2% of the stories analyzed relied on local or state (as opposed
to national) officials. These stories were eliminated from the analysis.

13. The number of stories indexed under "crime in the U.S." in theNeif York
Times Index and under "drug abuse" and "drug trafficking" in the Vanderbilt
Television News Index and Abstracts (weeknights only) served as an indicator of
media coverage. (Because the Vanderbilt Television News Index and Abstracts
began in 1968, it was not possible to analyze television news coverage of the
crime issue). Only those stories in which officials did not serve as sources were
included in this category. "Political initiative" and "media coverage" thus re-
fer to two different kinds of media coverage.

14. Public concern is typically measured in terms of the percentage of poll
respondents who identify an issue as the nation's most important problem (see
Stinchcombe et al., Crime and Punishment in America; see also Chambliss and
Sbarbaro, "Creating Moral Panic, Legitimizing Repression and Institutionaliz-
ing Racism Through Law"). The sharpness of the fluctuations in levels of con-
cern about crime and drugs reflects, in part, the use of this measure: the per-
centage of poll respondents who identify a given problem as the nation's most
important may shift suddenly as other issues assume prominence in political
debate.

15. I was primarily interested in identifying those factors associated with
short-term fluctuations in public concern; the regression results are therefore
based on an analysis of the differenced data. Differencing is a technique used
to eliminate the linear trend from the data. With the linear trend removed, the
regression coefficients estimate the association between short-term fluctuations
in the explanatory and outcome variables.

16. The single equation models used here assume a one-way causal rela-
tionship between the explanatory and outcome variables. This relationship,
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however, is probably interactive. These models thus tend to overestimate the
effects of the explanatory variables; the results should be interpreted with this
upward bias in mind.

17. Because the outcome variable (the percentage of poll respondents iden-
tifying crime or drugs as the nation's most important problem) is lower bound
at zero, the regression coefficients may be interpreted in the following man-
ner. The coefficient for the crime rate in Column 1 is -.0077: for every unit in-
crease in the crime rate, the odds that a person would identify crime as the
nation's most important problem would decrease e "°077 or 1.007 times. A unit
increase in media and political initiative, would, according to the regression
coefficients, lead respondents to be 3.49 and 3.94 (respectively) times more likely
to identify crime as the nation's most important problem. The coefficients in
Columns 2 and 3 are very close to those in Column 1 and can therefore be inter-
preted similarly.

18. According to the results presented in Column 1, a single unit increase
in the rate of drug use increased the odds that a respondent would identify
drugs as the nation's most important problem by 1.015 times. A unit increase
in media and political initiative increased the odds that a person would respond
in this manner by 1.29 and 6.43 times.

19. Treaster, "Emergency Room Cocaine Cases Rise"; Treaster, "Emergency
Hospital Visits Rise Among Drug Abusers."

20. U.S. Department of Justice, The Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics,
1988; National Institute on Drug Abuse, "National Household Survey on Drug
Abuse," 1988.

21. The existence of simultaneity bias between political initiative and pub-
lic concern in the regression model indicates that the relationship between these
variables is interactive.

22. Statistical techniques designed to estimate the effects of reciprocal causal
relationships make an elaborate set of assumptions about the data and there-
fore introduce significant specification errors. Furthermore, the statistical prop-
erties of the techniques that propose to estimate reciprocal causal effects in small
samples are unknown. Given these difficulties, a case study method will be used
to explore the relationship between shifts in the level of public opinion and
political initiative over time.

23. Fewer than 1% of the Gallup Poll respondents identified crime-related
problems as the nation's most important in 1963 and 1964. See Stinchcombe
et al., Crime and Punishment in America, p. 25.

24. Braun and Pasternak, "A Nation With Peril On Its Mind."
25. Moore, "Public Wants Crime Bill," p. 11. See also Alderman, "Leading

the Public."
26. Browning and Cao, "The Impact of Race on Criminal Justice Ideology";

Hagan and Albonetti, "Race, Class and the Perception of Criminal Injustice in
America."

27. Cohn and Halteman, "Punitive Attitudes Toward Criminals"; see also
Secret and Johnson, "Racial Differences in Attitudes Toward Crime Control."
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28. Taylor, Scheppele, and Stinchcombe, "Salience of Crime and Support
for Harsher Criminal Sanctions."

29. Cullen, Clark, and Wozniak, "Explaining the Get-Tough Movement";
Cullen et al., "Attribution, Salience and Attitudes Toward Criminal Sanction-
ing"; Stinchcombe et al., Crime and Punishment in America.

30. In fact, Stinchcombe et al. suggest that low levels of fear, high levels of
punitiveness, and opposition to gun control in rural areas are best understood
as a "defense of a rural hunting culture" rather than a response to the crime
problem (Crime and Punishment in America, p. 13).

31. Although most researchers have concluded that fear of crime and pu-
nitiveness are largely unrelated, there is evidence that under some circum-
stances, fear of crime may lead some to embrace punitive policies (Langworthy
and Whitehead, "Liberalism and Fear as Explanations of Punitiveness"). Conn
and Halteman, for example, argue that increasing punitiveness among blacks
is related to growing rates of black victimization ("Punitive Attitudes Toward
Criminals"). Media researchers also point out that heavy television consumers
are more fearful of crime and more supportive of tough criminal sanctions (see
Surette, Media, Crime and Criminal Justice). As we have seen, however, this link
is not inevitable but depends upon the way in which the threat of crime is
understood (Cullen et al., "Attributions, Salience and Attitudes Toward Crimi-
nal Sanctions").

32. Reinarman, "The Social Construction of Drug Scares."
33. Goode, "The American Drug Panic of the 1980s."

Chapter 3

1. The methodology upon which this analysis is based is described in chap-
ter 5.

2. Beale, "Federalizing Crime."
3. Fogelson, Big City Police; Walker, A Critical History of Police Reform.
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History of Police Reform, p. 152.
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sades and Corruption.
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draw attention to the unconstitutionality of those laws. Thus, it is not clear that
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disobedience."

9. Cronin, Cronin, and Milakovich, The U.S. Versus Crime in the Streets.
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